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12 Pages, 72 Columns
All the news that's fi to print
WEEKL
: ONE DOLLAR A YEAR.
HOPKINSVILLE, CHRISTIAN COUNTY, KENTUC
KY, FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 11, 1910
COSILY SMASH-UP CHOPS WOLF'S
ONL& N. RAILROAD HEAD WITH AXE
CHALYBATE CURVE TH ' SCENE
OF DESTRUCTIVE WRECK.'
NEGRO HAS DESPERATE EN-
COUNTER WITH BEAST.
NARROW ESCAPES FROM DEATH. 
KILLED EIGHT OF HIS HOUNDS.
Crews Worked All Night ito Remove
Debris and Rebuild Sack.—
All Traffic DehmId.
(From Tuesday's D ily)
A costly freight wreck curred on
the L. & N. about three 411es north
of town late yesterday afte oon when
southbound freight train NU. 31 headed
Into a work train. Both iocomotives
were demolished, several cars were
'reduced almost to kindling wood and
about a hundred yards of track was
torn up.
Wreckers from Nashvill4 and Earl-
ington, with full crews of rien and all
Of the section crews alon the divi-
ion were hurried to the s ene and at
nce tackled the big pro osition of
leering away the wrecka e and re-
airing the track. This 4as not ac-
omplished until this morn ng, all the
assenger trains last night including
No. H. which was due -11're at 5:3 
yesterday afternoon, were nt around
via Nortonville, Central CI y. Russell-
ville and Guthrie in orde to get a-
round the wreck. The E kton train
came here last night at 7: 0 and took
11 passengers to Guthrie ho desired
o go, these catching th ir trains
here.
All northbound freight tra.ins were
stopped here and the yards at Latham
and in the northern part If town re-
sembled a terminal station with the
long strings of cars and anting en-
gines that were being held J here until
the track could be cleared. outhbound
freights were held at the stations
north of here.
The cause of the wrecl seems to
have been the inability or Engineer
Charles Warren, of No 31, Ito stop his
train as it was deacendiig a heavy
grade' just this side of Chalybeate
-Springs. Engineer Warre4 had been
warned at Kelly that the ork train
was ahead of him, and he was keep-
ing a lookout for it and ru ming at a-
bout fifteen miles an hoar. but he
thought it was further down the track
than it really was. As he came around
a curve and on the down Oracle, he
espied the work train on
distance ahead. He imm
versed his engine, -applied
gency brake and whistle
work train to back up, but
were such that the wreck
be averted as the freight
largely of loaded coal car
ried by its own moment
y a short
lately re-
the erner-
for the
conditions
could not
composed
, was car-
m on the
down grade and the worM train did
not have time to get under headway
on the back track before i the other
train was into it.
How stveral deaths or terious in-
jury was avoided is rega
as miraculous. On No. 31
men responded to the sig
brakes and the crew did n
ill the very last •minute.
Of the work train also in
ed almost
the brake-
al to set
jump un-
;The crew
e a hasty
exit but beyond a few bruises and a
sprained back they all elscaped in-
jery
two locomotives can it. e together
r errific force. The e ine to the
train was a tight switch engine
belonging to one Of the con-
.ion crews engaged ia the work
!vising the main line a that point.
engine pulling No. 31 was one of
largest types of locom
1his division. The sw tch engine
.ez aurled backward str ight down
the track for a distance of Itiout forty
yards and landed on a gond la car, the
front of the engine crash! g through
the heal of the car and leas: ng the cab
iticking up in the air. T e collision
)ccurred on an embankm t and the
engine on No. 31 was d railed and
)nce started dowiy the em nkment it
-ontinuoil to roll' U I, tit It as entirely
Iff the ' right of ,.k. :ty and. in an ad-
'Dining fc'1,1.
'
STRAYED—Medium size
well gaited. Liberal rewar
lation leading to his rev)
ham mock.
tives used
Animal Had Been Devastating Sheep
Flocks in South Christian for
Many Months.
After ti fight with a ferocious white
wolf, James Hardie, a colored cropper
on the farm of Lloyd Wilson, in
South Christian, near the Tennessee
line, succeeded in 
ove i. 
oming the an-
imal and chopped off i s head with an
axe. This is the second wolf that has
been killed in Christian county within
a month Julian farmers recently!
brought one to bay with fox hounds ,i
and ended its career of devastation
among the sheep flocks of that neigh- ii
borhood. 1
The wolf killed by ilardie had from ,I 1
time to .time, &mirk the' last nine ,
BOOMS MAYOR GAYNOR
FOR THE PRESIDENCY
NeW York Herald Wants Metropolis',
Chief Executive to Be the Next
Democratic ;Nominee.
NEW YORK, Feb. 9.—The New'
York Herald has come Out for Mayw-
Wiliam J Gaynor as the next Demo-
cratic nominee for president.
Scattered through its editorial page
Is the following paragraph, printed in
Italic type under the caption, "Why
Not?"
"Why not Judge Gaynor as candi-
date of the Democratic party in the
next presidential election? There
are indications that when Col. Roose-
velt returns from Elba the Republican
party will be smashed into smithe-
reens. That makes the outlook Very
promising for the Democrats, and with
a. standard bearer they should win
hands down. We don'toknow at pres-
ent any one better fitted •for Democra-
; tic standard bearer than Judge Gay-
nor."
Yittawr 81# J,E,:Purkcce, BOSTPK-C623
N%Il.LIAN1 J. GAYNOR
HAD ED SESSION FOR JURY SERVICE
FEBRUARY MEETING OF CHRIS- (1111ZENS ARE BEING SUMMONED
months, been slaughtering sheep and,
dogs along the Tennessee line. The COU 'TY FISCAL COURT. BY THE SHER
IFF.
it
negro heard distressing Yelps among !
his fox hounds and on going 'to his 
-
barn found his eight puppies dead.
They had been torn to pieces by the tppraprinthois
fangs of the wolf. Two fine hounds ,
had evidently fought the intruder as
they were covered with blood front
gaping wounds.
Hardie saw the wolf making off in
the darkness. He returned to the
house for a lantern. which he secured,
and armed only with a tobacco stick,
went back to the barn. His two
young sons. one of whom had an axe,:
accompanied him. The wolf had re-
turned to the barn to finish its in-
terrupted meal.
Hardie's shepherd nog bravely at-
tacked the animal but was nearly
killed in a_ fight lasting but a few ,
moments. The wolf then advanced
on Hardie, growling and showing its ,
fangs. The negro struck the animal
with the tobacco stick as it came on
him: Another blow stunned the ani-
mal. but •it .continued its attack until
beaten off the man by 'Strokes of the
axe yielded by one of the boys.
Hardie seized the Ilweapon from his
son's hands and chopped at the beast's
head, finally severing it completely
from the body.
Hundreds of people have visited the
Wilson farm to see the dead wolf. It
was a large specimen, weighing fifty
pounds, its fur white,except•
few black spots, and its head was
black. '‘ ka-
ESCAPED
Three Prominent Ilopkinstille Ladies
In a Disastrous 11 reek.
Mrs. .1. C. Buckner and Misses
Jeanie Graham and Mary Graente
Starling, three of Hopkinsville's most
popular women, were in a wreck Sat
urday on the East Coast railroad near
Jacksonville, Fla., in which one man
was killed and three persons probably
fatally injured. The. Hopkinsville
passengers, who were on their way to
Tampa, Fla., were uninjured, though
their car -was telescoped and a mpnber
of, persons near them hurt. Tralb,t 36
and 40 collided and five cars ware
demolished.
Singer-Meyers.
Charles Meyers, ofAhis city, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Max Meyers, was mar-
ried Sunday in Nashville to Miss An-
na Singer, the attractive daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. J. Singer. After a wed-
ding trip they will come to Hopkins-
ville to reside.
Mr. Meyers is a member of the firm I
Max Meyers & Son, and is an energetic
and capable young business man. He
has a wide circle of friends in the city
who wish for him and his pretty wife
a future roseate witn happiness and
Prosperity.
•
To Randle Mail.
L. it. Huggins has received his corn-
gray horse mission as postmaster at Casky. lic
for infor- succeeds J. R. Stolzy, who resigned.
ery. John Mr Hhggins is in the mercantile bust-
,d2twit ness at Casky.
44.4"
•
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For Salaries and Sc. Names Bran n From Wheel for Panels
for Approaching' Term, of
Circuit Court.
•
'met in regular The list of names drawn from the
The lodge room was upstairs oYer a
the county officers during the preseLt 
Cravens, Frank Kelly, W. rr. Cooper, church and this bulb:ling has *ince
year. as follows: Judge, $1,500; at-ii• l''' Meec'rd. 
lerabk Dulin, 'David been blown down by a tornado. '
'Smith, John Thurman, T. W. Carroll,
tome)'. $1.200; superintendent of So far as has been learned only 'rest
-
county 
Carter, M. A. Mason, Al P'Pool,
schools, $1,5o0. The salary of the dents of the Wallonia• neighborh
ood
i Sam Worthington, Andrew White, P. 
, •
physician was reduced from has been summoned to appea
r before
the committee to give evidence ,on this
occurrence.
eral thaimes Made.- --Mr. Aliens-
fart It 16 the Health Board.
TILe fiscal court ed that they took with them ome
monthly session Tuesday with all the jury eel, from ,which the grand of the paraphernalia, but this th Bol-
and pe t ries for ifiCtoniing term of
magistrates present and Judge Wal- diers deny. They say they confiscated
coVrt will be made up, has been open-
ter Knight presiding. Quite a bud- ' temporarily several _white clo
ths,
ea by Sheriff Johnson and his deputies
get of accounts were allowed and sea- 
which they supposed were Night eider
are noW busy summoning the parties.
masks. It is said these were N1a9onic
eral claims for sheep that had been The list are as follows: aprons. The soldiers claimed ;they
killed by dogs were eertified to the Grand Jury—G. W. Brown, R. M.' were looking for arms and amMuni-
state auditor for payment. Anderson. .1. NV. Petrie, Jr., J. D. Mc- tion which they believed outlaws had
Appiokiations were made of 
Clendon, W. T. Tandy, D. R. Perry, E. secreted in the building.
mounts to pay the salaries to be paid 
M. Flack, Cliff W. Garrott, William
$400 per year, as was fixed at a or. V. Carter, Ja
ck Nato•e, Jack !Words.
i‘eding Meeting, to $300. All previous. Petit Jury—W. 1). Ralston,. Fount
resolutions fixing the stilaries of Jani-, West, Charlie Smith, J. M.-Ric
kman, A.
NV. Pyle, John W. Berry, G. E. Dalton,
W. S. Davison.. .1. B. Dade, R. E., Cox,
RESOLL'T1ONS OF RESPECT.
Whereas, we, the members of Bethel
service for the year, the employment , J .!. Metcalfe, L. C. 
Cravens, George Baptist church have sustained so
of such oersons being left to the jail- L Owen, J. C. Buckner, John Boyd. great a loss in the deAh. o
f our lelov-
er. The salary of the secretat5 of the W. F. andle. S. P. 
Elgin, C. W. Fos- ed sister, Mrs. Maria Allen, l'rom
county board of health was fixed at ter. B. 13. Rice, L. T 
Leavell, C. L.
$300. I Dade, Payton Haddox, Amos Robins
on,
Roe Boyd, W. H. Fyke, S. G. Buckner,
Magistrate Morris were appointed as 
Phil Roberts, F. P. Renshaw, Gill H.1 .
baerloi alligolof. $,5,- .Smith, J
ohn Miller, Logan Nourse,
Joe Wright. G. H. towe. .I
 NJ U .630 nc otmo m flint een n t oi i secure
A committee of South Christian
farmers appeared before the court and I
submitted an offer whereby theyl
would contribute $1,750 toward the!
building of two miles of pike, to be
nine feet wide and the metal ten !
inches deep, on the road leading irom Rt. Ret. Dennis O'Donaghue, oi In-
J F. Mason, J. Garnett, E. D. Boyd,
11.4.4-4.-
WERE BISHOP
tors about the courthouse and jail
were rescinded and the sum of $780
was appropriated to cover all such
Attorney Duffy, Judge Knight and
Clarksville to Bell station, provided
the county would pay the balance of
the expense. The matter was left
dianapolis, Named.
-open for future action. ROME. Italy, Feb. 9.—The Vatican
Attorney Duffy, who was. recently today announced the appointment of
selected by the court as a member of the Rt. Rev. Dennis O'Donaghue
, ,of
the county board of health, declined to Indianapolis, as Catholic Bishop
 of
act in that capacity and J. B. Aliens- Louisville, vice Bishop McCloskey'. d
e-
ceased:worth was named in his stead.
F. P. REN6HAW. H. L. HARToN.
RENSHAW & HUHN,
Furniture and Undertaking.
Stoves and Ranges, Carpets, Matting,
Rugs, Druggets, Etc.
Main Street. Hopkinsville, Ky.
ROTH NIONES.
tr
whom God in His infinite love' has
taken her earthly body and has .f iven
a body, glorious and .
Whereas, ,She has been like a moth-
er to the church, leading when we
faltered, praising when we did well,
grieving with us when we sorrpwed
and rejoicing with us when we 'were
glad; teaching us, loving us, and
proving an inspiration to us in every
good work. And, whereas, she has
fought a good fight and has kept the
faith, and God has opened for her the
pearly gates and taken her to Himself,
Be it resolved, That we tender to
the bereaved family our tenderest
sympathy in this dark hour of heir
affliction, that we express to thent our
willingness to -help them in any. way
we can, to bear their sorrow and
.
loneliness. We, too, sorrow :with
them; we, too, miss the calm serenityc
of her smile—the helpfulness o her
suggestions. We miss the comfort of
her presence, so unassuming, y4t. so
persuasive, and her personality an all
pervading influence. impercen'tibly
bringing us into a higher plane, of
spirituality. Just to have her ,near
madeone feel that "CsOdS in .Hs heav-
en; all's well with the world." i
May God's blessing rest upon I her
loved ones as it tested upon her,,
sweetening all their -lives until they,
too, shall be with her, never agaili de-
part, forever and -forever.
'There is no death! What seems so
"There is no death! •
What seems so is transition
This life of mortal breath,
Is .but a suburb of the life elAsian,
NVhose portals we call death"
Poor Commissioner NV. F. Randle, to Lafaye
ho fell 'and dislocated his hip seiferal !
,iays ago, was able to be at his office nays a
yesterday for the first time since the Thoma
accident occurred. Ile was not :able lispie,
to walk down but was carried down
a wheeled chair.
)11
OLUM XXIV NO. 6 
TESTIFY ,ASYLUM PATIENT 3
TO CUMMITTEE' WITH PEAR
CONCERNING SOLDIERS ENTERINQ CLOSEL
LODGE ROOM. CIAN
LOOK INTO WALLONIA INCIDENT.
Claimed That Cloths Confiscated Not
Night Rider Masks but Masonic
Aprons.
THE SE
Mrs. Mo
Ago,
What i(From Tuesday's Daily) ;
That the joint legislative comMittee slatugdraiedisa
which is investigation military affairs ,
lum forin Kentucky will take up specified acts
of the soldiers during. the Night 'Rider tGieanrdtiinsear
troubles is indicated by the fact! that
.last week Assistant Sergeant-at-A.rms symptom
of the Senate Oscar Vest, sumnioned ease, but
several citizens of the Wallonia neigh- skin it is
borhood in Trigg county, to testify in diagnosis
regard to the entrance of a lodge wasWhtahtait
room at - that place by the soldiers on antic e
the night of August 11, 1908. Thet per-
sons so summoned will appear before Central
the committee today,' but nothing is Amsoylilguamn, a
known as to, the extent or nature of
the Inquiry that will be made of Ohem. had a ful
The action of the soldiers in going to Super
Into the lodge room while the Wood- none of
men of the World were in seOsion The f
caused most comment at the .tin4. A Tee11111ea
squad of soldiers entered the room an, in t
without being challenged and proceed- interestin
ed to search the men they found there Is Pall,
and then turned their .attention to the scourage
room itself. When they-left it is charg- biolnighatl.rea
a section
South, ye
tists in
thanks f
the reser
rural ne
"in their
WATC ED , BY PHYSI-
OF TH INST7UTION.
OND CI.SE TO DEVELOP:
n, Wh Died Two Months -
First VI tim of Disease
In K4ituci,
believed to be a can of pel-
being c osely watched and- ,
the We tern Ke tucky Asy-
e Insan by Su erintendent
and the hysicia a. The pa-
egro in ate and the general '
are chaijaeteriat1k of thefts-
wing to the blae nese of his—
difficult o 
makel 
a complete
regarde
of pe
.of Mrs
ty, who
out two
•lio was
y develo
ntendent
e symp
Ilowing
World
is conne
gra to b
" Twen
y have
or a ti
malad
at the
ther s
r its re
anon an
spaper c
midst."
"Moll corn eau
claim a c terie of
sicians d expert
gions—N rth, Sou
bowling ver thei
lagra vie ims are
and Wil ington,
em eaten orn, con
nets. Gov rnment
bers of t e Army
mit bein puzzled
and such places
Wordiest r, Mass.
to cope lth outb
curative or rem
known.
Pellegr has bee
name si ce 1735
Potugal, Austria,
southwes ern por
its spm-ea4 to Ame
tively reeIent date.
Pellagm-t begins in .he spring. It
brings weakness, atisitude, giddiness,
headache. tricular poins several burn-
ing sensation in e small part of the
back, rad atiug to he limbs, especially
the hand and fe Often the vic-
tim is Si! htly jau diced. !
Last of all the kin 14 affected but
'limited o- the ja ta exposed-to the'
sun, whi h turns deep red. Some
times thi redness -evelopS in twenty-
four hou s. In s me cases the skin
when att eked by he diseatte develops
Indolent leers ant these are always
preceded y violen itching and burn-
ing,. Wit the sub idence of the acute
condition f the ou er layer of the skin
scales an may rubbed off as if
the integt ment hat been covered with
bran. Stripped in this manner of its
! outer coating the skin appears thick
and leath ry. Foil four or five sum-
mers this conditioi may be repeated;
the skin rows dr, wrinkled ando
withered.H it is n t unlike that seen..
in extrenie old age.
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selection of the men who. make DR IN 0 Li RS E DEAD•New 21 can as his right to a voice in theKentucky
—Published 1 
his government. The rule of the
4— 
-
A. W. WOOD, Prokietor. 
majority is a cardinal prineiple. 
_
C tral Ave. E.ew Era Bldg. "1: 
This time the decision of the ma- Bum ED MINIS'''. LB PASSES AWAX UNEXPECTEDLY
li , jorit y Was a eat inst us, hut let us . i., . F.11I.UR 'I' MS HOME 111111
T. C. Underwood. - 
.
. Editor now he found lined side 4 siia-
E 
I With those who composed, this
$1.80 A YEA
Received at the PostOffice in flop-
•plaiority. La then, be polcct ENTIRharmony thorngliout E. COMM 13 SNIIGUDEO IN THE DEEPEST SORROWpeace• and 
the district and this will ipstire
y..kinsynie as Second-Clasii matter the saf(•ty of the part Had lha n III of 4:rip SI'1 (ral Weeks, But Was Supposed to Be Much Better.
Subscription Rites: 
but now we
_
are one. Again we say, Congratu- 
—II is Spiend:d Work In the .M in istry.—Grandsmi of First
Daily per year i  $5.00 littions. Mr. Stanley." White Child Bor
n in tient tido—Pastor for IS Years.
, .
Daily three months .4.  1.25
.leDaily per week . .1 
Weekly per year
Weekly per Mx months..4 
1 1.00
.50 IN A PISIOL Ull.EL . (From Friday's Daily) i mained sixteen years, and was instru-
The Rev. Dr. Wallace Logan Nourse,'
I mental in building several churches. - i
D. D., a distingluished Southern Pres I Pastor Eighteen Years.
byterian divine, and one of llopkins-1 In 1885 he accepted the pas orate ot'
. GIVEN TO ST NLEY.
officers, who did excellent service in
Gordon Givens, one of the mountain vine's most beloved and widely useful the Ninth-street . Presbyteria church 0110   g Menot his- pa- Thursday's issu now Westminster church). in till:- /this region during the Night Rider citizens, died suddenly at an eariV.• city, and occupied the pulpit coni in- ;. . ,
perl, the Henderso trounin oina made many friends in this
Judge C. C. Givens, d feated can- • -
Gleaner,
city, was shot and mortallY woundi 
hour this morning at his residence on '
East Seventh street. ; pushed a Feat work nq pnly in a!
. nously•for eighteen years, and accom- I 'Learn TeiegraPhY t
,
-114143t.e_ for the Demo ratie ilomj- .th. a pistol duel in Bell copula; a few
. 
. • . . . . 
I
! spiritual upbuilding of the member-I ET ENDS. 
4PEA(' FUL LI E OF :' R. PRITCH-
....A.>. s ago. A special from Middlesboro 
Shocked and Saddened..
! ship but in the salutary influence he ;
.natlion for Congress congratu-. 
. TAKE ,ADVANTAGE OF OiT.4.3;REAT
speaks of the matter as follows: 
The . announcement of the death . SPECIAL OFFER! ,exerted throughout the community...
lattis his victorious o ponent and .
. . "In a revoli'er encounter at Edge- of this noble servant of God has 
inex- :1
calls on the Democrac of the dis- 
Since his resignation as pastor hefe,
Life Scholarship in TELEGRAPH. .
wood mines, near this city, Gordon pressibly shoeked , and saddened .the ; he had had charge of the heater MeM- -
trigit to let peace e I harmony Givens, a deputy sheriff, and -Ben 
TYPEWRITING AND RAILROAD Yener bie Citiz n Pass Away at His
city No ,man was better known to orial church 
in South Christian, and
AGENCY reduced to $45. and e 'i0 of
reien and present a slid front to Gatliff, a miner, received wounds 
' of the Franklin Ky., Presbyterian ome He e Aftee a: long
from 
the people and none held in higher '- - ' ' •' - 
' ' ' 
t 
students' railroad fare paid. , Boys,
the Republican enem . His edi-. which both m
en will die. Gat- church, but had continued his resi-
1 liff, at the time of his arrest, was 
ac_ honor and esteem, and his gilts and.; dence in Hopkinsville. this is .YOUR OPPO
RTUNITY to learr. Ilness. '
torial follows t • :Cused of raising a row in the home of graces, the sweetness and light of his i 
a first-class trade that pays a good
i 
. -
'Congratulations, Ir. Stanley. the miner and when approached by life 
His Family. salary, every month in the year. Ex-
his zeal in the service of Christ.. 
•
'Plrou have run yo r race .and Officer GiVens, pul
led his revolver out his patriotism and civic pride, his wise ,
D 
. 
bf.
r. Nourse was. married in 1864 to cellent board at low rates. 'ewnar
won. We are now f tends. The
. .
and shot Givens, through the abdomen. Mi
ss Louisa Bell, of Owensboro. Two .has delightful climate; 8,000 inha (From riday's Daily)
counsels and his constant and intelli-
Givens instantly returned the fire and 
 i
: children of this. union, . IWilliam tants; moral surroundings. Students Deat called one of• opkinsville's
r -
catiipaign has made o ammost- shot Gatliff twice, the bullets penetrat-
ing the lungs 
gent activ.ity in advancing the moral Nourse and Mrs. Thomas Green, as qualify' in 4 to 6 months. Out gradu
tied to rankle in °li b casts. You and material welfare of the city wil
l well as their mother, are dead. ates POSITIVELY GUARANTEED 
pionee
John 
t in yz e 
W. 
fls ; er sit ce hr de t, y
who 
ho ie th 
p
de
haVe been selected a the choice "Givens as an officer in Company H, be held in enduring and grateful 
re_ One son, -Rev. Charles L. Nourse, is 'a. POSITIONS paying $45 to 1$65 per
son of 
h 
his ho e on E at Seve th sire
:,
t data-2
Second Congressional ace and 
t
1
of the Democratic p rty in the from this city, disti
nguished himself mernbrance. 
, 
. Presbyterian minister and is engaged mOnth to Start on. Easy and 4fleasani
on several occasions in suppressing in evangel
ical work at New, Orleans: employment; rapid promotion., Diplo- o'clock in the af ernoon.; Mr
. Pr tchett
we
, the Night Riders two years ago in 
Attack of Grip. In 1875, Dr. Nourse. was married to mas awarded. GREAT DEMAND FOR had b n ill fo a long time and his
are' with you and for -ou. let us Western Kentucky. He is regarded Dr. Nourse had been ill of grip for aliss Sadie Bartrim, of Rockport, Ind., 
TELE9,,RAPH OPERATORS. Write death -esterday wail n unekpeated.
all join forces for tit welfare of as one of the most fearless officers several weeks, but his condition was who, with eigh
t children, survive him. I today for our Free 64-page illostrated , Ile as born in Hopi( ns county on
the Democratic party. in. Bell county, . and in the past year much 
improved. He was feeling as The children are: Logan Nourse, of - Catalog which gives full 
particulars.
•
has killed two men who resisted ar- well as usual when he retired last the Pembr
oke vicinity; James Nourse, SOUTHERN SCHOOL OF 
as thereforeJanua y 19, 18 5, and 
y
For several month we have rest." - night. At midnight he awoke in pain, of Kansas, City, and Misse
s Lizzie, . TELEGit.tigi Y. 
five year of age, Early in life
'
eight
, i
ben your political ntagonists, i. , I., but later became more comfortable Louisa, Virginia, -Carri
e, Sadie and Box 272. Newnan, Ga. 
he ea e to llokinsvill and ht- d re-
but not your enemy. he issues Of A Beautiful Woman and. slept u
ntil sportly after thre Rose White. - 
, 
sided ere since Most if his business
thecampaign arose 'd we wag- must have a beautiful skin. Dr. Bell's 
o'clock, when he became much worse Prominent hi Denomination. . In is career wa
s dea ing in roceries. for-
years nd year the fir of Prltchett
ed then as best we stw• • fit. The 
Antiseptic Salve remove pimples, His, physician, Dr. Stites, was suni moned. About ten minutes after his Dr. Nourse was regarded as one of 
i L
lion-ties of the t wn. H retired from
le. Ed ards bei g one f the leading
blackheads, chaps and roughness, 
sid you took prove I the more leaving the skin smooth. Try it on the ablest preacher's a
nd most con-
our guarantee. 
arrival Dr. Nourse passed away, his, • i e
popular with the p epic of the death being due to heart failure. ! 
vincing pulpit orators of the Presby- 
active life sye al year ago and had i
r spent is time quietly at his home.
district, and for this 3, ur honor is satherlawn. Eye Salve When the news of 
his. death became terian church in Kentucky. He had
. 
!
Ithe greater. Is the best eye remedy ever offered the 
known, there were unusual manifesta- been moderator of, the 
Kentucky sy- The 'board of trustees of the fc.entuc-
He waii. marrie
'-We proceede4 in t e campaign 
public. It is a snow white ointment tions of regret among the citizens, an
d nod. being elected at Shelbyville; in kY State 
university at its meeting at Pennington, of his cot 
in 1850 to Miss Cora.
ty, who died
painless,,harmless and absolutely 
i rtrne,
a constant- alream of . sorrowing ,18S2. and held positions of 
high honor Lexington, . held Thursday, I elect-
in 189. They ever ha any children.
as we believed prope We have guaranteed to ure. A all dealers. friends have called at the residence to 
, and importance in the general assem- ed ' Judge henry S. B
afltfrr, of Since is wife' death Mr. Pritchett
c - i i .
been clean in method We Wel Q 
25c tube. offer sincere expressions of condol 
Louisville to succeed Prof. .T. K. Pat- had been cared for by rs. M. 0. Mae-
, 
- 
bly. Ile held a commanding position on, his wife's n.lece. H was very at-
in ,the intellectual and literary life of terson, resigned, as president; of th
e
tentive in attending s rvices at the
no on the offensive Ilut defended .ttirrua. . 
ence to the grief-stricken family and 
i
Institution.
Cumberland Presbyteri church, but 
f.
our convictions to th best of our Is a distressing disease. Dr. Bell's 
pay tributea of loving respect to the the city, and was president...at t
he time 
Pine-Tar Honey relieves almost in- 
of his death of •the Athenaeum socie- Judge Barker it a native of
 Chris-
had never affiliated himself with anymemory of the deceased.
stantly. We guarantee it to give sat- 
ty. tian county, and is a justicei of the clenomnation. He was a Mason ofablities. We have een honest Born in Bardstown. ,
an sineere in what e have said isfaction. . iii Great Influence.
court of appeals. .
ani done and we ha e ho,apolo- 
Dr. Wallace L. Nourse was born in Presid
ent Patterson has'been at the long standing and the
 funeral this af-
gies to make. Titer 
WANTED — Gentlemen is nothing, 
to see Bardstown, Kentucky, on November His infl
uence as a minister- and as a head of the institution forty years, or i 
ternoon at 3 o'clock at the residence
Frankel's swell line of LIBERTY 30, 1834., His father, Charles Nourse, 
citizen was great, for every aspira- Practically ever since its foundation, 
will be conducted by that order. In-
we believe, that ne Is explana- SPECIAL mil's. 3m a prominent business man, was born tion w 
uPlas for the ifting of humanity. and Is, in point of service, th; oldest 
terment will be in Riverside ceme-
WtiO . e said *hat we had to  in the same town, and was a man of He l
oved his fellowman and drew college president in the Unite States. tPrY•
_
say in public or in rint, Where "IMIIIIIMMI.11 111.11 111 1.11.1111.11111" 
he who res or hear could take 
great force of charaCter, an influential to him the warm and steady affect
ion His retirement from the presIdel., y is
Presbyterian and a conspicuousr Whig of all classes.' Ile was courteous, con-
 voluntary', but it is understood that he!
' 
. 
ad antage of what t was . and
co ipr(.1i(•nd its cont nts. 
Al Crofton Cit politics.Nourse, was a native of Virginia and life was well spent, beautifully round- His grandfather, James siderate and unselfish, and his long capacity by the inst- Lltio:1 to v.-hf h' 11,-will 'still be retained in an advisory , id
_ a noted Kentucky lawyer.; The Nourse ed, noble and ,useful. 
has devoted his lift- work, and which ',= 0i s on5, _
81101 that we tried
the conduct of the.ca Ipaign were1 DR_ii,_Ei _Li HARDIN England. completed. 
under his guidance. 11.s grownThom a :
•Our conscientious s(•ruples in family emigrated to Virginia from . Funeral arrangements hav
e not been
play fair First White Child. 
mere training school to a gre,at uni-
yersity. • 
, .. • Ar-s h ..t
. L. - ‘,4.- est
an square. We we . open and Dr. Nourse's maternal grandfather, Croup.. - 
IlenrY Stites lk.- rher was porn la! t-1. 4 e.. i......-
ab ve hoard in what- ye did. We DENTIST William Logan, was born near Hai- Causes uneasiness nights but if you 
Christian county, July 23, lq.0, and
lived here as a boy. He !Tn.-loved to ! . 4
: . doctor the medieal.
,,
tried to return eourte y for eour- 
_ 
rodsburg, and was the first white will use Dr. -Bell's Pine-Tar Honey Louisville at the age of 13. Old 
was!1"e."--' -A old on ,the chest.
of Madisonville, Ky.! judge of the court Of appeal's many
child born in Kentucky. lie .waa a it will relieve in..,4ti few fninutes. Themeis, nothing better. Guaranteed by all 
educated at the Kentucky university.: ':e N H iay, "Bro
nchitis."
tes and belieN.-e we iveeedisd. 
- - _77._ il if t is
' To those huirfre( s .and lite: 
druggists. _ 
In 1875 he was admitted to the bar in t , 
ever serious.
will be at Crofton, !years, and was United
 States senator 
ttAl him if he Pre-
dreds of voter who s w tit tore- In 1819-20, resigning to make an un- 
Louisville and soon became ;one of `•
pos 
held a number of important politicial 
ie confidence in .us and regard Ky., from successful race for governor. Senator 
Sight Too Valuable. 
that city's foremost attorneys. ,He has , _ Ave 's Cherry Pec-
1 ..) r th s disease.' Keep
Eius t the belt man £ the -place, Feb. 8th Iii the 13th Logan's father was General Ben 
Lo- To be neglected. Sutherland's Eagle
r
positions. As an active. worlwr in •c , . ),Ctouch with your
we express our deel»preciation. 
gan, of pioneer fame. lami y physician.E
ye Salve will cure any. case of sore
eyes, granulated lids, opthalmia or 
state.politics he has great iniluences i
As they ilitVe looked to us as a
in the pemocratic party, which has un-
In the practice of his Rev. Dr. Nourse was educated in any 'inflamed condition of the eyes.
the schools of Bardstown and attend- Painless and harmless.' 25c ,a tube at bounded conf:dence in 
his integrity
lea cr, we would dei n this One profession. Painless ed the Presbyterian Theological Sem- all dealers.
---0,...-
bit of advice—the truggle is Extracting, Crown inary at Danville, teaching school be- 
and ability, as shown by the repeated
ov we have fought ml lost, but and itride work a tween terms. He was 
licensed to . , All Skin Troubles. 
honors conferred upon him: l•
let it be remembered We fought 
preach by the Presbytery of Louisville 
Are overcome hy using Dr. Bell's Anti.-
septic Salve. It is. as pleasant to use 
. When r doctor about the bad
Specialty. in 1862. He began his work in the 
Seed Corn.
th, loss of appetite for
as Democrat against other Dem- 
Its pure iream and is guaranteed to 
, taste in
• break?
. ministry in Daviess and Hancock give satisfaction. 25c box. ' 
quent headaches, and
ocr ts, and now let uts return to CALL AND SEE HIM counties. In connection with the 
Clio!ce. ludi'ina Fccd Corn, .! large,
. . 
,when h r coated tongue, he will
a, state of unanimity There is Synod of Kentucky, he removed ' to Dr. Belrs Antiseptic Salve
----............—____
stro: p ,; .1 .. gorous. $2.25 . cr bu. say, "
cases.
ilious." Ayer's Pills
noOting 8Q dear to a loyal Ameri- Rockport, I
nd., In 1869, where he re- Good for all Skin Diseases. 
White ttr yk Ilri'v. GEO. T. K 'PLER, , work wt
t w5t —Cambridge ('!t)i. Ind.
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When a woman speAks of her
silent secret suffering she
trusts you. Millions have be-
stowed this mark of c
dence on', Dr. R. V. Pie cc,
of Buffalo. , N. Y. Ev ry-
where thre are women ho
bear witness to the won er-
working, Curing-power of r.
Pierce's Favorite Prescrip ion
—which saves the sufferinc sex
Irons pain, and successf Ily
grapples With woman's we k-
ncsses an4 stubborn ills.
) Women
IT MAKES WEAK Wont N STRONG
....-••••, .... 
h. ' 
'IT : rIAKES SICK WO EN WELL.
....... --,......,„
..li 0. ,......
, 
No woman's appeal wasever mis irected or her con-°. N PAGE jeL.
o' fidence misplaced when she wr te for advice, to
the WORLD'S DISPENSARY MEDICA AsSOCIATIONp Dr.
Dr. Pierce's Pleasant Pellets itiduce mild natural bowel inov ment Once a day.
DIES RIPE IN AGE
The Place to Sell Your Tobacco is Where You Have
Competition from 15 to,20 Buyers!
THIS IS THE PLACE.
We Guarantee the Highest Market Price.
J. P. THOMPSON Ca CO.,
oosc Floor Warchousc
SALES DAILY!'
TENTH STREET, NEAR L. iSt N. DEPOT, HOPKINSVILLE, KY. .•
•
•
T II IS
publish our formulas
We Fa--ifiti alcohol
y from our medicines
S We urge you to
cousu.t your
doctor
ou tell y
your mo
t, and f
sees yo
You are
11 in sue
by the J. C. Ayer Co..
eta.
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Last July, long before cotton began to go up, we bought 250,000 yards of Tobacco
Canvas at the Lowest price we ever owned it. In keeping with our established cus-
tom, we will sell it to the farmers at less than merchants have to pay today. Canva‘1/4_
is one thing we never raise the price on, it matters not how much the prices advance
after we buy it. As long as this lot lasts we offer the following:
Fair Qualify I 1-2c, Good Quality 2, Better Qualify 2 1-2e, Best Qualify 3e, Very Best 3 1-2c.
J. H. Ande
A
E PRODUCERS
NEEDED TO REMEDY ESIST-
ING CONDITIOINS.
ilad Results Follow the
Country People to
For Work.
...••••••••
• ••-• Welm,
DIL NOURSE'S DEA
Mingling tears with those f the be-
reaved family, liopkinsville ourns at
the bier of Dr. W. L. Nous e. The
city 11118 lost one of its mo t revered
and valuable men and the Southern
Presbyterian denomination t Kentuc-
ky " a burning and shini g light,"
which shone more and mor until it
Crowdi g of sank to rise again i
n greate glory in
Cities the world beyond t
he grave. He had
touched profoundly the life of the
Community and the city is etter be-
cause he lived in it. Gifted
and a student at heart and in
1 ,• 
1
t will some day be discovered that 'had advanced high in schol
th real reason for the present crisis
in our affairs is caused by the desire 
language and letters and t
af young men and women ta get . pulpit 
oratory. Divinely di
al ng in the world without prod cing ' gave himself unreservedly t
an king, SO'S the Cincinnati En-; labor for his Master, He was
qu rer. The country has been de- ful shepherd of souls and
po iu1atd and the cities flooded with , seeker of sinners, and song
yo ng people whose ambition is to
m e a living with their brains r*ther vain. Ile wa
s charming in
th, n -with their hands. Every city
lit‘ an . army of clerks, salesiorls.
bal srien, s nographeis, manicfures
no I g an not a single penn • to
es h t n , who produce absolutely
th v eith o• the community in wihich
tilt
gr wi  has to be fed and c call-
ed. Y
yie (fed a toll of rugged, healthful
yo th
abaolut•tly nonproductive. The • de- suffering and doctrine." 
and like the by
mane! (Or food products in the Olties Apostle, he 'could truly say. when the ra
fixes thAprice for the same in the dine of departure was at. hand, "I,have
country. That demand has finally ex- fought a good fight, 1 have finished my
ceeded the supply and the fartnIr is
waxing rich. 
1 course, I have kept the fait ; hence-
ealth conies from the ground4 Let , forth there is lai
d up for me a crown
ou big urban population diminish and ! of righ
teousness."
get back to the land where men' and11 wo en can become real produces of
so ething that adds to the wealtila of
the world. Abundant oirportunity ex-
ists in all parts of the United States
for the adoption of such a counte.
4•11.11111••••••••-•••••••■••••••...... ..2,••••••••••••••••••••••••,111.1111!•~1••••••••••••••.0•4111.1••-•••,.......,
._.
HIGH SUE PLAN
army
1 17, and all this vast and rapidly
circle and cultured men an
delighted in his companions
was the most generous of fri
ing and tender as husband a
and his was the finest type
citizenship. Like Paul, his
cern was "to preach the
61
1)11, III 111.0.1ssippi and Burled hi Et. M
anstille.
Itit•hard Harrison, who was known
all over the country as the "King of
Urn( i ow Gypsiem," was. buried In Oak 11111.: ARECEIVED WITH FAVOR It l'PARATCS IS NEEDED FOR KEN-.
cellletery in Evatieville, Ind., Ink Mon-
day with imposing ceremonies.
Harrison died at Itulenville, Miss.,
on January 26. His father and
H. A. lieach On Board of Health.— mother, Isaac Harrison and- wife, who Senator Salmon's Rill
have been dead several years, were
known as the original king and queen
—Other Matters of Interest, of the Gypsies, and both are buried in State Mine Inspector.
Evansville, where the Harrisons have
a family lot in Oak Hill cemeteiy.
Gypsies gathered in Evansville from
all parts of the United Stated to at- State Mine Inspector c: J. Nor-
tend the funeral. A costly monument wood's annual. report was submitted
marks the last resting place of Isaac to Governor Willson Wednesday by
Harrison and wife. Isaac Harrison
lowed. was
 a native of ,England. Most of the
watch- Harrisons are Masons of degree. and
The ',Odic school board appeared
zealous . they are immensely wealthy.in a body for a conference concerning
t not in the proposed new high school. The
$40,000 by a bond issue on the, build- 
TAKEN TO PIhe social plan submitted was to obtain a loan of ft lug, the city to assume the payment of 1,
the interest, 'and the board .to arrange, Brown Caudle, whose capture by
far the payment of the bohds when Hopkinsville '%v:s• reported by
they become due. This amount sup- the New Era, lu:s been taken back to
plemented by the $40.000 offered by Dixon and lodged in the Webster
the county would make it possible for county jail. He shot and killed
the establishment of .the school with- liam Ledbetter, of Clay, at Diamond
out delay. The council expressed it- mine on December 12, and had since
' self as pleased with the plan. The eluded arreest until caught by the
Side school was built Hopkinsville officers.
When arrested Cie neg-go admitted
that he did the ehooting, but claimed
he acted in self th* :anise. Ile ft.ared
mob violence and begged not to -he
carried to Dixon.
women
He
nds, by-
id father
f useful
ief con-
'Ord; be
ear after year the country has instant in season and out of season
t the city which has bectome 
reprove, rebuke, exort with all long.- handsome West
Fine Dog Dead.
lanter George Mimms lost his fine
Col ie dog this week .!rom pneumenia.
Thi, dog was valued at $500 and he
had
Th
tt h
his loss as sensitively.—Trenton
SENT TO AST
Is Man Who Claimed to have
Pot of Gold.
Found a
Says the Murray Times: "Charlie
Wells, who claimed to have found a
pot containing $5,000 in old Sold coin
while' digging the foundation far a mill
no equal in this end of the state. in Ballard county, a few years ago,
owner put him away as nicely as and who gained considerable notoriety
had been a human being and feels
grer
Mrs. Chas. Morehead
James, are spending a
Ho kissville.—Princeton
and *en,
few day* in
News.
y nature
(From Saturday's Daily.)
habit. he .
Mayor Meacham presided at the
rship, in meeting of the city council, last night,
e art of and there was a full attendance of the
ected, he members. The usual reports were
••1.11••
on account of the alleged End,
Judged of unsound mind by a
inquiry here Monday and or
the asylum for the insane.
••••••••••••••
made 'andarduous
was ad-
court of
tiered to
P. P. Huffman, of Morganfteld, was
in the city this week.
COUGHS, COLDS AND BRONCHITIS
are cured to stay cured by
• cause it removes the cause. 1 We have not known a case wh
di not succeed. But if it stionld not in your c,ase, we will return
our money. This is a genuine offer and should be accepted.
L. L. ELGIN, Diuggist, Hopkinsville.
••••••
pan
••••  • a— --
COUNCIL. TUCKY MIN F.S.
Committee From Bible Class.
the budget of accounts al-
10NC; OF GITSIES.
irrative
far by Free
The child of today is the parent of
the future, and. whether it grows tip
healthy and strong, or puny and weak,
asked that no such action should be tic.nends upon the intelligence of its
taken by the council. Mayor Meach- parents, for most children are born
am stated that the council was not into the world healthy, but thousands
aware of any such movement, and had I become future 
weaklings between
, birth and the age of ten, when the
no intention of taking part in
politics.
The city engineer submitted corre-
speonth.ndence concerning street improve-
ments.
I
Representatives of the Elks lodge
asked permission to add a balcony to !
their home on Ninth street. The re-
quest was referred to the building
committee with power to act.
this method. Supt. Hamlett and .1.
McPherson spol«‘ in favor of the
A. Keach was elected a member
of the board of health, vice E. B. Long,
who failed to qualify.
A committee from the .Bible class of
the First Baptist church, with Prof. II.
0. Brownell as spokesman, informed
the council of a report that the liquor
men of the city would seek to have the
council send a representative to
Frankfort, or a petition, to oppose the
passage of the county unit bill, and
state
Mrs. W. M. Wisdom was the guest
of friends in Pembroke and Hopkins-
vine several days the past week....
, Miss Caroline Reeves, of Shively, who
has been visiting Mrs. T. W. Perkins,
spent Saturday and Sunday with Mrs.
S. Y. Trimble, at
Street, Jr., Joe Penick, Bernis Penick
and Walter Peni k were in Hopkins-
ville Saturday night to see "Grau-
stark."—Eikton Times.
Misses Alma 'Turner and Lovey Car-
penter ahve returned to Rinaldo, af-
ter a visit to the family of their uncle.
Dr. A. Kenner.
Mrs. W. A. Radford, wife of County
Clerk Radford, and Miss Ethel Wil-
liams have gone to Biloxi, Miss., to
send several weeks.
•
I parents are still in greatest control.
The prime cause of trouble is in the
stomach. A baby that is digesting its
food seldom cr:es and always looks cheer-
ful; the little child whose stomach is good
romps and plays and never whines; the
growing child learns well at school and is
eager for fun if its head is clear and its
stomach light, and that means if it has
no constipation.
The best and safest way to cure any
Irregularity of the stomach and bowels
in children is by the use of Dr. Caldwell's
Syrup Pepsin. This is a liquid laxative
wonderful in its effect as Mrs. John W.
Dunham, Apple Creek, 0., Mrs. H. L.
Cullam, Plainville, Ind., and numerous
others can testify who give it to their
children with extraordinary results.
A bottle only costs 50 cents or $1 ac-
cording to the size you want, and even
one 50-cent bottle will do a wonderful
amount of good in a family. It can be
given to any member of the family in
constipation, sour stomach, indigestion,
torpid liver, dyspepsia, heartburn, sick
headache and similar digestive troubles.
It never gripes or strangles like pills,
tablets, salts and powders, which should
not be given to children, women or old
folks.
If you have a child or other member of
the family who needs, but has never used
. this grand laxative tsnic, send your name
land address to the doctor and a free trial
bottle will be sent to your home. In this
way you can find out what it will do
,without personal expense.
If there is anything about
your ailment that you don't
understand, or if you want
any medical advice. write
Is Strongly Re-
commended by Prof. Norwood,
his son Joe Norwood, of Lexington,
s the mine inspector is busily ,engag-
ed in the work of rescue at the, Brow-
ler mine in Muhlenberg county. The
report's most important recommenda-
tion is that six sets of' life saving ap-
paratus be required by law to be kept
at each mine, so that the work of res-
tee may be inStantly set on foot after
a disaster such as has just been ex --
With these ap-
force their
perienced at Browder.
paratus the rescuers 'can
way through smoke
gases.
Senator R. M. Salmon, of Madison-
ville, has introduced a bill to this ef-
fort and Prof. Norwood strongly rec-
ommends its pasSage.-,It is expected
that the governor will transmit the
report of the state mine inspector to
the treneral assembly at. once. Frank-
fort News.
and
FIX _3 THE DATES
FOR OFFICIAL INSPECTION OF
STATE GUARD.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 5.—The
state military department- received de-
finite information from the war de-
partment concerning the dates for the
official inspection of the three regl:.
ments of the Kentucky state guard.
Capt. C. B. Clay will inspect the Sec-
, ond regiment April 16 to 27; Capt. W.
I N. Hughes will inspect the Third regi-
ment April 11 to 21 and the first regi-
ment, at Louisville, will be inspected
by an Officer yet to be designated by
the war department April 22. to 29.
Preliminary inspections will be held
under the supervision of the state mil--
itary officials during the month of
March, and at, the same time mental
examination will be conducted of all
the officers of the guard The board of
examiners will consist of Gen. R. D.
Williams, Col. II. C. Grinstead,
.1. Embry Allen and Col. Jouett Henry.
A new system of examination Will be
conducted this year, for instead of the
board of examiners traveling about
over the state from regiment to regi-
ment, the board will sit at Frankfort,
and a special officer will accompany
to the doctor, and he will, the inspection. officer, with a list of
answer you fully. There is
no charge for this service.
Thp address is Dr. W. B.
sas Caldwell bldg.,
Monticello, 111.1
• .0
questions. the result of the examina-
tion being forwarded to the board of
examiners here.
Mica
Axle
? Grease
Helps the Wason
1
the • •••
, ••••
The load seems ligh er—Wag
and team we r longer You ma
morn money, and havc more tit ie
to make money, when whce1 are
greased withl
Mica Axle Grease,
—The langeat wearin
satisfactory Inbricant
STANDARD 0
I OW ry Tit d
and meat
the world.
CO.
GOES TO EODIVILLE
..j----
The mandate from th4 court qf ap-
peais for the i moval cf Jamesj H.
!Parrish from t e Banco •k count jail
alsto Eddyville w received Monday It
is not yet knoten when
'will be remov d., Born 
poisonous ."few days. Th aftorne
1 -
opinion he will remain
"until the Maicl term
order for remo al will b
court. at that tine. '
Mr. Parrish a cepts th
good grace an says hi
limo been pre tared to
the pri dner
think in a
s are o the
n Ilawe vine
f (Tura and
given b the
decisIoi In
hi:is alt all
the result
'either way. le =tint ins his good
;Write; and see us Rubin salve to his
Irate. lie is g nial and pleasant tb
id) Ills wife and ado ted son will
accompany him to Eddy •ille an4 re-
Main there dur g his , confine ent.
Women as Well as Men are Made !Isere*
by Kidney an EIGdder Trouble.
Kidnev t roubl L preys 11 .:71 the mind,
ti::7agies  and lessens am Lion , beauty,
vigor aid chertik-ful-
.C;f ') Hess ,son disa pear
when tiekidneys are
out ofidn ie  reor uobr dhiass-c
beeom so prevalent
that it s not uncom-
mon fo a child to be
'born afflicted with
weak k dneys. If the
urinates too pften, if the urine scald*
Le flesh, or if; when the child reaches an
age when it shoulid be able to controa the
passage, it is yet afflicted with hed-Wet-
ting, depend upon it, the cause of the dia.
eulty is kidney trouble, and the 'first
step should be towards the treatment 01'
these important organs. T is unpleaisant
traable is due to a diseased condition of
the kidneys and bladder aid no+ a
habit as most peorile suppo. .
Woni as well asnienar4 made miser-
able with kidney and bladder troable,
8nd both need th same great remedy.
The mild and t! e immediate effect of
wamp-Root is son realized. It is Sold
qy druggists, in fty-
dent and ones] liar
size bottles. You nay
lave ,a sample b ttle
lay mail free, alto a
iiamphlet telling all
about Siva Inp-R pot, 11,u .)1-7.4n4.1t
including niany o the thcni nds of t sti-
titenia letters r ceived f mu snift ers
%ilia found Swam Root to he just the
remedy needed. n vritin Dr. Kil ler
Si. Co., Binglianit( n, N. V., hc! sure nd
mention this paper. Do 't make any
mistake, but rctrnber thle name, Dr-
Stimer's Swamp-Root, and" -
Binghamton. ht
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r*Ag'"""14`4""ww—a4"4"---1 EXAMINE PEEISONS
S!)11I1G GOODS! WHO ARE APPLICANTS FOR POSI-
TIONS AS ENUMERATORS.
New Gingharns,
New Percales,
New Linens,
New Fancy Tokara.
New F.ncy Pongee,
New Hair Turban
and Large Hair Pins.
71. M. JONES,
Main Street.
4 
Hopkinsville, Ky. 1
The Tobacco
Grower's
Conveniences
Are not alon confined to the Rural Pree Delivery
of mail and tie telephone. There is another con-
venience wh ch all farmers should have—and many
cio have—a hecking account with a good bank.
The possess r of..such an account avoids the risk
of having hi money on his person or about his
home where t is in danger of fire ande,thieves.
His bills paid by check are not only a valid
receipt, but also a convenience in his borne trans-
actions wher0 very often the necessary change for.
concludirg a settlement is not at hand.
Don't st4p to think this over, but start an
account now with the
BANK OF HOPKINSVILLE
HOPKINSVILLE, KY
4
4110110•1111.114MISIONIMINIMINS
B. Lone. firesIdent W. T. Ilane•y, Cesbte.
John B. Trke. Vice-President.
,
City Bank & Trust Co.
.tiplidi, . W10,11110.04)
Surpha* Coraed• . MO40,000.00
This Bank is prepared to act as Executor
Admr., guardian, Trustee, and perform
duties ia Il fiduciary capacities.
Thre per.cent. on time Deposits
RietiN6111400WWW1****10144401•03.14MiliM0111.4MlitieW
YOUR SAVINGS ACCOUNT
This bank w Iconws the sayings accounts of (nisi-
.
ne•ls or prole stonal men, farmers; women, chil-
dren or any erson who,desires to lay asi(,le a por-
tion of their ncome for fixture use.
3 Per ç4nt Interest Paid on Savings
LANTERSBANK egi TRUST CO.
ilOPKINSVILLE, K111.
•••••••••/••••••••••••••••••ee...
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About Three Hundred Take the Test
of Efficiency and Papers Are
Being Graded.
all•m•110 400, ••••••••
'The examination for census enum-
erators for this congressional district
which Judge A.II.Anderson, of this city,
Is the supervisor, was held Saturday
in the county esat of the eight coun-•
ties embraced in the district, and to:
(lay the papers are being received
here. As yet very few of the papers
have been graded and nothing in this
regard has been given out by Judge
Anderson.
There were about six hundred appli-
cants for the places of enumerators in
the district, but the total number pre-
senting themselves Saturday to take
the examination was probably not
much over three hundred. Some of
these, after looking over the test they
would be required to stand, decided
they did not want a place and walked
out 'without attempting to answer the
questions.
Now that the examination has been
given Judge Anderson has made public.
just what the test was. The applicant
was furnished with a printed slip on
which was printed in narrative. form
§ust what an enumerator fOund in a
day's work in a county in California.
The candidate was also furnished with
one of the regular enumerating blanks
and required properly to fill this out
with the information contained in the
narrative referred to. The test was
not a hard one, but at _the same time
it required close application upon the
1.part of the applicant and the ability o
dissect the information furnished hi n
and correctly list everything. .
All of the Papers from over the
district will be in Judge Anderson's
hands today and the grading will go
forward just as fast as possible, after
which the results will be certified to
Washington and the appointment
made.
LATHAM WILL CASE
IS BROUGHT TO ATTENTION OF
PRESIDENT TAFT.
A Washington, D. C., despatch says:
"In a presidential aside, Mr. Taft
took cognizance of the Latham will
contest through the offices of Repre-
sentative Sheriey today. The Louis-
ille congressman sccompanied At-
tottil.y isrpor Ytitk, hOlatHel
frit. fib:. Ill the White
it,,. .0;04 tit it *Ittitqut ill
et-,0 le I; ,
the S. 5. Wosia-
,ii;id. stationed at GuanlaDUITIO, Cuha.
dila My. ,slierie) at,ked to . have
iraesferred to NPAP4' York that he
at lit testify in the contest Mrs. John
1.:Itham is making of the will of her
husband, the Millionaire banker - of
:,lopkinsville. Ky., and New York.
—I lie reason the president was ap-
1 10 was because Secretary of
ne Navy Meyer is out of town. The
..resident agreed to the transfer."
ti Ws Cream Balm has been tried
..rd lea found %lulling in thotientulm
Of ,how;94 an over the count ry. • It i bils
won place - In tho family ntedifirm
cItawt it ituotig thc
remedies, where it is kept at hand for
use in treating cold in the head just
:Is some member of the household be-
1 gins the preliminary, . snuffling. It gives immediate 'relief„and a day or two's treatment will puti a stop to a cold which might, if not
chockt d. become chronic and run iirte1
•••••••••••••••• 
.35.••••••••••••
Peal fonliort
Not having the conritution of a
;polar bear, man needs a tiro to keep
Wm warm, and on these cold days you
need it mighty hot fire to do it. Only
good, citan hot burnng coal can make
A AL steady fire. Huy your coal here
aid you'll have-no cause for complaint
W sell only the best at the proper
prices.
UNDERWOOD,BUCKNER &WEST
i.ncortoratId
N.
I 11 (:,se of catarrh.
_ _ 
_
sneezing
In New Quarters
'or
Winfree. S.: Knight having dissolved
by mutual agreement, Jan. 1, I will
continue to do a real,estate, loam; and
1insurance business under the firm
name of T. S. Knight & Co., oflic rear
of Waller & Trice, next door to Franl
Rives' law office.
d&wtf T. S. KNIOIIT.
........... --,.. --
WANTED -Young men to learn Au-
tomobile business by mail and prepare
for positions as chauffeurs and repair
men. We make you expert in ten
weeks; assist you to secure positions.
Pay big; work pleasant; demand for
men great; reasonable; write 'for
particulars and sample lesson. Em-
pire Automobile Institute, Rochester,
N. Y. d&w5t
TENBER isIj r ltiliNe,&!scoamndmiutnsitmya, twc•hrilteisnsggiit(:e.ylfwihouoldthbeer LE
I I i impressed in 'the memory of all who
knew him. In' conclusion, the speak-
er made .plain the surf reward in
• Heaven-, where rich treasUres the de-
FAH) MEMORY OF NOBLE SERV- ceased had laid up. "The:old warrior
has put aside his sword ad shield to
taken up the victor's wreath"; if there
is reward for the giving of a cup of
joid water in His name, *hat magni-
Remains of Dr. Nourse Laid to Rest ficent recompense there will be for a Qt arter of Millen Pounds Purchased
ANT OF GOD:
OF lilt WEED
TOBAC1 0 MARKET CON-
CES At STIFF PRICES.
Under Floral Mound in
Beautiful Rh erside.
Sorrowing friends, representing ev-
ery walk of life, filled Westminster
church, Sunday afternoon, payirig, by
their presence a sincere tribute to the
memory of Dr. W. L. Nourse, whose
funeral rites were performed with im-
pressive solemnity in the house of
worship about which are clustered for
all time the blessed memories of his
eighteen years' pastorate.
The services were conducted by
his life-long friend and brother minis-
ter, the Rev. L. 0. Spencer, D. D., the
venerable pastor of the .Elizabethtown
Presbyterian church. The Rev. C. H.
H. Branch, pastor of Westminster
church, assisted Dr. Spencer, and of-
fered a touchingly beautiful prayer
thanking God for the long, useful and
Inspiring life of the, deceased and in-
voking divine comfort for the bereaved
family. Sweet hymns, "Rock of Ages,"
"Asleep in Jesus" and other favorites
of Dr. Nourse were sung by the choir.
About the altar was massed a large
number of lovely floral designs, and
the casket as hidden under a pro,-
fusion of blossoms. Occupying th
first pew were the ministers.of the
whole life spent in sacrifIce and ser-
vice.
At the grave in Riverside cemetery
the simple rites were cohcluded and
the remains were laid to rest under
the great mound of flowees. The pall
on Loos Floors
Yet n Hogs
—Little Doing
ead Trade.
bearers were: J. E. McPherson, H. D. I here w nothig remarkable in
Wallace, F. M. Stites, John R. Green, th trading •n the local tobacco mark-
W. T. Fowler, J W. Downer, J. C. et during t e past •eek, the business
Douglap, of Franklin, an Charles E. gong alon in the even tenor of its
Barker, of Pembroke. w y with verythin fully up to ex-
pe tations nd ent rely eatinfactory.
D ly sales were h Id except/on Sat-
ur ay, whi h by ag eement has been
set' apart s a da of reet and all
we're well ttended.
Offerings if loose obacco during the
week show d a sma decreasewing
to he fact at pro bly three-rourths
or the eros has n w been delivered
an from ni w on th receipts will de-
er ase stea ily. Eve under these con-
dit one the sales fo the week agre
ganled about 250,000 unds and at al
ti i es the s rices w re very strong
Quptations anged f om $4.50 to $7.,
forlf lugs an from 7.50 to $12.50 fog
lea, . There ere no xceptionally good
offerings, b t accor ing to the grades
th values ere full The rehandling
ho see have been k pt busy receiving
du ing the week, b t have not hae
th rush th t has revailed at prey-
Jou times.
pool of about 3),000 pounds that
wa made Ii the Oak Grove sectiov
of rigg co nty was sold during tilt
we k to the Americt n Snuff compan3
an will be 
delivereli 
and worked up
her
T is seaso .has beep a profitable ont
for dealers stid spec lators. The mar-
ket opened s rong aflI the prices were
so high th .t farm rs needed little
ng to ge them t sell. But prices
inued to advance by regular stage3
1 'the igure alowed 4andsome
TAKE IT IN TIME.
Just As Scores of Hepkinsiville Pecrple
Have.
'Waiting doesn't pay.
If you neglect the achinO back.
Uurinary trouble% diabetes,' surely
follow.
Doan's Kidney Pills relieve back-
ache,
Cure every kidney ill. ,
Many people in this locality recom-
mend Doan's Kidney
Here's one case:
Mrs; Frank Dennis, of :Earlington,
Ky., says: "Doan's KidnerPilla cured
me after all other remedies had failed
and consequently I am pldased to re-;
commend them. For threie years by
ltidneYs were disordered. I was un-
able to sleep well on accOunt of the
city. Next were the seats of the mem- dull ache in my back' and when I a-
bers of the stricken family and rela- rose in the Morning I wafe Very lame.
I tiTed easily, felt languid' and nerv-
ous and was troubled by headaches
enaeunt society, of which he was the and dizy spells. The kidne -secretions
honored president. A contained sediment, passeti too ire-
Dr. Spencer's sermon wits singular- quently and whenever I Caught cold
ly strong and appropriate. It mag- my trouble was aggravated. I also
nitled the life-work of the min, of suffered from paine in the small of
God who had gone to his glorious re-: my back and if I stooped or lifted, ur
con
sharp twinges passed through my
untloins... Learning of Doan'S Kidney
Pills, I procured a box aril received
ence and comfort to those who mourn- prompt relief from., their 16. 'It was
ed. His text was Psalm 116 : 15.."Pre- not long before I was rid oif the trou-
tives and behind them were the devot-
ed associates of Dr. Nourse in the Ath-
ward, showed foeth his character and
career as models • for emaiation and
carried a gracious message of ,condol-
cious in the eight of the' Lord is, the
death of his saints." • In chaste *and
simple language he told how the ter-
rors of death were dispelled by the
revelation of the gospel. For Dr.
Nourse it was the end of all the woes,
the tears, the trials of human lire, the
laying aside of the almost crushing
burdens and responsibilities of a wor-
thy and faithful servant of God. He
dwelt upon the force and beauty of
Dr. Nourse's character, a noble struc-
ture which, through seventy-five years.
God, the Son; Holy Spirit and angels
had been, erecting, and death Was but
.
the Infinite Architect's finishing
touch; it stands forth now in all its
splendor beyond our finite vision . in
the realm for which it was built. Dr.
Spencer spoke of the intimacy and
helpfulness by which the deceased
with his sermons, tothitl ministry ;Intl
cettlal lietstittelite told ithtt•tisti ttio
10•0114 11141filli WM lit titi tii iitt4-1044114;
01411 tti Iltt: 11011.1.PittlIS 11:0111114 i4( :WO
liitir-f.rmilvv's ittiohni 111 11f1 filalinor'il
s;•;.‘ icc The thrill of hi blessed III-
1111entl.s and thus' hene;11(:.titu; (II 1;16
blameless life would e‘er linger in
ble.” 1•
For sale by all dealers. Price 60c
Foster-Milburn Co., Buffalo, New
York, sole agents for the Unitea
States.
Remember the name—Dpan's—and
take no other.
A tong Root.
gins for those vho ha0 bought
ear y and s ill hl to the tobaccO
Mu h of it still bing held by the
dea era. At he samel time the produc-
ers are not c.mplaining, for they have
rea ized nic ly on t eir cos. Prac-
tica ly all of t was s4ld loose, deliver-
ed"hen it uited th convenience of
the farmer nd settl ment was made
pro eptly as ape as he weights were .
asc rtained
Frank Petty, of the northern portion Maj
of the county, brought in S. sarsapa-
rilla roof Saturday and gave it to
J. 0. Cook, that so far holds the rec-
ord. The root is fifteen feel long and
had two of the small green sprouts
growing up from it. Mr. Petty (lug it
up on his farm.
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jr!is called to, the fact that we have estab ishe a large
trade On seed.
Your Attentio
^
WHY?
Because we sell the best, carefully select:d, ell clean-
ed and tested for germinating qtialities.
Be convinced by letting us show you our stodk of
Timothy, Red Top, Crimson Cfover,Ry-c. Oa s Mfalfa,
Red Clover, Pure Fultz Seed Whet.
Do not delay lookinv, into this import nt attr of
pure seeds. Remember we are hedquarters for
Fertilizer and Wheat Drill
F. A. Yost Co
I N CORPORATE Die
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THE fillES
OF QUESNAY
Uy Booth Tarkington
topyrigtt, IOW ty the McOm Company
Lopyiright, 1907, 1408, by the Ridguisy Company
gimm•Immaif
CHAPTER III.
NE evening I rettir med to the
Inn to find a Itia van from
Dives, the neatart railway
station, drawn men the court-
yard at the foot of the tairs lead-
ing to the gallery, and ail the people
of the inn, front Mute. Br sard (who
direc4ab, to Glouglou (whi madly at-
tempted the heaviest pie sa busily
Installing trunks, . bags at d packing,
eases in the suit engag for the
"great man of science" on the second
floor of the east wing of tie building.
Neithnr the great man nor 1 is compan-
ion was to be seen, howeve both hav-
ing retired to their rooms i i mediately
upon their arrival, 80 AMet ee inform-
ed tue.
.a. I made my evening eta itious, re-
moving a Joseph's coat o dust and
paint, and came forth fro' my pavil-
ion, hoping that Profess° Keredee
and his friend would not n ind eating
In the same. garden with a man in a
corduroy jacket and knic erbockers,
but the gentlemen continu I invisible
to the public eye, and mit e was the
only table set for dinner la the gar-
den. Vpetairs the curtains were care-
fully drawn across all the s "iudows of
the east wieg, little leaks of orange
here and there betraying the lights
within.
"It is to be supposed tha Professor
Keredee and his friend a fatigue4
with their journey from Pa is?' I be-,
gait a little later.
"Moasieur, they did not seem fa-
tigued." said Arnedee.
> "But they dine in their i wn rooms
tonight." .
"Every night, monsieur. it is the
order of Professor Keredee. And with
their own valet de chamb to serve
them. Eh?" He poured m3 coffee sol-
emnly. "That is mysterio s, to say
the le st. isn't it?"
"To Say the very least." 1
"Moasieur the professor i
secreta, it appeaas." contiuu
"When he wrote to Mme. B
gaging! his rooms, he instru
be careful that none of us s
tion even his Dante, and t
he cathe he spoke of his
that point."
"But you did mention it."
"To Whom, monsieur?" as
fellow blankly. .
"To pie."
"But I told him I had
A.medee placidlY. -"It is
thing."
"I wonder," I began, §trt
sudden thought, "if It will I
the same thing in my own c
pose you have not mention
.Fcumstance of my being he
riend Jean Ferret of Quesn
He looked at me reproacja
,
monsieur been troubled by
of the .chateau? Have they
thing whatever to show that
heard Monsieur is here?"
"No;!certainly they haven
obliged to retract at once.
pa rdoni, A Med ee."
"A 13,1 monsieur!" He mad
catory i bow, which plunge
deeper, in shame. ."All the
pursued, "it seems very in
;this Kere effde aair:" ,
When a matt Is leading a
nd hinlatts1 life It Is he
what Irides %%all occupy at
' tatty his at Thus,
treated the "Keretlee affal
seetnit* airiness to a meth...,
ly dreW the faithful rascal
'virtually I was receiving e
lug at dinner a detailed rot
day's doings of Professor K
his companion.
The reports were volutnimi
tails f' w. Professor Keret
the in ,. at times holding
could (nen be heard in eve
such protracted veleaneace
One eXplanation- would st
learned man was deliverin
Ito his Omit:mien.Awedee brushed away my
that the auditor naht be
her aawhom the professor
ng 1 chers for a new boo
.ation , between t
l
he two me
ended.i Was more like 'I ha
eacher and pupil. -But a
gray h
hands o heaven. "for that
ir:: he finished, raisit 
sieur has hair as gray as mit
"That other .mensicura . NY;
described as a thin man.
but with a "singular air."
my colleague mure satisfacto
this air. 
.
I ascertained that, altho
ether monsieur" had gray ha
no means a person. of
)1Lideed. Glouglou, who bad
y 
Oftener than any other of
Maintained that he wiTs qu
Nevertheless, A medee remar
certain that Professor Keret]
was neither an American n
lishmaa.
"Why is it certain?" I ask
"MonSieur, he drinks nothi
ter. he. does not smoke.' an
,says he eats his soup silent!
"Glongloti is an authorit
*Oyes the ditliculty. 'That
*foie is a Frenchman."
"I can find no flaw la t e deduc-
tion," I said, rising to go to ed. '."We
must leave It (here for tonhitt-" 
,
tgreed.
a man of
Amedee.
•ssard, en-
ted her to
ould men-
a y when
nxiety on
ed the old
ot," said
the same
k with a
rove quite
se. I sup-
d the,cir-
e to your
y r
Ily.' "Has
be people
done any-
they have
t." I was
beg your
a depre-
me still
awe," he •
sterloue-
'cry quiet
mcelvahle
d cencen-
hough 1
' with a
cunning'
out until
cry even-
la of the
red ec and
is. the da-
e':i voice
Y part of
rth with
that only
dice - the
a lecture
uggestion
ste,nogra-
as dietat-
The re-
he con-
between
upil with
S his fat
ther mon-
•
s further
andsome.
nor could
ily define
Os "that
r, he was
reat age.
seen him
the staff,
he young.
ed, it was
c's friend
an Eng-
g hut wa-
Giouglou
who re-
her mon-
, .
'1 he • ilex, c% oldie.% Amedce alleove :
ea, 1.1 pert.eive that he was concealie.:
.
-teinetaiag toider his arm as he stoked
'Ilia een'ee eetehine.
I Feld.
-I! ;,-,- .:1 .1 ii)t)h."
•• t t Why (141 yuti hcc:r. it HI tile?''
• Ai,. aa‘tir.7 he reatied itt the tones
rot 4'.,1 ;-enspii :a , r. -Oda afterteion
-
arafesserial t'ett ether -monsieur
s 11--1';1!. t,1 V- I!: in Ili,. forest.
..:11.11 tliey reterne I this li “il; all from
ha 1..- po...aat ..f .',1•, t "rh, 1- Liuti,:i,qics
-.,,..i. :is he nsoentioti (!ie lab. ar41 110
-.1 r it 1101I(P."
Ts l ,•)07: W'Is Wo•!!-WorIlis.: nigriipra
- -1 :ootitnry prineieles. Pniefid re, id-
le:et, 1 1.! iir ILY la.)ybood and the bi-
nothial theorem rose in my mind as
I let 'he leaves tern under my fingers.
11 is tope bet•arne even more confiden-
tial. • "Part of it. monsieur, is in Eng-
lish, That is plain. I have found an
English word In .it that I know-the
;•,1 a .' But much of the printing is
Arable. Yes, neinsiette look
Ile laid a fat forefinger on
a'aaab+b2." "That is Arabic.
ta 1 tiaston has been to Algeria. He
loiiked at the book and told me it was
Arabic." ,
I shed no light upon him. The book
had been Greek to me .in my tender
years • It Was a pleasure I:0w to leave
a fellow being under the impression
that it was Aralde.
But the volume took its little revenge
upon me, fo• it increased my curiosity.
abetil Professor , Keredec and "that
latIver monsieur." Wiry were , two
:.•;.,.'\. im ilii'll - 4 Me :in eminent pS.rehol0-
•,:,k1 and the other a gray haired youth
‘vif h a singular air-carrying about on
Civil. walks a text hook ft r the instrue-
tian of boys of thirteen or fom•teen?
The next day that curiesity of mine
was piqued in earnest. It rained and
I did net leave Vac inn, but sat under
I he great archway and if )0‘li notes in
eeler iif the shine:g read :led bright
drenciad fields.. My back was toward
•!ie eeurtyard. *and about neon I be-
ettiee distracted from my work by a
s'ren; Svir l'IMS(101.1•MeAS which came
!teen tee %vithout any visible i r audible
aamse. Obeying an iimaa.aa I . swung.
!Nomad on my camp sto,a ana hm,,aea up
aireetly at the gailery windew or the
Falen of the "grande suite.** A man
NI-a h a great white beard was standina
;It the window. half hidden by the cur-
mitt. eateltieg me iateetly. Ile per-
volved th.it 1 sa‘v*Ilite :led dropped the
rae•tain inimediAtely.
.• T:if. spy r;:ls rriire..7-401• Keruder.
• • . * * • •
. Tet. aa‘t t ins int"d ill varie114
atrt,s of the ferest. studying the early
'Leming- along the eastern fringe and
-eyeing deeper in :tS lite day adValleed.
The :cttli deboolelled abruptly on the
aaao and was so narrow that when. I
,f'd bacl: my elbelvs were in the
I had the :unbitten to paint a
aic:ure hero--to do 'the Whole thing in
I la' 1V,H)&; from day to tiny, instead of
1:11i jug iliqes for the studio. but when
! rese (ruin my camp sloe! and stepped
Pita the path -le get Inure diStfillve
for Iny canVas I saw what a mess I
'vas making of it. At the saute I tine my
Into the capacious peeket
of my jacket. entammered a pai•hage-
my Witch. atabich I had forget ten to
‘‘at. Whereupon. becoming suddenly
aware that I was very hungry, I began
to eat Amedee's good sand wiehes
, without moving from where i stood.
absorbed, gazing with abysmal dis- 1
;rust at my canvas. I was eating ab-
:entinindedly and with all the re-
straint and dignity of a Georgia darky
ail:irking a watermelon when a pleas-
:int voice spoke in .French from just
behind me:
"Pardon. monsieur. Permit nie to
if you please."
imam in eterfusien to behold a
dark eyed lady. charmingly &eased in
lilac awl white. wolfing for time tit
make way so that she c011111' pass.
I have just said that I . •1111:11ed iii
C011fIlSiOn." The truth is that I jump,
ed like a kangaroo, but with ittlitiliPla
less•grave. And in Itly IterVollt4 haste
10 Clear the way, meaning only to push
the camp stool out of the path with
my foot, I put too much valor lido
the push, and with horror saw the
eamiastool rise in the air and drop to
the ground again nearly a third of the
distance .across the glade. rpon that
1 turncil In contusion to bomb/ a (ma
eyed loci.).
I squeezed myself back into the bush-
my ears singing atm my cheeks
I urn ing.
1 here are women who will meet or
pass a strange man in the woods Or
fields with as finished .an air of. being
unaware of him (partieularly if he be
a rather shabby paiuter no longer
younge lint this woman wte: not of
that •priggish kind. Hee stv:,iebtaita
ward glance recognized lily existence
as a fellow being. :eel she further ae-
kniiwledged it by a 'faint smile. which
Wts of courtesy only. ho e r nwve, ad
admitted no reference ti the fact that
at the first seumol of her voice 1 lenl
leaped Into the air, kicked a ':t map
stool twenty feet and now .stond blush-
ing, so shamefully stliffi•d with sand-
wich thatl dared net speala
"Thank you:" she sti:11 as site went.
by aail net& me a little bow so grace-
ful that it almost consoled me for fay
Caperings. .
Then, discovering that I Still held
the hi' ri•id remains of a sausage sand-
What ill vny hand. I. threw it into tits':
underbrush with unnecessary force
and. reeovering my camp sttsd. sat
down to work. i (Ed to.f ji iimedintely
begin. At thought of the jig 1 had
danced to it my faee burned again.
Suddenly a sitappieg of teigs under-
foot and a swishing of hranclas in the
thieket Warned me of a second ai.-
trtnier forcing a way toward the path
thrimgh the nederbrusle and Ivery
briskly, tee attaang i li l, .oy the sounds.
He burst out into Ow gilde a few
paces front' Ine. a tall aammi am white
flannels, liberany decorat el wlit h 1),ra in-
hies and Clinging shreds it (fader-
brush. The youthful sprightliness of
his light figure and the naive activity
of his approach gave use a very faun-
like first Impression of him.
"Have you seen a lady in a white
and lilac dress alai with roses in her
hat?" he dematided eagerly.
1\AI:a surpriseit me was the iestan-
taneous certainty 'it Ii whieh I recog-
nized -the speaket• trent A inedee's do-
tscript ion.
Nly sudden gentleman was strikingly
good looking. his (•ottilde:Cion so dear
44
1 /WPC seen her milli once hetore."
and boyishly healthy that, except for
his gray hair, he might have passed
for twenty-two or I weuty-three, and
even as • it was I guessed his years
short of thirty. But there are plenty
of handsome young fellows with prema-
turely gray hair, and, as Amedee said,
though out of the world we were near
it. It was the newcomer's "singular
air" which astablished his 'identity.
.Atnedee's vagueness had irked mite, but
the thing itself-the "singular air"-
was not at all vague. instantly per-
ceptible. it was an investiture, mark-
ed. definite and intangible. Nis inter,
rogator was "that other monsieur."
iii response to his quest het I asked
him another:
-Were the roses real or artifkiair
"I don't know,'' hi. answered, with
what I took tiV Will(11?41 mil US-
suimmptltim of
matter, won Id a? !lave c I seen
her'?"
"Istat your des.a.iption.a I said grave-
ly, thinalug to suit my humor to his
• 'SOIlleWhat too general? A great
many white hats trimmed with roses
might come for a :troll in these
woods."
"1 have seen her only once before,"
he responded promptly, with a seri-
ousness appareatly quite genuine.
"That was from my wirdow at an inn
three days, ago. Sae drove by in an
open carriage.
!'.4 little while ago," he went on. "I
was up in t:te araaches of a tree over
youdier. and I caught a glimpse 'of a
lady in a light dress, and a white hat,
and I thought it might be the same.
S wore a dress like that and a white
tat with roses when shcadrove by the
MD. I am very anxious to see her
again."
"You seem to be!"
"And haven't you seen her? Hasn't
she passed this way?"
"I think that I may have seen her."
I began slowly,' "but if you do not
know her I should not advise"-
1 was interrupted by a shout and the
sound of a large body plunging in the
thicket. rro-feaaor
out through tha last ,row of saplings
and bushes, his beard embellished
with a broken twig, his bigiace red
and peaspirisg. Ile was a fine, a
mighty man, ponderous of shoulder,
monumental of height, stupendous of
girth. He seized the young man by
the arm.
"Ha my friend!" he exclaimed in a
bass voice of astounding power and
depth, "that is one *ay to study bota-
ny-to jump out of the middle of a
high tree and to run -like a crazy man!''
"I saw a lady I wished to follow,"
the other answered ()runway.
"A lady! What lady?"
1 "The lady who passed time inn Wee
days ago. I spoke of her then, you re-
aTonnerre de Dien!" geredee slap-
ped his thigh vielently. "Have I nev-
tr bad you that to tolloW strange la- •
'lies is one of the timings you cannet
lor • .
•"I'llat other' mensienr" sho,,I; hi'z
•;ii-ad. "N..; 3-eu lerve ilever tel 1 ine
lett. I do not understand it," he said,
at dina 1 irrelevantly. "I believe this
gl Ilt ie111:1 /I knows her. Ile says he
thanes he has seta) her."
al f yeti pleaae. we must not trouble.
this fgt.:Mein:1n abent it." said the pre-
fesser hastily. . . .
'Pet I wish to ask hint her name,"-
are ed flit' ot her.
"Ne, no:" Ketedee took him by the
arm. "We must gu!" '
"Bat why?" persisted the young
wan.
"Not now!" The professor removed  
his bread ft hat awl h arras] ly wiped
PAGN)
his vast and ateaining brow. "It is
better If we do not discuss it now."
"But I Might not meet iii iii again."
"I ,do not know the lady." I said,
with some sharpness. "I have never
seen her until this afternoon."
Uloon this "that other monsieur" as-
tonished me ie good earnest. Search-
big my eyes eagerly with his clear, In-
quisitive gaze, he took a step toward
me and said:
"You are sure you are telling the
truth 'e" •
The professor uttered 'an exclama-
tion, of horror, sprang forward and
clutched his friend's arm again. "Mal-
heureux!" he cried, and then to me:
"Sir, you will give him pardon if you
can . Ile has no meaning to be rude."
"1:tale!" The young man's voice
'showed both astonishment and pain.
-Was that rade?4 I didn't know. I
didn't mean to be rude, God' knows!
OTHER FRIEND
• A LINIMENT FOR XTERNAL SE..
. Baby's coming will be a time c,.!.' lejoicing, an not'of ap-
prehension and fear, .f TaToti:fra; i riend is taiea b the expec-
tant mother in preparatica cf th event. This is not a medi-
.Cille to be taken internally, lea. r. liniment to be at alied to the
body, to assist naturr..t in the nee sary.physical l'aenges of the systc:m. Moth-
er's Friend is composed of oils nd medicines w ich prepare the'1uuseles and
tendons for the unusual strain, r adea the ligame ts supple and elastic, aids in
the expanding of the skin and lesh.fibres, and rengthens all the membranes
and tissues. It lessens the pain and danger at he crisis, and assures future
health, to the mother. Mother's Friend -is sold a drug stores. Write for our
1 
free book, containing valuable injformation for e ectant Mothers.
THE IJRAOFIELD CO., ATLANTA, GA.
MARDI GRAS SPEED CAILNIN
-
NEW ORLEANS, La., Feb. 4a-Ev-
erything is in readiness for the open-
ing tomorrow of the big two-day aut-
. mabile race meeting to be held n con
carnival. The meet promises o be
ection with the annual Mardi 'Gras
one of the most sensational eveti held
on a mile course, as many of the men
entered are record holders and there
will be much rivalry.
The practice work augurs we 1 for
the smashing of records. Many 4f the
Score or. more -of drivers com leted
the close to record time today. A-
mong the noted drivers who will corn-
peie in the two days of racin are
Barney Oldfield, with 130 horse pow-
'er Benz.; George Robertson, 90 orse
power Simplex; Ralph de Palir
horse power Fiat; Louis CheN
Alt." lie said sadif, "I do nothing but. Black; "Speedy" Shaw, Knox;
make mistakes. I hope you will lora W. 'Greiner, National 40; Ben K
give time." . er, Darracq; Joe Nelson, Buick
"1Ia, that is better!" shouted the Grennon, Buick; Billy Lynch, Ja lisongreat man. "We ahall go home now 7 •
40, and Arthur Chevrolet, Buickand eat a good dinner. But first"-
-i his silver-rimmed spectacles' twinkled  o  ,
upon me, and he metmt his Brobdiug- Six Nights Go-As-You-Please ace.
_
, nagian back in a tow which, against How many tired fathers and mo 'hers
my will, reminded me of HR. courtesiés. in this town enter this race very
perfermed by Orloff's dancing bears- night carrying a. baby? And they
-first let me speak some word for my- wonder what the matter is. Ch fices
self. My dear sir"-he addressed him- are the child is starving—worm are
self to me with grave fortnality-"do eating all the food. Most 
IN 
chi 
d
not suppose I haVe no realization that have worms, yours needn't. itreli,Is
,
Cream Verinifuge will get rid o the
other excuses should be made to you. worms and strengthen the child.
Believe me, they shall be. It Is 111W Price 25c bottle. Sold by Co k &
that I see it is fortunate for us that Higgins (incorporated) druggists
you are our fellow innsman. at- Les
Baby hands
Troia Pigeons." 
); 11j
' '
1 a
t tent inued on Page 10.)
WORN OUT.
That's the way you feel about the
lungs when you have whacking sough
it's foolioshness to let it go on and
trust to luck to get over it, when Bal-
lard's Horehound Syrup will stop thc
cough and heal the lungs.
Prire 25e, 50c and $1.00 per bottle.
Sold by Cook & Higgins sfincorporat-
edi Druggists. •
LaGrippe pains that pervade the
entire system, LaGrippe Coughs that
rack and strain, are quickly cured by
Foley's Honey and Tar. Is mildly
laxative, safe and certain fn results.
Sold by all druggists.
Safeanard to Fitildken? ',
"Our two children of six and eight
years have been since infancy subject
to colds and croup. About three years
ago I started to use Foley's Honey and
Tar and it has never failed to prevent
and cure these troubles. 'It is the only
medicine I can get the children to
take without a row" The above from
NV. (I. Ornstein, Green Bay, Wis., du-
plicates the experience of- thousands
eta' other users of Foley's Honey and
Tar. It cures coughs, colds and
croup, and prevents bronchitis and
pneumonia. Sold by all druggists.
‘..c,rniora Now. AthleCc Field.
univerSity's DPW -alumni tle;(1
of fifty seven acres. for the equIpthent
of w lit, h $100.000 has been raised, will
be partly put in shape in the spring
The wcrk will cons!st of varsity foot-
ball and baseball fields. a stadium ana
other training houses ta meet the im-
mediate demands of the athletes Te
equip the field as origin:11:y panned
will cost $350,000.
Would Teach Boxing In Colicges.
Prefessor Joe Murray. instructor of
boxing at Columbia university, would
like to see the manly art added to In-
tercollegiate sports.
• Will get into mischief—often it n
a burn or cut or scald. Apply Ball
Snow. Liniment just as soon as th
cident happens, and the pain wi
relieved while the wound will
quickly and nicely.' A sure cur
sprains, rheumatism and all pai
Price 25c, 50c and $1.00 a battle.
Sold by Cook and Higgins aincorpt)rat-
ed) Druggists.
' • TERRIBLE CROUP. i
One Who Knows Recommends a em-
edy to Anxious Mothers.'
My little boy, who is four years
has suffered a lot, with croup.
,
several occasions we thought he
gone.
After trying all the old time 1
dies and most of the new, I
home one night at midnight and! my
wife said, "The boy has, the cro P a-
gain—suppose you get a bottle 0 11-bra
othei." "More junk," I said, "bug we
will circulate our mopey so they svill
.all get some."
• I hastened to ail all-night drug
and brought it home. In five mm
he was breathing easier.. In ft
minutes. lie .was sound asleep.
btoke the croup 'so quickly it s
, me.
Anyone wishing to care the auI
a'c!ilid I hope will give liyothei a
Willing you the best of success
you surely deserve, I %remain,
main, Jos-.' E. Clark, 204 6th St.,
WashingtOn, P. C.. Oct. 7, 1909.
Ilyomei is a remarkably effe
remedy in case of croup and it s
be in every home where there i
croupy child. Full instructions
to cure croup cornea with each o
i • Complete Hyomei outfit incl
inhaler costs $1.00 at druggists .e
where and at L. L. Elgin's, It is g
anteed to cure catarrh, coughs, c
and sore threat. . .
____07.._____.—
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kao ected Nov.' 14, 1909.
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vo. 52 St Louis Express...9:55 a. m.
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The Poughkeepsie Regatta!June 22.
The easterit intercollegiate regatta is STOPS I1'CN1NL INSTANTLY
sei for Wednesday. June 22. at Pough-
keepsie, 011 the Hudson river. '
ctric
tters
:acceca when everything else fails.
111 nerafous prostration and female
%aeakneases they are the supreme
remedyei as thousands have testified.
FOR KIDNEY, LIVER AND
STOMACH TROUBLE
It i .the best medicine ever sold
ovjer a druggist's coanter.
A Re
Re
El 's Cre
, 90
—wow
"able CATARRHedy
mBalm
Is quickly sbsorbed.
Wet; • Gives Rene
thur. It cleanses
heals and
Joe 
the diseas
eans
rd's
ac-
be
heal
for
Is'
On
!was
me-
! 
me
Nos. S
for all po
No. 51 c
vitikr line
and for
Gast.
Nus..53 nd 55 make direct
don at Guthrie for Louisville, Cinch-
nett and all points north and east
thereof. Nos. 63 and 65 also connect
for Memp is and way points.
No. 92 runs through to St. Louis and
will carry passengers to Earlingtoa,
vladisonville and Henderson.
ti^No. 93 rough deepen' to Atlanta
and Maco4t, also pullman sleeper to
New Orlealns. Connects at Guthrie for
points east and west.
J. C. H00.63, Mit
ILLINOIS
TI
' 
1
NO. 332 E
tors or for medicines, to cure a atom-' Since the 
discovery of "A. J. 1M."
King's New Life Pills would quickly its success
 has exceeded the *oat arb.-302 E
Preebription, the. new skin reini3dy,. , Leav
aeh, liver or kidney trouble that Dr.
cure at slight cost. Best for dyspep- sauguiPg 
expectaticas of the dispians Leave
sia, indigestion, biliousness, constipa- era 
whaagase it to ti W.e world. hat! ' 
tion, jaundice, malaria and debility. cured thousan
ds of Canes of ecz 'ma 
No. 304 P
25c at Cook & Higgins (incorporated.) awl cleaned 
the skin of facial' dis-
t Eczernx, Pimates. Rashes, Blotches Taking eff
i Eruptions. eta. QiiCkil Eradicated
.. 
day, Nov.i 
Took All His Money. 
, by New Skin Remedy.
I1
Often all a man earns goes to docal
rENNESSE CENTkAL TIME TABLE
No. 20, 'taking effect
Sunday, Nov. 28th, 1909.
No. 12—Leaves HopkinsvIlle....4 p
Arrives Nashvilie...7:15 p
No. 14—Lepves Hopkinsville....8 a
Arrives Nashville 11 a in
No. 11—Leaves Nashville. ,..8:05 a m
Arrives Hopkinsville 11:20 am
No, 13—Leaves Nashville....5:30 p in
Arrives Hopkinsville 8:45 p m
T. L. MORROW, Agent.
CARROLILED
• -AL Vt.; ;:or Pil • • . -
Vl? • L Tr •
fisuprernents andrepulsive p
of years' standing The burn
and itchings ('if eczema are
lea 341 Hopki
 stolWed 
.ng.s. 321 Evan
Arrives
with the first a-aplication. 301 Evans
In minor skin troubles sue* as
rashes, blotches, pimples, black- Arriaes
heads, barber's itch, salt Olean* raTdruacianh
Itching piles', red noses, dankiguir, -
In oak and ivy poison, odored feetiare-
m suits show after a few applicatiions. also
-runs
in A rauddy, greasy or sallow
 comafax. Train 3
Ion is quickly improved over night. 
and all Sold by all druggists. Price tat-
and $1.00. The A. J. MARTIN
MEDICINE Co.. Props.,
"e j° 
to Evans
S3Ohio.
kinsville
Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S
CASTORIA
SOUTH
Louis Express. .5:35 p. in
uk. Fast Mail -6:33 a. M.
icago and New
limited 11:50 a. m.
kinsvilla Lccom. 7 :05 a. in.
9-32 a. in.
nd 64 connect at St. Louis
ti west.
[meets at Guthrie for Main-
Inks as tar se-tth as Erin
uirrille. Cincinnati and utfr
connect-
CENTRAL RAILROAD CO.
E TABLE NO. 56.
ct 19 o'clock p. m. Sun-
4th, 190a.
NORTH BOUND.'
ansville Accommodation,
... 6.00 a. m.
ansville-Mattoon Express
 
11:30 a. in.
inceton Mixed. .1''. 4:15 p.m
SOUTH BOUND.
sville ft!r• 9aisissaav
ville-Hopkinsville mall
3•40 p.
ille-Hopkinsvillal Express
 
... 6:35 p. m.
2 connects at Princeton for
t. Louis and way stations,
through to Evanaville.
2 connects at Princeton for
Cincinnati, way stations
nts east, also runs through
lie,
0 local train between Hop-
nd Princeton,
T. IA MORROW, Agt.
- 43ffel Wl1goIS atioiniS lflI
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the week with her brother, Mr. Mark -Last Friday was pension day for_ Charlie, and little daughter,
Harrison, near Bell's Station. . the 'Federal soldiers and many hearts
spent Satnrday with Mrs. Wes have been made glad this week-by the
-entre Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Crenor. -Rev. W. M. Goodman will fill his appearance of their vouchers. There
regular appointment at the Baptist4Mr. Rex Croft, who is a tudent was paid out in the state this week
church here next Sunday morning. '
at M Lean College, in Hopk sville; $1,500,000, there being 23,000 ex-sold-
+1.4 .1. 4' + +4' +
Dr. 0. B. Woosley and Ar.\k Vass
•spent Tuesday hi Elkton on business.
"Esq. Ben,. pen: Eddins and wife,
Pembroke, swept Monday in. the city
with rejatives
-Mrs. W. M. Barksdale ia.contined
to her .bed at her home. BOIDe three
miles. west.of town.
-Miss ,Perry liarrison :is spending
It, pronounced• this sermon of Sunday
morning the best that has even been
delivered here. His theme was
"Man's Responsibility to God."
• -C. B. Brewer has been appointed
by Gov. Willson notary public for the
next "four years as long as he may
behave well," and went to Elktoh Sat-
urday and gave bond. He would-.ap-
predate any work that may be given
him when a notary public's- service' is
needed.
evening.
Crofton. Feb, 8, 10. HOPE.Hop- meeting last Friday night, but noth-filogr erected la,ter. on.,ft here 4+ + 4, + leg of importance was. transacted, ex- `-_ •
. _Granville- A' l..yen. preached
cept the discusison of buying or build-
-Messrs. Jarred Biesiii an Herb- +. iet: the Mb. g, ch,ureh. hZre last.Sunday
• : - ele OUR -FAIRVIEW LETTER. +. tng a vRect' Marta-k " ' gand 
-;eood 
aNe-erninlonag, 
when 
tthhoesye hwehaor
C.• B, Brewer, Cor. J. -Mrs. Alice litkrt, whom! fwailayitt, kniZrZn:
- were visitors here SundAY•
-The quarterly sneetinK..of the 
--Methodist church convened here gat-
--µrday and Saturday night.
t-----41rs. Elizabeth Moore a d son,
-Mr. iJitu Moore and little son Alvin,
wern guests of Mr. and Mrs.
--Denton
-children Visited Mrs. Jotinson'S moth-
.talian Bosley, in Hopl4sville
r!" .
It l• i• I N 11" 4i,
NOF • • • $ ,;; • • .. • •••• •
I.IMMAGJE AL
After ow January Clearance Sale we find in our various dcpartments m.anY staples that we would rather dispos of
at prescitit to yo-u,r advantage and our loss than to keep. We therefore name for Friday and Saturday, rno ing
prices in Ian, departments. In our dry goods department we find many remnants and odds and ends, consistingof
Silks; Wash Goods, Ginghams, Percales, Calico, Domestics, Corsets, Hose and Underwear; such thi s ai ar al-
ways needed by the housewife.' These articles are neatly marked. contents and price; many of which f r below ost
and a great many even at HALF-PRICE.
Clothing
Department
Specials• . •
3.49andFor
4.75 s%
10.00
I 0.00 1- • k f 10 Black R •E:iozesilc8 to 44, worth $15.00 Coats,
Half ('rice on 1 lot of Young Men'sOvercoats, worth $7.50 to
• $15.00
1-4 off on 200 Men's and Young Men'sfinest Hand Tailored Suits,
,worth $15.00 to $30.00
Long and Short Outing Cloth Kimonas
at HALF-PRICE.
Ready; to -Wear Department.
$9.99
$9,99
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99
$9.99
$8.75
$8.75
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
size 43, blue, worth $50.00.
For Ladies Tailored Suit, $7.50
For 149,dies Tailored Snit, 07 rn
size 40, blue, worth $30.00.
Por I"dies Tailered•Snit • $7 50size 36, blue, *ortit $22 r f) •
For lacliee Tailored
size 43, gray, worth $22 5e.
For Lade Tailored Suit.
size 46, blue, wot tb $22 67)
For Ledies Tailered ;--11 it,
size 16,- blue, worth $20.00.
Foe•Ladies Tailored snit,
size 42, black,worth $20 the
For Ladies Tailored Suit.,
size 39.black, worth $20:00
For
size
For
size
For
size
For
size
ircir
size
For
size
For
size
For
size
Ladies Tailered Suit,
34, blue, worth $17.50.
Ladi-s Tailored Suit,
13, blue, Worth' $17 50
Ladies Tailored
16,b'ack,worth $15 00.
Ladies Tailored Suit,
42, b.tre, worth $15:00.
Ladies Tailored Suit,
15\ brown, woy•th $16.
Laties Tailored Suit,
16.'brown, worth. $15
Ladiee Tattered Suit,
13, blue, worth $15.00.
Ladies Tai/orel Suite,
13, gray, wort 05 00.
ANIMMIONMS•1•1•14..
$7.50
$7.50
$7.50
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
$6.25
.00
For Lad ..s Tailored Suit.
size 11. Wisteria,worth$15
Fer TAilered
eiz- 40. b'aek,worth $1500,
For r.adie;Tailored Suit,
size 36,browieworth $16.00
For Ladie‘i Tailored Suit, -
ize.31, blue, wolth $15 00.
i-kor Ladies Tailored Suit,
3, 1 lue, worth $15.00.
For Ladies Tail: red Snit.
size 40,•grecteworth $1500
For Lades Tailored Suit,
size 18, bleck,worth $12 541
For Ltitliis Tailored Suit,
size 16, gray, worth $12.50
Fee. Lidies Tailored Suit,
size ifebrown;Worth- $12.50 .
For Ladies Tailored Suit,
size Ile blue, w• rth $12 50.
Led s Tailored Suit, size
itewl ite and tek.$12 value
For Lad i1' s Tailored 'Suit, •
idze 40,hlack, worth $12.60
Fer Led„iee if(); ed Suit;
size 44,Llack, worth $12 50
For Lad lee Tailored Suit,
size 38, black,worth $12.60
For Ladies Tailored .Suit,
size 40,brow,reworth $12 SO
For L'idies Tailored Suit,
size le, red, worth $10 00.
Specials from
Our Shoe
epa
Iluu to 7, •wort4i $2.00gn For Ladis Kid Blue
2.18 • ijFor our special "CotBox Calf ond Gun tn
ent tip, dduble sole s
1.48 For Mief4s patent a
2.00
sizes 11 to72, light we
Vor Boys yid muchI gLU 5 1-2, worth $2.00
For Boys patent, Gu
.Blucher S6.oes, sizes
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Come and Rummage among the Bargains Offered for Friday and Saturday, February 11 h and 12th.
H. ANDERSON & COMPANY
ill11111moimmninmaiRminktmaktae.eameen
i
4. + + +.1. + +++.1. + .1. + 61./ & Hanger, of Richmond, who hold the of the scohol children who are trying '1y," and also a big "45," and he is ,
''''P 
-I 
.1. contract for the work which is being to raise money to buy books for keeping the town in "peace, quietude'
and pleasantness," too.4. CROFTON CULLING 4. done on the L. & N. at the Empire their library.
+ 
./. hill, some' two miles north of Crofton. 
-.Mr. N: B. Dicken, who is well re- -Charlie. .the bright little son of
,el• + + 4. + + 4- + -I. + + 4- 4- + ! -Mr. Claude Cranor, who is attend- membered here, is rejoicing over the Mr. and Mrs. Jettie -Layne, is very
ing McLean College in Hopkinsville, arrival of a "little Nick" at • his sick ,with bilious fever. , Hie many !
' -Dr. and Mrs. M. E. Croft ere's-is-
itnrs in Hopkinsville Saturd y. he is sadly reis'sed among his corn-
Miss
Mrs. Dave Cranor.
home here with his parents, Mr. and 1 
-Mr, Maurice Harrison. wife and
',anions, 
!
,
1 children left Saturday for Winter,
aturday. .
-Mr. George Davis, of Madisonville,
-Miss Emma Brasher w
rgia Hight's visitor here
-Mr W. R. McCord, who
on the sick list for some ti
better.
ick of 18 Overcoats, worth $5.00
6.00
tit
pick of 12 Overcoats, worth
pick of 14 Overcoats, all sizes
colors, woilh $15.00
-Mrs. Pete Rogers, of Ho
is the guest of her son, Mr.
ers, and family.
I-Mr. David Bourland h
nding the past feW.days
e here with his famly.
Mr. Roscoe Tweddell, of
ana, is the guest of .his pate
and Mrs. Thomas Tweddell.
-Mr. York Crabtree and w
Led his mother, Mrs. Tabitha
In the country. Sunday.
-Miss Mattie Cook is the
her aunts, Misses Eva and Mr
Amy.
-Miss Allie Armstrong, of
-.■Akinsville, visited Mrs W. E. C
-Sunday.
vrt Williams. of near C eberry,
•.
. . lei• Tel: 1284: Penibroke Ex. la
•
ustin Johnson, wif and
--Mr. Ewen West, wife and son,
Nellie,
'S par-
Mrs. Bettie McGehee is spending
reported from time to ,time as being
very ill, is much ittiPro4ed rii'd able to
be up, much to the pleasure of her
many friends.
-Mrs. James Woodford, aged 84,
who lives near .0vil, is very low with
locked bowls,. and her recovery is
ubtful an account .of her extreme
age.
-Mr Dick Powell, of near- Pilot
Rock, sustained a stroke of paralysis.
of the throat this week and is in a
very precarioua\condition, and has to
be fed through tk.tbe. She is eighty
years old.
vial his parents. Mr. tad Mrs W. B, iers in the state of Kentucky. Some
CroftHSattirday and Sunday. of them are widows of soldiers of the
---Mr. James White;I tl!r#, nigh War of 1812, 111 of the Mexican war
the Home Telephone ,....e#lian nd nine hundred and seventy one of
Crofton, visited in Hopkinsvil/ th Spanish-American war and the
day. 
rest" the Civil War, the pensions
er of
at
the week with her daughter, Mrs. W.
IL Moore, of Elkton:
-Mr. Drew Davis, of Hopkinsville.
is visiting the family of Dr. 11. Shank-
line, near the city.
-The school library- club gave an
entertainment at the school house on
Friday evening, and quite a neat sum
was realized, This club is composed
as been
spent several days of last week here
e, is no
with relatives and friends. He former-
spent Saturday and: Sunday at his home in Nashville last Thursday.
ly resided here before he and his fain-
inaville Het moved to Madisonville.
ye Rog-
-Dr. Ed Hardin and wife, of Mad-
• isonville, are registered at the Crof-
ton .Hotel this week. He is pronounc-
his ed a proficient dentist and persons de-
siring dental work, done will not have
Oklaho-- 1 to go to some other town to secure
t8, Mr. 1 good work. 
.
1 -Rev. Gregsdon, of Princeton, whoe visit- has been pastor of the Baptist church
and Mrs. Ed Wade, near this place, is
dangerously ill of pneumonia, and her
recovery is very doubtful':
-Messrs. Allen Day and Harrell
Terrell, of Elkton, spent Sunday with
the family of D. B. Durres, near the
city.
-E. D. Humphrey, who recently
moved to Hopkineville, fron,i this city,
was here Sunday viiiiiting ht a brother,
B. W. and H. T.3-1Smphire3f4:
rabtree, here for the past two years, has accept John D. McAloin, who lives near
led a call to serve his congregation for 1iBritmart, is very low with _cousurnp-
est of another year and filled his first ap- tion, and the end is expected at any
tie Gil- pointmentclast Sunday morning and time.
-The trusteee. held their' regular•
-friends hope foe an early recovery. as
glad to welcome' them Mack in this
community.
-Fairview is soon to have gasoline
Street lights, we understand, to be
placed near the Methodist Church, in-
tersection of Pembroke and Main
street, near Baptist church and the
other at the intersection of Main and
Mill streets. Several more will be
ranging from $6 to $100 per Month.
ii 
. -Mr. and Mrs. Mason, of Ric The Co Journal of Saturday
\silver-.
; .. are bdarding with. Mr. an
• 
/loot
eeding me ber of the firm of 
out from Elktorr "R. E. Gilliam, who
contained Ilia following despatch sent\arlee Bo -les. Mr. Mahon is
•
ond,
Mrs.
the
iason
tar
-E. S. Stuart, who recently ap:-•
pointed police judge of Fairview, qual-
ified and gave bond last week ...before
Judge Duffy, and the next day he held
city court, and the parties interefqed
were charged with "fighting," and one
was fined $5 and the other cleared.
This is the first time Fairview. has
had a real police judge in over fifteen
years. We also have an up-to-date
marshal too, Mr. Seth Ferrell, who
we'ara the regulation uniform, com-
posed of brass buttons, star and "bil-
,kins, who was elected on the .Detho-
cratic ticket, failed to qualify.. This
is the first time the district, whic1V-is
the birthplace of Jefferson Davis, iind
is overwhelmingly Democratic, Oas
well as weever been represented by a Republi- '. Haven, Fla., for a fortnight's visit with - Aliss Golda Harrison' left Saturday quite oftenMrs. Will Cason. : for Hopkinsville where She has. ac- I can. The Todd fiscal court, as 4,9w
cepted a position with Frankels' dry ! constituted, is made up of thee being erect
-Ethel, the oldest daughter of Mr.
tore, and she, would be glad to . Democrats and three Repul;lic s, 
Feb. S.
ng
goods
hav her friends from here call on
he
with Judge Duffy, Democrat, Cast
the deciding vote."
e-W. W. Eddins and family, whom l -We went to Elkton last Saturd
we announced some time since as hay- and as far as Tress' shop we'
lug moved to their farm near the city, 'made up our mind what good thi ,gs
did not at the time, but just this week we would say this week about thei.finished moving. Their friends are roads, but when we got on the other
side of the shop we Changed oue mind
I very much, and found the road frem
' there to Elkton most impassible, and in this wee
we had to let our horse stop a sc re -Mrs. Jul
`
1
of times to _rest, the roads being so the pleasant
bad, and in coming back we "hug val last Sun
up" and it required the assistance Of
four men and a two horse wagon
to get us out of the. mire. ,Should .a
postoffice inspector pft$11 over this road
and find it in the present- condition, We
feel sure that he wOuld recommend
the discontinuance of, routs, and it is
quite likely' that such.a.thing shouId
happen. It is hoped that when spring
comes this road will be piked. -
Y.•
ad
+++ + + + + + + + + + + +
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SINKING FORK.
+ - •
LI:" G. toi.--nelius has been On
the sick list for-the past week.
--Mr. "'J. G. 6Wen'a school is doing
'well with a good attendance.
A!
cliiton..gook, of near tbils
place, is very sick at this writing.
V.iss Annie Wooeleyhis on the sic
list this week and not able to atten
et hool.
--Mr. Tom Woosley is quite ill
the heme of his sister, Mrs. D. 0
TAbble.
. -The past sunshiny days have giv-
en the farmers an opportunity for
burnilig plant beds.
• .*
-The 'singing school Saturday night 
at the home of Mr. D. Storms' ware
quite a success. 1 •1 f"Stsix.Wn'
If this escapes the waste backet
was defeated as the Republican ndini- I will try cgain to give a
nee for sheriff last fall, has been 'ap-1 from cer fittle town:
pointed magistrate, for the Fairview* Rev. Mr. Clevenger will fidistrict by Gov. Willson. A. B. Wil- 1 ular appoi tment at the;
,
this place Satechurch of
Sunday.
-The 0. W. and 4I. W. A.
lodges in •ur town seem to be doing
can hear of new addition3
and some talk f a hall
by the M. W.
"NEW- MER."
ew items
reg-
Baptist
day and
++++++++++ +++.
•t 1441INES BUDOET.
+
-Dr. Lac 4y is very busy riding now
as there is I ts of sickness.
-Several of our neighbors are kept
on account of grip-
e Sims and children were
guests of Mrs. M. J. Du-
ay.
-Miss El en Yancey and Miss Ma-
ble Yancey raId our- little town a visit
last Tuesda3f eve.
Mr. Loyd nd Mr. Berm Xing railed
on Miss Mill e Sims last Sunday even-
ing.
-Owing t the fair weather last
week" the"falimers were busy burning
plant ground •i
-Miss 'Katie King and Miss Stella
West have e; tered school in the city1 
of Hopkinsvi le.
-Mr. and iMrs. Tom Yancey, Mrs.
Ida Simmons and daughter, Alva and
Mrs. Polite re.btree and niece VioIe
Phipps spent last Sunday with Mrs,
Meg Drake.• .
-Mr. Elbert Barnes receive& Sobs.
slight wounds on his farilakear Week.
While carrying some fodder he fell
over a wagor tongue. Went to the
city next day nd received medicfa, at-
tention.
-Most of té farmers are through
stripping and delivering their tobac-
co. X. Y.
TR S. P. COOK,
Atterney at Law.
Offices Hoppek Bldg., Rooms Nos.-
2nd Floor. Will practice in all courts
In the Comminwealth.
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s Arnica Salve
The 3egt Salve Paa The WeVE!
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0011 FOR A ARM
t'All$ BY MAJOR CYRUS S.
RADFORD, U. S. M.
Former Hopkinsillie Man P rehases
Beautiful Place Out Front 'hn-
ailelphia. -Plans Honi4.
Major Cyrus S. Radford à.td his
a family—his wife was forme y Miss
Katie Manson, of this city,— ill soon
occupy a handsome country h3,me out
from Philadelphia. A Phil delphia
paper announces that Major adford.
who is assistant quartermastei of the
United States marines, has puichased
a large farm from the heirs of the
, 'Pater Supplee estate. The paper
ye:
"The property is located o the
. ugartown road, just west of Devon
d south of Berwyn, and adj ins the
roperty recently built by J. ardner
Gassatt, and the properties of Joseph
W. Sharp, Jr., and George B rnham.
Jr. Major Radford is havin plans
prepared for a large colonia house
and stable to be built on the p operty
n the near future. Part of t e 'pro-
erty is heavily ,wooded and ins two
ne strearns of water running t trough
t. The censideration is said t be a-
1?,out $4r1,000."
MEDICAL SOCIETY
F CHRISTIAN COUNTY
H4E NEXT TUESDAY
••••••
a
MEET
n11 Attendance Desired and it Fro-
iirant of Much Interest Has 'leen 
Arranged.1 ,
,
The Chitistian County Medic, I So-
ciety will old its next regular meet-
ing at the ity courtroom on Ti.esday,
Feburarzi 15. The' meeting HIll be
c lied to order at 10 a. in., and prom-
-
i es to be a very interesting anilwell
a tended session.
In his nOtice to the members of the
ty, Dr J. H. Rice, the secretary,
urged them to be present in the fol-
lowing language: "If possible b with
US at that ime and bring any e inical
material ti4at you can, or give us a
report of any interesting case."
i ire program for the meeting is as
foirorws:
The Treatraent of Pneumonia..
•
1 Dr. J. E. tone.
Discussion  ,Dr. J. AillBo thall.
Report 
I 
of Epidemic of Dyserite
Dr. W. A. _ ckey.
Discusiaon  Dr. T. W. lakey
-^
PERSONAL GOSSIP
re Gary is in Chicago,
el 0. Cook is in Frankfo .
Mathews, of Lexington, is in
th city.
liss•Nellie Mlle has returned from
Bawling Green.
liras Sarah Cayce is visiting f ends
In Columbus, 0:
ohn- Young and daughter are •isit-
ing in New York.
Frankel Slaughter, of St. Lou s, is
visiting his father, Charles Slau hter.
Mrs. N. fl West left yesterda for
Dedham Texas, to visit her ster,
MO. R.. W. Jeakens.
Mrs. 0. H. Anderson is in'•Mi; gen:
field visiting her mother, Mrs. Mliggie
Berry. -
$11ss Ruth Jones has returned to
Hillsboro, Ill., after a visit Oa-- . R.
Faulkner's family.
County Chairman John B. Ct4Ilton
has returned from Henderson here
he attended a meeting of thelleicond
distritt Democratic committee.
BEN. EVANS ILL
VeiPasiness ,Ibost Commander of, the
l'Onti7 ate V ete runs, Who
Has Grip.
I •
ATLANTA, Ga., Feb. 10.—Gen.
meat A. Evans, commander-in-
of the United Confederate Vele
is ill at his home in this city of
Although Gen. Evans is said to b
prTing, soule anxiety is folt bynds on account of his adva
peel.
Cle-
hief
ans,
rip.
im-
his
iced
EARLY RISY.Ft:
The famous Hale Dilh.
MAY SE IMPEACHED
INDIGN 1NT PROTESTS FOLLOW
ATItINS' CHARGES.
Called Before Iniestigating Committee
Gets Cheering Word From
Some of Him Constituents.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 10.—Sena-
tor J. J. Watkins, of Union county,
who charged that four members of
the senate had sold out to the whisky
interests for $20,000, was called before
the investigating committee, this
morning.
After a brief session behind closed
doors, re committee adjourned until
after t meeting of the senate to-
day.
Senator Watkins' charges have call-
ed forth indignant protests, and it is
currently reported that he may be
expelled unless he proves his allega-
tions.
He received word today from a num-
ber of his constituents that if , he
should be impeached, they would im-
mediately re-elect him by a big ma-
jority.
Senators, Watkins said there had
been a suggestion of a comprotnise on
the cotinty unit measure. He said
that he would get as much as he could
of restrictive legislation. It is gene]
rally understood that the extension of
the provision to embrace fourth-class
cities Is the compromise which the
drys hOpe to enforce. This would
give them the c:ounty unit in about ten
more counties in the state.
JUDGE CHRISTIAN
PROMINENT CITIZEN OF ELKTON
PASSES AWAY.
Former Sheriff and Judge of Todd
County.—Pneumonia Was the
Cause of Death.
ELKTON, Ky., Feb. 10.—Judge
James l?. Christian, one of Elkton's
oldest citizens, died yesterday after-
noon -niter a brief illness of pneu-
monia.
He had served his county two terms
as sheriff and as county judge and
had been a member of the fiscal
court for twelve years:
He was , 81 years old and is sur-
vived by three children, C. G. Chris-
tian, of this city; Mrs. T. A, Miller, of
Pembroke, and Mrs. W. A.'llogers, of
Madisonville. He had been a Mason
for fifty-nine years and a member of
the Christian church for sixty-three
years.
The funeral took place at the resi-
dence this afternoon at 2 o'clock with
burial in Glenwood cemetery with Ma-
sonic honors.
M`LEAN RESERVES WIN.
Defeat Church Hill Team by a Score
of 22 to 11.
A good basket ball game was wit-
nessed Tuesday night in the' McLean
Gym. The game was played between.
the McLean Reserves and the Church
Hill team. The line-up was as fol-
lows: •
McLean Reserves Church 11111
Ashby r. g. Vaneleve
Hunt I. g. J. Caudle
Summerhitt- ,••• e#, • F. Caudle
Curtis . ; „ • rtaft,, Stoite
Hart • Johnson
oribble Jtpd .Ring Rubs for McLean.
beer antViCtif Gary subs for Church
Hart threvt• Cp'goals and 1 foul a-
motingrig to half the points made by
the locals. ,On -account of the excel-
lett work of Ashby and Hunt the
score on the other side was held down.
Curtis got in his good team work as
Waal; although he was: gitartletl
emminerhill, whose opponent was.
the strongest man on the. team, not,
only succeeded in knocking the ball
Over Ma' head, but keR1 him 'from
making a goal. The ilsitdrs left with
the intention of besting'the Reserves
in the near future..
tdams-Gibson.
Seymour Gibson and Miss ,,Annie
Adams, a popular couple from the
Ovil vicinity, Were married Wednes-
day afternon at 5 o'clock at the Har-
ris boarding house on North Clay
street. Rev. H. D. Smith officiated.
1—
Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S
CASTO PIA
NEW THEATER IFOUND MS FORTUNE
IF OUR CITIZENS ACCEPT THE PROPOSITION
John Dee Collins, Veteran Manager, Will Erect Handsome Playhouse On
Hobson Site, Provided One Thou sand Tickets at $10 Each Are
Subscribed For First, Pen i ormance.—Attraction to be
Furnished by Famous hiaw & Erlanger The-
atrical Syndicate.
The rumor of a proposition to be
made to the citizens of Hopkinsville
whereby a modern, commodious and
well appointed ground-floor theater
could be secured, took definite form
last night when Mr. John Dee Collins,
manager of the theater at Henderson
came here and before several inter-
ested business men who gathered in
the parlors of Hotel Latham submitted
his plan.
His Proposition.
Mr. Collie's proposition is very aim:
pie. He saYs he will traild and equip
a theater to cost not less than $40,-
000 here, with all the up-to-date ac-
cessories and arrangements and as
nearly fireproof as such, a building can
be made, if the people 'will subscribe
for a thousand tickets for the opening
performance at $10 per ticket. Later
in the evening he agreed, further, to
put the show on for two nights, he to
bear all expense of it and to receive
the $1,O00 from the sale of the tick-
ets, if the people desired. this.
Had Long Experience.
In case Mr. Collins' offer is accept-
ed and the theater built here he pro-
poses to give it his personal atten-
tion. He has been in the show busi-
ness for twenty-seven years and has
made a success of Pt. He has built
several theaters on this same propo-
sition, the last being at Alliance, 0.,
last year. If the house is built Klaw
& Erlanger, the big New York syndi-
cate, will furnish all the attractions
for it. Mr. Collins has made his of-
fer in writing and is ready to carry
out his part of the bargain as soon as
Hopkinsville does her part.
Up to the People.
...1This puts the matter squarely up
to the people of Hopkinsville and the
surroundin* toiintrk,-b* Mr. eidlina
pointed out one other featupe last
night aird that was that if the house
is to be built and operated next sea-
son the deal would have to be closed
and actual work begun within the
nextosixty days. This is necessary so
that the house may be gotten ready,
and then too bookings for next season
are already being made and if longer
time elapses it would be impossible
to get the best shows. So if the thing
is to be done it must be done at once.
On Hopson Lot.
'Before leaving last night 'Mr. Col-
lins secured an option on the south
corner of the Hopson lot on South
Main street, the lot being 70 x 165 feet
and if the theater is built it will be
located there.
Mr. Collins had with him last night
the plans of the beautiful Henderson
theater, the general .construction of
which, he says, he would duplicate
here, but would improve it in many re-
•spects by later and better equipment,
chief of which is the electrical appar-
tus. He promises that if built the
theater will be as nearly perfect as it
possible to make it and absolutely safe
under all conditions.
Size of House.
The building, outside of the stage,
would be- 66x92 feet. The Stage' would
be 40x70 feet. The seating capacity
would be 420 on the first floor, this
including four boxes. with a seating
capacity of four persons each, the
balcony .would seat 300 and the .gar--
lery 500, making a total capacity of
1,2,20. The entrance to the gallery
would be entirely separate from the
main entrance thus obviating the
mingling of the crowds. On the lower
floor would be cloak rooms, toilet
rooms, smoking room and lobby on
the outside of the theater proper and
Inside there would be a generous
foyer. On the balcony and gallery
floors there would also be toilet rooms
And considerable spore space in midi-
Don to the regular seats. The petite
all through the house would be so ar-
ranged that they would be reserved
and on the lower floor and balcony at
least would be leather upholstered.
For Biggest Shows.
The stage would meet every re-
quirement of the largest slws on the
r ad, and Mr. Collins say a he will
uarantee that all shows that would
come to the house would be put on
just exactly as in Louisville, Chicago,
Cincinnati or any of the larger cities,
using every stick of scenery and every
bit of costuming, stage effects, etc
The standard stage is 35x60 feet, and
all scenery is cut for that _eize, but
Mr. Collins would make his stage five
feet deeper and ten feet wider so that
the comparatively inexperienced work
men here would have more room to
handle the effects.
Fire Protection.
Then, too, this' leaves a five foot al-
leyway on etre' side of the building
that could never be closed, and open-
ing on these, 'frern each side of the
structure, would be two exits from
the gallery, two from the balcony and
there from the.lower floor, which, in
addition,jo the main entrance, would
empty the building within a few sec-
onds and without endangering anyone
should there be a fire. The stage
would also be equipped with an ap-
proved e.sbestos curtain to be used in
case of fire and the walls would be
Painted with asbestos paint to prevent
even a spread of lire in _pis manner.
The building over the stage would be
a height equal to five stories, and all
drops would be handled from. the fly
galleries built above the proscenium
opening leaving only the sliding scen-
ery to be handled from the stage floor.
The stage floor would be fitted with
all necessary trap doors, etc., and all
scenery and baggage would be brought
In through large double doors in back
of the building.
I Heating Plant.The heating plant and dressing
ro9mtl,would all be under the stage
floor. There are plenty of these dress-
ing rooms and each one would have
both hot and cold water equipment.
With such a stage no show would
be too large for Ilopkinsville and the
usual run such as Polly of the Circus,
Three Twins, The Newly Weds and
Their Baby, would all come , here.
These shows have all played at Hen-
derson' this season and out of eight
attractions playing at maximum
,prics§ 01 $1.59 pgx.tieet, they have all
plaidtif sandink room. the Thre?
Twins leading with 386 people stand-
ing. Then "the audience would be
more comfortably seated and would
get the benefit of the entire equip-
ment carried by the company.
A Crying Need.'
The proposition is now up to the
People. The crying need of an ade-
quate theater has been apparent for
years. The business men 'realize the,
advantage of having such an opeea
house on account of the people I:
would draw here from the surround
ing Sections. Mr. Collins pointed out
last night that Hopkinsville would
be an important point to Klaw &
Erlanger for it is located just right
to break the jumP of companies. from
Evansville to- Nash‘ille and for that
reason, if no-: other, the very best
shows would be sent to the house.
THIS C JY HELPED
BY THE ACTION OF THE SOUTH-
ERN, RAILWAY.
Rewinds its Action on Through Rates
Is•e412neetieti With thsi Tenses-
.#
see Central.
• -
•••• mo••••••
NASHVILLE, Tenn., Feb. Ifi.:—The
Southein rescinded 'Its re-
cent iction On through rates In &an-
frection\ with the Tennessee Central
railroad.
The more important competitilie
points on which the embargo in the
matter of through rates' stills stands
are N4.411011., Lebanon, ilopkineville
and Harriman,
The withdrawal of through rates as
to Competitive points is effective on
February 16.
We T. Fowler
(Successor to Han bery & Fowler)
LAWYER.
Practices in State and Federal Courts
Collections a specialty and remittan
ces made on day of payment. Office hi
Webber Block, in rear of Courthouse.
HOPKINSVILLE, KY.
eod&wtf
lit'T LOSES MIND WHILE ENJOY-
' 'NO ITS SPENDING.
Charley Wells Is Now a Patient in the
Western Kentucky Asylum for
• the Insane.
Misfortune has overtaken a youiig
man who found a fortune. Charley
Wells, of Mayfield, is now am nmate
of the Western Kentucky Asyl . The
announcement that he would tk, tried
for lunacy was published several daYs
ago in the New Era. i
About two years ago, while emplop. thieves, but
ed in excavating for a sawmill neer there, only b
Woodville, McCracken county. Wells on the engir
unearthed an iron kettle contain* proper- was
more than $5,000 in gold ,and silver locked hide
coin of various shapes. The mon0y room.
had evidently been buried many yeras
before, and the find attracted wide at-
tention. It was necessary to place the
money on deposit for several months
to await a claimant before the finder
could establish ownership. Months
passed by and no one claimed it Fait
of it was placed in a vault at Metrii-
polls, Ill., and the other portion hOt
Wickliffe bank.
THE EPIDEMIC
IS WOUYIN THE GOOD (''I'IZENS
V 'MENTON..
linsinees Holum Broken Open. Horse
Thief lightened Away. Ilan)
easel of Pilfering.
After the required length of tide
had passed it. was turned over to We4s
as the rightful owner. Examinaticln
revealed that the coins were veitY
valuable on account of the odd shapee
and their age.
He sold the whole amount finally
a coin-collecting firm in Cincinnati f
over $9,000. He traveled extensively
through the west. Last summer while
in Paducah he was taken Ill with 0'4-
phoid fever, which, it is believed, r.
suited in the loss of his mind.
TRENTON Ky., Feb. 10.—Uhat ap-
pears to be Ian epidemic of house-
breaking, plitering and stealing at this
place made lite appearance last week.
Thursday 
market was roken open and relieved
' irhi J. A. Taylor's meat"
 
of several pounds of sausage and
steak. The some night P. E. Bacon &.
CO's milling plead was vlsltjd by
they were unsurcessful
king the hasp and lock
e room doer. The mill
ndisturbed, as it is kept
n it of the engine-
Friday ni
ble was vie
o'clock, but
away while
horse, by
pened to go
thing at th
t W. J. Dickinson's stan-
d between nine and ten
e culprit was frightened
n the act of bridling a
r. Dickinson, wh
to the stable fo Rome-
r hap-
hour.
ary Pleased.
PROVIDE CB, R. I., Feb. 1(—"1t is
a great honot to myself and ti4y fami-
ly," said Oo mander Robert E. Peary
this afternooi when he was I formed
that a bill makIng him a rear admiral
had been pas
senate.
by the United States
Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'S
CA TORIA
IN MEMORIAM
Beautiful Tribute to Late Dr. W.:1.. Nourse Froth .the Pastors' Aso-
elation of Hopleineville.
The Pastors' Association of the citY
desires ,t6 express through a commit 
tee appointed for the purpose upon a
unanimous vote, some portion of whali
it feels, in view of the death of Rev;.
W. L. Nourse, D. D.
We share, of course, the genera
orrow at the passing of this goo 
and distinguished citizen. For Dri.1
Nourse was careful beyond the most,
of ministers pt the Gospel to "rende •
to Caesar the things that are Ca,e
sar's." We recall with gratitude hitt
active service _in the, cause of ourli
public schools and his friendly an
helpful attitude toward all ouil
schools in 'particular, and his intelli-
gent concern for all public interestsl
in general. We honor him as a call;
1
zen. I;
• But Dr. Nouree was, first of all, t,
preacher of the Word. And as bel
cornea the preacher he loved and stu--1
died the Bible with undsual intelli-
gence and rare joy. As a' student o
the divine truth he exulted in the
greatest things. The grand ideas. oft
Romans Were like the 'majestic an-i
ahem of Heaven to him—he reveled ini
them,- gave himself up tO them and
aremed to feel anew the raptures of
the Apostle as the vast sweep of his
occasion and freely, but his Convic-
tions were his own, a sacred trast not
to be parted with nor compromised at
any price of .seeming advantage to
himself.
His relations to his brethren of the
ministry of all churches were tlose of
a' large-hearted, large-minded 1Chris-
tian gentleman, He differed frbm us
some times,
wherever he
misunderstood
tfon. But as
days of his
are sure that
as at all oth
God gave hm
was the hon
body during
the friend and
isters. 'Nor h
rob us utterly
are ,perpetua
memory, whie
character and
heroism to th
Full of the f
sway over the
forms of kno
ducts of the h
mong us and N.
out ostentatio
•argument lifted him to successive,,
.ministry. He
heights of' gracious vision. • Ills ro-
bust mind took 'title interest in the
fs,ctitious—the incidental. 'He wished
to strip away these that he might look
upon Truth's eelf. Novelty as such
had no charm, for him. Ile was
conservative , in all his views and dis-
positions. He sought to -know and
Preach the Gospel of the.,criacified and
'risen Christ., Familiar as he was
• all nature wit
like another he
:we think, "I
:It is He, only I
'such a man
ministers of C
Dr. Nourse is
,a son by hi
'Word, 'keeps
Ithose of .other
with the speculations -of theologians at ;Doctrine.: .,We
decided bent toward---,P1111000PhY, he vtione to have a
all 'arlools and,•havitignia nolnewhat 4flity contiuti4
was not seduced from the noble sim- 1ing preitebe•
piimcitiaew "opfr taheeheriaitihi.i
144,;1.11;'it, r litnieftin4IY:Wtoe 
;era
was inevitable, and
Id so he was not to be
In respect of his post-
"e look back upon the
sociation with us we
e longed at such times-
to "do the ri ht as
to see the right,' He
red president o 'this
• long period 14 was
helper of younger min-
death the power -to
•f what he gave us. We
ly enriched by the
we cannot lose, of -MS
talents, given In quiet
service of his f Bows.
rce which give
3 kind, and lovi
ledge and all th4 pro,
ghest are, he lied sr
rought for us all; with-
a mighty and a holy
loved his garden and
a real affection. But
could have said, truly,
ave but one p sion:
. .
e." For the memory"4
e trust to be better
rist.
happy in the fat that
own 'ministry of the
is name 'VII. among -•-.
laborers. .in Word and
wish that. that name .#
Kiosk. many genera-- .,.„
place. on the roe r of
Of the Goepel. And
end the family o our
race of di4 to all.
friend, was simple and direct in hit 
-needed comfort "and help.
manner, speaking usually 19 .a con- The Pastor's A *iodation of
versational tone. annealeil as vine—By
such a Man might be exPected tO do*
to men of virile intellect and'eepecial
power. But manful and tnatoterful as.
he was he was tender. He loved his
own people and all people. "He went
about doing ;toed." lie despised. sup.
',Metal emotions •ns indeed every.
thing atiperticial, But of emotion
founded on conviction of vest truth,
in pity of real sorrow and in admira-
tion of truly good deeds there was
no- lack in him. And the unction of a
piety true and deep touched all his
ministry with grate and power mak-
ing it helpful to the ignorant and
humble:as well 'as to the intellectual
and' cultured.
We ' recall with satisfaction also
that affection and courtesy dwelt to-
gether .vith courage in our, friend. He
was brotherly and his preferences he
was ready to concede upon a proper
j. Pointer Bitch
tead and ears, 1
lanswera to nam
Escaped. from
wagon on Dee.
WARD for info
Comb. Phone 7
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filo Frank J. Cheny makes oath that he wr4es Champlin, Manches-
I  
is senior partner in the firm of F. .J. ter, Ohio, R. R. No. 3, "as when a
Cheney & Co., doing business in the . frightful cough and lung trouble pull-
ed m a pounds in spite of
said, and that said firm will pay the many rewedies and the best doctors.
sum of ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS And that I am alive today is due soely .t.
. for each and every case of Catarrh- to Dr. King's New Discovery, which
that cannot be cured by the use of,
' Hall's Catarrh Cure.
Good to Eat
New TomatoeS, Lettuce,
Celery, Turnip Greens,
Spring Oinons, Parsnips.
Salsfy, CropOes and
Snapper, Fresh Oysters,
Hog Brains, Spare Ribs
and Back Bons.
Your trade appreciated.
W. P. Qualls.
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For Infonfq and Children.
6111Man.••••
a, The !Coil' You Have
Always Bought
-INFANTS /CHILDREN
, •
Promotes Pigestionflwerful
nessandReStContainsneither
0 piunt.Mogittitte nor Mineral.
NOT NAOC OTIC.
larite)10141 41A 1arniza
46aelfe 4-
Ai:eft:114
trait4sk
=„enoonn
Aperfect Rein;tly fOrConstip
t ion , Sour Stomach.DiatTlioca
Worms.CoMulsious.Feverisk
rtes5 aivilOss or SLEEP
FacSindlei Signature of
Ye4.1.4
NEW YORK.
At 6 months old
35 DoSES -35CENTS
•rt e Food a
Exact Cori of Wrapper.
• •
Signature
of
In
Use
For Over
Thirty Years
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TN It OK MMMMM COMPANY. 14 CV/ YORK CITY.
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4. Dici You Know That Eery
.4., HOME TELEPHONE IS A FIRE ALARM BOX?
4
44
-1-** 44-4H-444 4 44444444444-
IT IS!
That Alone is Worth the Price!
One Rate to All Business $3.00Professional Offce 2.50Residence M 1.50
Hopkiasv!Ile Home Telephone Co.
Incolporated
D G. &414rards,.Gen'1 Mgr. Tel. 1444
•
I completely cured me. S;ow I weigh
ARE NECEssrviEs, NO'! FRANK .1. CH E. EY, 
I 160 1 munds and can work hard. It
Sworn to before me and subscribed ' 
also cured my four children of croup." i
LUXURIES. Ile YOU..D0 in my presence, tills 6th day of I 
veem.., Iprall1bre for •coughts and colds, tt's i
NOT ATTEN I) TO T her, A. D..HEM, line most certain r
emedy for LaGrippe •
1886 .
NO ONE ELSK WILL. 
 
Seal)
al's Catarrh Cure is taken inter-
A. W, GLEASON, 
1 Asthma, desperate lung trouble and all
Notary Public. bronchial 
affections, 50c and $L00. A
:I 
trial bottle, free. Guaranteed by Cook
nally and acts dh•ectly on the blood 
& Higgins (incorporated). 
.
T
.,....
Moat*. Coughs, Stuffy Colds.F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
. Sold by all druggists. 75e. Pain in e hest and sore lungs, are
Take Hail's Faintly Pills for consti- symptoms that quickly develop into
'a dangerous illness if the cold is not
OUR
SKILL
pation.
18 at your service. It is based MI cured. Foley's Hot-if
Superior Serv ee and Modern I 
 
 .
President Helps Orphans. the cough, heals an
. rested eu•ts, and br
Mett ods. Hundreds of orphans have been
Our POSITIVELY Extractit g is -helped by the President of the Indus- 
Sold b all druggists.y
PAIN I ESSP. ' trial and Orphans' Home at 
Macon,..
I G,a., who writes: "We have used Elec-1
The only Dentis iii Ifopkinseine c . tri Bitters in this Institution for nine Shake 
Into Your 'Shoes. .
Making a SPE IALTY 4 I f ad- years. It has proved a most excel- Allen's Foot Ease, a powder. It
., .
miniiteelog tiTAJAZED 
lent tnedicine for Stomach, Liver and
Kidney troubles. We regard it as one 
cures painful, swollen, smarting, ner-
.vous feet and instantly takes the sting
• of the 'best family medicines on earth."
A R. out of corns and bunions and -makesIt invigorates all vital organs, purifies
„ walking easy. Try it today. Sold ev-
erywhere. Sample FREE. Address
Allen S. Olmstead, Le Roy, N. Y.DR, FEILTEIN'S
Louisiille Dental Parlors.
Both Phones.
i DR. A. H. EDWARDS
SPECIALIST
Kt.! laNTITKT NEW ER I.
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Lesson VU—First Quarter, For
Feb. 13,1910.
THE INTERNATIONAL SERIES.
Text of the Lesson, Matt. vi, 19-34.
Memory Verse, 24—Golden Text, Matt.
vi, 33—Commentary Prepared by Rev.
D. M. Stearns.
Our Lord has been talking about re-
wards here in this present time from
men, contraSted with rewards here-
after in the kingdom. and now He con-
trasts treasure on earth. which may
perish or be stolen. with treasure in
heaven. which endures forever. dura
He riches. If:we up only for our-
selves we may bcci.nie nih iii atis
world. but Dot rich' iev ars! ;4
XII. 19-211. We are everywhere warn-
ed against the danger of this Nyorld's
riches. "Labor not to be rich:" "lie
that inaheth haste to be rich shall not
be innocent;" -Trust not io ii ii ertain
riches but in the Lit ing God- tyrov.
4; xxviii. 20; I .Thn. vi. 9, 171.
To the - majority of people these are
foolish and impracth•al sayings, and a
little hard .cash is far more to them
than. the Living Gcd. But our Lord is
here speaking to believers, to whom
it is also written in Col. iii. 2. "Set
your affection on things above, not on
filings on the earth." Yet there are
many in the pulpit as well as in the
pews to whom dollars are more real
than God.
The eye affects the heart, and the
heart walks after the eyes (Lam.
51; Job xxxi, '71, so that unless we t re
looking in the right direction xe will
not walk in the right direction. We
cannot serve God and gold, or God and
the world, or God and the devil, for all
that is in the world .--the lust of the
flesh and the lust of the eyes and the
pride of life-Is not of the rather, but
Is of the world, and the w•hole world
!lent In the wicked ono (I Jelin 11, lo;
V. in, it. v.), (too is hmking
Whomo hearts tiro w hen) to ward II i a.
* which 1/1•4111Pi that' we taw oleo 14., ion,
4. but Jesus only, (IL Citron. xvi.. 9).
Then people-say: "Prayer won't feed
4. you; religion won't prtivide bread and
4, butter. It is all very well to talk good.
A 1 but I've got to earn my living." We
do not wonder to hear the world talk
4, so, for the World is blind and dead to
* God and the things of God, but the
4 i words of our lesson are for believers—the 'redeemed of the Lord. Do they
* talk in reference to business as if the
Lord did not care, as it all depended
dri upon their own-efforts and they must
4. put forth every effort with all earnest-
* ness or they will never get on Ask
*
Christian business Men and you will
find that not a few will tell you that
ill business cannot be done on Bible prifi-
lit ciples. But there are those-and I per-
sonally know some of them—in vari-
ous lines of hnsineuts ;who toctift• that-
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
Matt. 33, stanoi true even m busi-
ness relations, ,and .some of them cin
testify t hat even in -t he financial OrSits
id' the past two. years they have not
felt the 11:1 rd times. rive times, in
the closing verses of Our lesson we
hear the ad Monition not to be anxious
(verses 25. 27, 2S, 31, 3-1, R.• V.). and
I hey are the words of Hint who creat-
ed all things and upholds all things
by -HIS power, Ile stoops from the
'things we cannot comprehend- to talk
to us of birds and flowers and on an-..
other occasion' speaks of ,even spar-
rows, saying "Are not two sparrows
sold for a farthing'? And one of them
shall not 'fall on the ground without
your rather" (chapter x. 29). On. that
occasion, however, Ile . was speaking
of His care of our bodies in ,preserving•
; them from death, while in this lesson
Ile is speaking of the food and ral
went essential to the health of these
mortal bodies. Apart from Min in
whom we live and. move and have
our being no amount of anxious care
and toil on our part can obtain the
-1. necessary food and raiment or pro- -
'long our days. Does .net lie who gave
us life care for it enough to prolong
• it as long as it pleaseth Him to do so,
and as to raiment. what fattier is he
who will not see that his children are
becomingly clothed? Do not miss _the
contrast between the clothrng of. the
lilies of the field and the clothing of
Solomon in all 10's glory. how-
ever grand, was all put on, but the
lily's beauty is part of itself. The
work within us is the chief thing-411e
ornament of a meek and quiet spirit,
a heart right with God, is the great
essential. Then He will surely Care
for the :minor matters.; for He knoweth
what things we have tieed of. The
eontrast bet weseri and gentile m
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Every Dealer E rvwhere. If Not at Yours, Write kle
Descriptive C rcular to the Nearest Agenoy of the
STANDARD OIL COMPANY
(Incorporated)
W. P. WINFREE & SONS CO.
tIneorpor at. d
, Real Estate, Insurance and Loans,
jVList Your Propertyith Us for
Rent and -Get a Squarl Deal.
Let Us Insure Your Proper y and Your Lives.
We lend money on to ,d real est to security. 7' 1
We sell you homes on easy ter s. Let us expl in
to you how you can get a nome f r the same mon y that
eyour rent will ctit you.
I 4
•
N'erse brings before us all His won- I, Jx,;..-•.=;--,Anziikardicisitaigzirj=kagrutalsiiiir--..,..,„c44a..i4massaja„,44,:sgs
drous care of Israel-from the day_ that '
! 
)He brought.
difference which lieput in so. ninny
them out of Egypt-the 4
ways between His own people • and . j,
the Egyptians, and then all through
the wilderness .1,airtioy the food from
belven, the (valet' from( he rork. he
1111 111 1' and lire and all' Ills I
Iss:11111.411(1 11101..14'4 lie the Nameliii-
,'hi;I ateh lie will not do
lt•ss cur s.11111'01i, Ilk own body. ;
We 'are .itere to give the gospel to
all and thus seek Ilis•kingdom by seek- '..
in to complete His body in order that •
Jll kingdom may com lle. If we as is
rec eemed make this our first busluesS
He will see to all our need. Let us
obey Phil. IV, _fl, and 1 Pet. v, and.
we will surely prOve" Ilia faithfulness. ;
The remedy for all anxiety is found
in Phil. iv, 6, 7, and I Pet. v, 7. And
in John xiv, 1, 27, with Matt. xxiv. 6,
we are forbidden to be troubled. The A
same confidence IU Our Father in heav-
en while!t we desire our children toA
have in us will .give that quietness and
confidence which are our privilege, but
bow necesary the admonition -Have
faith in God." ,
Saw(' From Awful
•A. Lucas 'County.—ss. t soItever fel •
Something 
•YOUR TEETH
PHOENIX BLDG., MAIN sTimer.
Ilupkim sville, Kentucky.
I
-es made on day of:pay ent: Office in Office Over Anderson-Fowler DrugI
Webber Block, in rear f Courthouse.
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Practices in State and l'ederal Courts D
Thllections a specialty "and_ remittan
•
Hunter Wood & Son
Attorneys-at-Law.
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Company.
RE s. 187
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the blood, aids digestion, creates appe-
tite. To strengthen .and build up pale,
thin, weak children or rundown peo-
ple it has no equal. Best for female
complaints. Only 50c at Cook & Hig-
gins (incorporated.) Sore Lungs and Raw Lungs.
Most people know the feeling, and
the miserable state of ill health- it in-
More people are taking Foley's Kid- die; tes. All people should, know that
ney -RemedE every year. It is consid:- Foley's, Honey and Tar, the .greet
ered the most effective remedy fOr :1114 throlt and lung remedy, will quicklykidney and bladder troubles .that med- cure the soreness and cough and re-ical science can devise. Foley's Kid- F tore p normal condition. Ask for Fo-
ney Remedy corrects irregularities,
builds up. the system, and resfores'ley's 
Honey and Tar.
lost vitality. Sold by all druggigts.
-.0.•••••••••••••=••
Won't Need a Crutch.
When Editor J. P. Sossman, of Cor-
nelius, N. C, bruised his leg badly, it
started an ugly sore. Many salves and
ointments proved - worthless. Then
Bucklen's Afnica Salve helped it thor-
oughly. Nothing is so prompt and
sure for ulcer, boils, burns, 'bruises,
cuts, corns, sores, pimples, eczema or
piles. 25c at Cook & Iliggins (incorpo-
rated.)
No Backache or Kidney Pain's.
If you have' pains in the back, uri-
nary, bladder or kidney trouble, dizzi-
ness and !kit of energy, try Mother
callPY'S A USTRA LI A N-LE AF, the
Pleasant herb cure. As a regulator it
hrs no equal. At druggists or by mail
r.Oe. Ask today. SAMPLE FREE.
Address The Mother Gray Co., Le-
Roy, N. Y.
-0--
____ 
HAMLET .
Had melancholy, probably caused by
an inactive liver. A bad liver Makes
Foley's Orino Lax. tive. When you one cross and irritable, causes mental
have that dull, hea y, feverish feeling, and, physic-al depression and may re-
-q `uoyisatput 'otpupeaq amat no.c suif disastrously.
uaqm •u0iludi-43ti0.) sq pame(tttio.).n; Ballard's Herbine acknowledged
ionsness, pain in stomach and bowels, 
-IS 
then you need Foley's ()Vino Laxative.
It moves the bowels freely and gently,
and thoroughly clears thhe intestinal
When You Need
and mucous surfaces of the system.
Send for testimonials free.
Lewis
City of Toledo, County and State afore e down to 11-
near my grave,
of
y and Tar stops
eases the con-
ngs quick relief.
to be the perfect liver regulator. If
you're blue and out of sorts, get a bot-
tle today. A positive cure for bilious
headache, constipation• and chills and
tract. It does not grip or nauseate fever and aA liver complaint. Sold by
ard cures constipation. Sold by all Cook & Higgins (incorporate) Di•ug-
druggists gists. .. •
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The Curnberlanj Telephone
& telegra h Co.(Incorpora
. •
s Continues to grow—has, no connected with the
Hopkinsville sviitch board t+orr. subscribers than
ever before in is history.
!Free Country •Servic to Subscribers
Long Distance Connections
Telephones Installed On Short Notice
J D‘ RUSSELL, NO,
zig 'f."3323FWAtlar
There is Only One
dEtromo Ouinine"
That is •
Laxative aroma) Quinine
USED THE WORLD OVER 70 cow- A COLD IN ONE DAY.
Always Jeatember the fill: tjallte. Look
far this eignature 'on every box. 25c
EUREKA OVERCOATSL
The latest and 4iewest Ne
winter of 1909-10 It is witho
combination Rain flcl Overco
casions for the maniwho is tire
thing in overcoats. It is a coa
strong individuality. We are pole agents
Eureka. Take a loOk. We ar alway, glad
goods. i. 
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LED BY OLIGE
TRAGEDY OCCURS ON TREETS OF
CLARKSYILL
Negro Who Ran and Re
Dies From the Effec
Wounds.
CLARKSVILLE, Tenn..
George Wilcox, colored,
the effects of wounds re
attempting to escape fr
officers.
Wilcox, it is claimed, 1
whisky at Guthrie while
this city to attend the b
wife's mother. Ile cam
freight, and at an earl
found prowling about the home of G.
A. Larrade. The ofticerl found him
on the front porch and `commanded
him to hold up his hands, when he
made his threats and at th ,same time
broke and ran. The offic
and fired, one shot taking
sliouWer. The negro di
however, and was finally
a yard. He resisted the
Was beaten up badly, and had to
dragged into the lockup.
Isted Arrest
s of His
Feb: 7.--
dead from
eived while
m the city tern Kentucky Asylum for the Insane.
The ,morning was consumed in an in-
aded spection of the buildings and groundsup on
and in the afternoon an executive ses-
en route to
rial of his sion was held, the officials of the asy-
lum and the members of the Statehere on a
Board of Control being examined con-hour was
cerning the conditions and needs of
the institution.
The following members of the joint
committee were present: E. E. Hogg,
Booneville, chairman; E. W. Taylor,
F ton; C. NV. Mathers, Carlisle; J. T.
- • •  - •  • — •••••••.1...
rs followed
ffect in the P chard, Boyd county, and J. R. Cat-
not stop, ! lett, of Princeton, substitute for Conn
cornered in Linn, of the senate. house—Herman
officers and Southall, Hopkinsville, chairman; Eli
Berry, Owensboro; S. M. Russell, Elk-
ton; L. F. Withers, Meade county;
Z. A. Clore, Oldham county; J. F.
Porter, Dixon; W. L. Craig, Mene-
fee county; H T. Gartin, Marion coun-
ty, and Frank S. Moore, of Hickman,
substitute for Marion F. Pogue, Fre-
donia. Sergeant-at-Arms, Mott
OF A SY LUX ST AT lID TO JOINT
LEGISLATIVE COMMITTEE.
Hospital, a Building for Negroes and
Quiet Quarters for Emplo)es
Should Be Provided.
The joint committee on charitable
Institutions of the Kentucky general
assembly spent Saturday at the Wes-
be
MAKES STATEMENT
Dr. HJohn D. Clardy h
rom 'rankfort where he
meet* of the Goebel rew
sion, isf which he is a m
The committee has prepa
ment as to the amount of
ad been spent in huntin
sasSins of Gov. William‘ oebe . It
s staled that there has ben $14.5000
'drawn from the fund, and 1 at $13,000
Of the money has been sp t, leaving
a balance of $1,500 on h nd in the
lank to be used by the . c mmission.t is likely that no more oney willver be spent of the $I00,00 fund.
returned
attended a
d 
commismber.
ed a state-
oney. that
(Mown the
Mr. Pritchett's WI 1.
.•
The will of the late John
ett was admitted to prolate
jug. The instrument is dat
ber 9, 1908, and is witnesse
Morris and Lucian H. D
Annie Mason, niece by marr
deceased, and who kept hou
for years, is the sole legate
perty 1:4 every kind, consist
house and lot on East Seve
the furniture, a paid up life
policy, accounts, notes. etc.,
to her. She is also appoint
ministratrix without bond.
•
GRIPPED BY
Garrett S. Wall, of M,lysville, mem- that even yet fears are felt that her
hers of the State Board of Control of
Charitable Institutions, met the com-
mittee here. It Waa Judge Wall's
first visit to the asylum since his ap- were positively identified by their vie-
pointment on the bi-partisan board tim. They were convicted withing thir-
and his first visit to 1-lopkinsvi1le ty-six i4ours after their arrest. Pub-
since 1862 when he rode into the town lie feeling was strong against the
- s;:twith Morgan's Raiders. Judge Wells men but no demonstration was made. 11a s s there is seben."
-came from Murray where he had been Don't say is seven, say are seven."!
1for Several days at the bedside of his "All right, teacher, you have your
way about the are, and have minetwelve-year-old son, who was serious-
his morn-' sion of powder.
d Decem-1 The visitors were the guests of up-
by T. W. erintelident T. W. Gardiner at a sump-
la. Mrs, tuous dinner, and -many of the dishes,
Igae to the including fifty pounds of succulent six
e for him weeks old Holstein veal, were pro-
, the pro- ducts of the institution.
ng of the The members of the Board of Con-
th street, trol and Dr. Gardiuer and the asylum
Insurance officials, made strong appeals to the
being left committee for the recommendation of
ed as ad- a sufficient ippropriation to erect a
buikling for insane negresses and a
hospital. The negro women are con-
Grip is prevalent all over
1::.ville a d the surrouiding co
there a e a number of case
monia. Bad colds, that are
enough to be classed as eith
pneumonia, afflict ,nearly al
of the Jeople. The grip h•
so general that it is believe
spread by contagion, many
porting that in no other
they have caught it.
V. Pritch- ly burned about the eyes by 
. about the sebell." an explo- L.
I "Good; what are they?" •
(From Monday's Daily) ! "Pa says (and he says it this way)1 .
T. M. Jones and daughter,L Miss she can raise more
Mary, and Miss Louise Jones left this Corn and- colonels,
morning for New York. i Wheat and whiskey, ii
Miss Sarah Cayce left Saturday for Hay ard horses, hemp
Columbus. Ohio, where she will be the hell and tobacco
guest of Mrs. Geo. A. Kaufman for a to the acre than any other state-on
few weeks. earth." . 
*
6
:Has Annie Cayce is in New York,1 Ah! they are all envious of the
wh re she will be for the next two Greatest State. There's New York .
,
or three weeks in the interest of J. state. GOA% Hughes got mad because 1
her horses beat those old selling platers 1
1
Children Cry
FOR FLETCHER'4
CASTORIA
H. Anderson & Co.
Mr. and . Framukel and
fined now in dilapidated quarters. In Sam Frankel will leave tomorrow for
one cottage there are fifty-three un- NeW York, where they will spend sev-
der treatment, when, under sanitary eral weeks,
conditions, not more than twenty-five
could be accommodated. The building
for the colored males is also crowded
Hopkins- to such an 'extent that no other pati-
intry and ents care be received. The urgent nec-
When. this notice was sent to the taf, every day.
of pneu- essitY of a -hospital building was pre-
New Era L. L. Elgin, the leading drug- Yes, there's mach irejudice against ;
,
gist of Hopkinsville, had just received the Greatest State: It may be because
ot severe sented, and' Dr. Gardiner told of the
r grip or pressing
patientsthe rest
• become berculosi
to have the 'deaths at athe institution during 
dozes, which to get new users for the
eople re- 'the past year was caused by this dis- remedy, 
to be sold at half price This:
ay could ease. Fully ten per cent of the pat!- 
stock will not last long, and you
ents are con umptives while among should not delay taking advantage of
' negro patients1 the percentage is dou- this offer.
ble that figure. Under present condi-
tions there is no way to treat the
eases properly or to prevent its spread
among. otheii patients. There were
nine deaths at the asylum. in January
and five of these were from tuberculo-
sis. .
e ,neatness and cleanliness of the
s and the efficiency of the offi-
and the remarkable quietness
contentment of the Patients called
many favorable expressions from
ommittee. There are! 1201 patients
e asylum, Last year, by econo-
1 -management, Dr. pardiher sav-
ed, $,2,000 from the per capita appro-
priation' most of whicIr he Used for
permanent •improvemenIts, additions
and 'repairs. 
. 
1
The superintendent is anxious for
the legislature to make some provi-
sion for comfortable quarters for the
employes of the institu ion, all of WIJ
whom at present . have - 'oonìs in he TO
on
HALF PRICE CHANCE.-
(111 SALE!
Horses&Mules
•
We c4n be found af our new
stand,Inear L. & N. depot
office 4ith Gray & Gatos.
Our pens are full ,of good
Horses and Mules for sale.
1WAIII be glad to ,see our
fried& and custornet0.
Satisfaction
Guaranteed
C. H. LAYNE
& COMPANY
. T
,war
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and
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HANG FIENOS
FOR BRUTAL ASSAULT ON
SOCHI ,WOMAN..
Thousand Applications Made It)
bid People Who W MI to See
the Execution.
-.-1-1-+-1-1-14÷÷+÷+÷÷÷÷+÷+÷
"THE GREATEST STATE"
E. Gary's Toast at Trl- State Lumbermen's Annual
(pet In Evansville.
÷+•1••14+++÷
•:*
•".• •
Ban- ÷
'HE CAUSE OF 'OLDS.
1;efeel ltd t ice Hearding the Prevea.
Ii u o ft oughs au (.olds.
If
strengt
.14 40 cases
might
-Sr+
; 
if he had proposed "The Greatest Bu-
siness". it would have been so easy.
- ' KANSAS CITY, Mo., Feb. 7.—Pie- What is the greatest business? . Alto-
parations have .been' completed at he gether new—Yes. the lumber business.
county jail for the execution tomer- Or, if he had proposed "The Three
'row of John Williams and George Rey- Greatest States." Easy again. What
folds, the two negroes recently con- are they? Illinois, Indiana, Rentuc-
victed of assaulting Mrs. W. H. Jack- ky. Sure. I notice you observe the
son. More than one thousand applica- alphabetical order, so as to keep off
. • :tions have been received for permis- the grass. Again lhe"Three Qreatest
sion to see the. execution, among the Cities" • would do. What are they?
applicants being Mrs. Vera Henry, Chicago, Evansville and Hopkinsville....
mother of Mrs. Jackson. No women Again in alphabetical order.
will be permitted io witness the hang- : But the Greatest State? That's eas-
ing, however, and it will be made as ily decided, but a hard opinion to hand
private as possible. , down, but a toastmaster is the .auto-
The two negroes continue to main- crat of the dinner table, and must
tam n the same stolid indifference to e'en . haveis way.
their fate that they have exhibited ever The Ohio is a great river. Why2. .Gentle the shapes of her pastunes,
since their arrest. Reynolds has Great by c(ontact. It rubs against the' - While her mountains, they chalhenge
shown some slight inclination to wea- agreatest state, for 500 miles. Oh! you the gales.
ken and to seek spiritual consolation, are fond . of the Ohio. But that same i
le...1r. Toastmaster, Ladies and Gen- 1 ous of the beauty of her wom n. His 
freque
denten:— Don't you think the toast-I Santanic Majesty is envious npf her produc
Mori
, 
master might ha•%:e 'done better for me?" because she can muster more Hades i nil ski
. MUCQUS
! He knows I'm .krom :Kentucky, and I I than he can any old day. 
• is weakknow what is due my hosts as Indi- 
- The Greatest State is the eny of— with ge
; anians. Embarrassing? Very. Now,
me .of diseas
but neither have expressed any regret HATA' detracts greatly from-the great-
for the atrocious'crime for which they ness of Illinois and Indiana. Why?
were found guilty. Both men since It separates them from the Greatest
their conviction have 'devoted most of state. Of Illinois and Indiana it may
their time to sleeping. . be said, one achieved greatness, the
other had greatness thrust upon her,The attack on Mrs. Jackson was one , .
but the Greatest State was born that
of the most brutal in the annals of
wMissouri. She was waylaid' by the ay. Some, of our fellows have to
Ayres, Chief Senate Clerk George Pe- negro brutes while she was on her
terS, Oscar Vest, assistant sergeant- way home from Crittenden Mission,
at-arms of the senate, and Representa-
tive R. IL Moss, of llodgensville, ac-
companied the joint committee. ,
Col. Andrew Scott, of LouisVille,•
Judge A. J. G. Wells, of Murray, Stan-
ley Milward; of Lexington, and Judge
where she had been playing the vio-
lin at an entertainment. The negroes
dragged her to a vacant lot. For days
after the assault the Woman's- condi-
tion was' such that her life was. de-
spaired of, and so great-was the shock
need of the segregation of
afflicted with pulmonary tu-
s. Twenty-five per cent. of
ractically
duty twenty-four hours every da..
The Board of Control ield a met-
ing Saturday afternoon nd accepted
the resignation of Edward W. Moore
as treasurer of the asyluM. Mr. Moore
has gone to Cincinnati to reside.
George DeTreville, of thle Planters
Bank & Trust Co., was elected treas-
urer.
The joint committee a'4d Board of
Control left Saturday evening for
Frankfort. They will visit the Lex-
ington asylum next Friday.
Children Cry
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•
mind may give way.
The two negroes wefe arrested al-
most immedately after the cririte and
PERSONAL GOSSIP
Dr. Howard's specific for the cure
of constipatiOn and dyspepsia is not a
"cure all." it is simply a specrx for
the cure of !indigestion, headacha,
constipation and liver troubles. It
comes in the form of tiny granules, GO
in a vial, is pleasant and easy to take,
and it is sold by Mr. Elgin with the
understanding that if it des not give
perfect satLfac t!oa it will cost you ab-
solutely nothing. ! w11-25d15
DIES FROM ABSCESS OF BRAIN.
ELKTON, Ky., Feb. 7.—Cleveland
Thompson, a %'ell known young man
died suddenly Sunday afternoon of ab-
scess of the brain. He was 25 years of
age and unmarried.,
 0-
Y SALVE FAILS
CURE ECZEM1.
Scientists are now agreed that the
eczema germs are lodged not in the
outer skin or epidermis, but' in the
inner akin. Hence, a penetrating
liquid is required,, not an outwaftl
salve that clogs the pores.
We recommend to all eczema pati-
ents the standard Prescription Oil of
Wintergreen as compounded in liquid
form known as D. D. D. prescription.
A triallaottle of this D. II. D. prescrip-
tion, at* only 25 cents, will instantly
relieve the itch. NVe have sold and
recomtnended this remedy for years,
and know of wonderful cures from its
,isp. We recommend It to our patrons.
L. L.•Elgin, Hopkinsville, Ky. 3
of the Empire State so bad every, time
they started, and cut out horse racing.
acre s Tennessee.She's been try
leg for fifty to beat the Greatest
StLie making Nchisky and -found she
couldn't do it, and got mad and pass-
€d !fate wide. Plumb dry. So dry we
But, speaking of envy, remind
a rhyme I saw the other day—
THE WISE OLD OWL.
wise old owl
Lived in an oak
The more he heard
The less he spoke—
The lets he spoke
The more he heard;
Why aren't we
More like that bird.
• I'd better stop talking and listen
awhile, which I'll proceed to do after
naming the Greatest State in ve se:
Deep are the woods in WentuckY*
Rich is She loath of her valesi
Red rose the sun in Kentucky,
White her stars at the fall dis the
de *—
Blue were the skies 'all about her, .7 .
Invincible—Red, White and Blue.
Once to have been born in Kentleky
Was a birthright fit -for a god;
come across to your side sometimes,
.A heritage proud as a Caesar's,to make the Night Riders come across
Or any that earth ever trod.
--but I he Greatest State is still the
Greatest State.
Go back to that geography class we But her blazing stars are enshad wed. kinsville
were talking about: Veiled in the blue of her sliy; all -Store.
Teacher: "children, which is the Outlawry with law, is contendir4—
! 7,! state?' Shall our pride of heritage die?
!il::troati,d horns in reply, no
division.
• 1; ::Hity products does the 'ex-
cel in?"
No reply.
. Finally, little Johnny snaps his ftni.
gers, "Seben."
"No, there are only six."
ople wot id ottly 1:o tritl t )a, df
aJo o
Pneumoniaf coughs, colds ai 
an the s 'stem, t
e avoided. Thes troubles are
tly dneo 
weakes
which
s a c dasi.on of themem:tra chale, wchoi heins
tahnisi nstkeirn-
of the body.
ned it becomes asily infected
which cause many of the
to which flesh is heir. Healthy
membranes are easential safe-
f the body's general -health.
. re shiwing moisture over there by )
a fresh stock of Dr. Howard's specific she raises hemp. Hang it all, OW
for the cure of constipation and dys- sounds mean. The angels are envi-
pepsia, the .regular 50 cent size of 60  
•-• /7/ •(#4, 
e450/. 74
mucous
guards
' An e cellent aid in t prevention
of coug s, colds, pneumo ia, and such
like int ctious diseases, s a remedy
tthat wil prevent or cur catarrh.
We h ve a ret:iiedy wh*ch we hon-
estly believe to b unsurpassed in :ex-
cellence for the revention of coughs,
colds an. all catarrhal conditions. It
is the p scription ofsa famous physi-
cian,, w. • has an enviable reputation
of. thirt years of cures gained
through he use of this formula. We
promise to make no char e for the
medicine -should it fail t do as we
claim. 'e urge everybo y who has
need of uch a medicine t try Rexall
Mucu-Toee.
It at: ids to reason th t we could
not affo d to make such statements
and give our own person , I guarantee
to this r medy if we were not prepar-
ed to pr ve the reasonabk ness of our
,
claim in every particular, and we see
no reaso Why any one sh le uld hesitate
'to acce t our offer and ry it. We
have tw sizes of Rexall Mucu-Tone,
.. !
prices 50 cents and $1.00. ometimes a
60 cent ottle is sufficie t to give
marked. lief. As a genernl thing the
most chienic case is relieied with an
average f three large bOttles. You
, can obta n Rexall Remedies in Hop-i
nly at ur store--The Rex-
L. L. Elgin.
1VANT
to takeGlorious old state of Kentucky, •
lay past was not written in vain; Shorthan
gu ranteRich heritage of blood and. tradition,
competenWill dispel every shadow and stain.
for those
wediuthcoautitons
The spirits of Clay and. of Breck'en-
ridge,
Will yet be embodied once more, FO
And thy beauty, thy strength and; thy d&wlY
glory
. Wax gran-der than ever before---
For. thy mountains, they challenge the
gale.
 t
D—Young men nd women
course in Bo k-keeping,
and l'pewrit g under a
of a lu rative i osition fori; y. Play ent ma 1e so easy
who. are seeking a business
that any one can meet them
erifice.
BUSIesIESS Ct?..LEGE,
Hopki sville, Ky.
wild17
• 411S Ow- •  -
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11‘ Now is the Time to Take
Shorthand,
Bookkeeping, Telegraphy !
Positiors are. plOntiful. Many places We
cannot fill. bi.M growing set) ol of long
long standing'. Secures pesitirns. pheap
board. Located in a beautiful city near
Maininoth Cave. ,Coine Jan. 4, anyl time.
Howilog Green Business University,
itioorporated
Bowling Green, Ky.
% /i• /// //
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As
MOONLIGHT
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PURE
HISKY
• ; i".`")
riee),
1
Invariably Good
Upon" the production of -the richest and purest of whi
kies our every effort is directed. The grain used, the pure co d
spring water at our command, our method of distilling, purify'
and aging---all are interwoven so firmly that it would be impossible
to produce any_but the best whisky-in Cascade.
GEO. A. DICKEL & CO., Distillers, Nashville, Tennessee
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THE KEST
OF QUESNAY
By Booth Taikhigtoilr
eepyried, MS, by the Male Company
Copyright, 1007, len by the Rig ay Company j
CHAPTER IV
0 doubt the most
1 could have do
. departure of Pro
, dee and his sin
ould have been to sett!
fore My canvas again wit
Von of painting, and Oa
did. .1ft least, I resuw
stool and went through
M oti na habitually connect
act 
oi 
painting.
In flue, 1 sat there bru
imy failure like an automat
ing over and over aloud:
wrong with him/ What is
him?"
I came out of my vatic
with a start, caused by t
that I had absentminded'
bsurd thing
e after the
essor Kere-
ular friend
myself be-
the inten-
is what
my camp
tne of the
al with the
h paddling
n and say-
"What is
rong with
‘•%
ored study
discovery
squeezed
Upon my palette the entire contents of
an expensive tube of covet violet.
The turpentine rag at last proved
eifective. I soured awa the last
tokens of my failure with it. wishing
that life were like the canv s and that
men had knowledge-of t right ce-
lestial turpohtine. , at 1 clean-
ed my brushes, pa -ed an shouldered
my kit and, with a fin Imprecation
u,pon all sausage sandwich s. took up
my way once more to L Trois Pi-
geons.
Striding along at a goot gait and
chanting sonorously, "On L den when
the sun was 1(1w," 1 left t s..: rougher
boscaees of the forest beh d me and.
emerged just at sunset ti on an or-
derly fringe of woodland where the
ground was neat and un ncumbered
and the trimmed trees sto at polite
distances, bowing slightly o one an-
other with small, well bred rustlings.
I stood upon Quesnay gr d,
Before me stretched a s ortasbroad
avenue of turf,. leading to tie bateau
gates. A slope wag-, ter ced with
strips of flower gardens an Intervals
of sward, and against the een of a
rising lawn I marked the gure of a
woman pausing to bend ver some
flowering bush. The lady upon the
slope was Mrne.d'Armand, tie inspira-
tion of Arnedee's "Mousier has much
to live for:"
Once more this day I ind rsed that
worthy man's opinion, for. though I
was too .far distant te see clearly. I
knew that roses trimmed . me. d'Ar-
rnand's white hat and Oa she had
passed me no long time si ce in the
forest.
I bad come far out of my way, so I
retraced my steps to the I tersection
of Abe, paths and thence made for -the
Inn by my accustomed rout .Not far
along the road from where I awe into
It stood an old, brown, dee ,thatched
cottage, a branch of brushwood ,over,
the door prettily beckoning, travelers
to the knowledge that cider was here
for the, thirsty, and as I dr wnear I
perceived that one availed I iteself of
the incitation. A group St od about
the open door, the lampli ,ht from
withiu difiClosiug the head ot the house
I filling A cup for the wasfare • ", .
The latter was a most mut danesend
elabortqe wayfarer indeed a small
young an very lightly ma e, like a
jockey and point derive in k aid, put-
, tees, pongee cap., white ad green
I stoek. a knapsack on his ha -lc and a
bamboo stiek under his arm. le spoke,
though with a detestableatrient, in a
rough alid ready, pieked Up ialect of
Parisian slang, while Per Baudry
contributed his share of the ouversa-
tion in l a slow patois. As eoth men I
spoke at the same time an neither '
understood two consecutive ords the
other said, it struck me that the dia-
logue might-krove unproducti e of any
highly important results thi side ut
Michaelmas. Therefore, di eovering
that the very pedestrian g ntleman
was making some sort of lug ivy con-
cerning Les Trois Pigeons. I came to
a halt and proffered aid.
"Are you .looking for M II . Bros-
s4rd'Vl"II asked in English.
The traveler uttered an exc amatiou
and faced about With a ju i la bird-
like for quickness.
"Say." he 'responded in a oice of
unpleasant nasality, finally eciding
upon speech, "you're 'Nummer 'n, ain't
yon?"
, I returned. "I ' t ught I
heard you inquiring for"—
"Well, m' friend, you can at ng me,"
he interrupted, with cond ending
locularity. "My style French does Fr
them camels up in Paris a night
But down here 1 don't seem -t., be gud
enough f'r these sheep do Any-
way, they bark different. I' lukkin'
fer a hotel called Les Trois Pi ons." .
1 pointed to the lights of the inn
flickering across the fields. 'Yonder
—beyond the second turn of t road."
"Oh, I ain't goin' there Vnig t! It's
too dark f see anything now,' he re-
marked. ' "Dives and the c oo-choo
back t' little ole Trouville f' mine!
I on'y wanted to take a luk at this
pigeon house joint." . .
"Do you mind my inquiring,' I said,
• Nvhat you expected to see at Les
irois Pigeons?"
"Why,". he exclaimed as if a tonIsh- '
c(1%-att the question, "I'm a
makin' a pedestrum trip t' all t
ler sights," and, inspired lc) el
he added as an afterthought,
^ t,
- uere WO you get the notion that
Les ,Trois Pigeons is one ,of the regu-
lar 4ghts?"
"Ain't it in all the history books?"
you have received my poor young gel
tlenitates excuses when be NV:IS SO ru
which makes we wish to tall: with yi
on such a Sllbjecl. It is why I wen
"No; I don't think that it is men- not have you believe Mr. saffren ill
tioned in any of the histories or even me . t wo very suspe( ted ilatividte,
. the guidebooks." who bide here like two had 
" 
criminals
Look a-here," he said. taking a step , .fr 
.NO, 110:" I liroltA VII 11;ISt ilV. "1 !
nearer me. "in - oiliest. ,now. on your
e aid, (lithe inerien half them Jeanne
(Fare tamales and William the Conker
live at that hotel wulist?"
•,ovn Pt
"Stung ngain!" lie broke Into a
sudden loud catlike of laughter. "Why. ,;.•lle is a n ye. film, limn. that .old ei-
., a feller at Trouville tole tile- 'at this l't raaa„i•—aa, N-01 y. nice, ooly be hid.
j PI eon place was all three rings when i it a itoe.1.11.. ,ae tun a ins semet !Mee. % e
it owe t' history. Iessir!" ,fine man-70h, yes, only he is a • Sp:
I tarried-no longer, but, bidding-this : Eh? • ila. ha!" .. -- '
go A youth and the generations of ' -Not at all." a langhed. •-I thong,
Baudrv good night, hastened on to my ' you might tear that I was a
be ated dinner.
Aieeilee." I sate _
hg
tio
on
k ps her eilver getting rather rusty?"
lonsieur, we- have no thieves here.
Wt are out of the world."
" es, but Trouville is not so far
aw y, and strange people go to Trou-
vii e—graud dukes, opera singers, jock-
ey;, gamblers, tourists"—
" ruly," assented Amedte.
"It follows," I continued, "that many
strange people may come from Trou-
ville. In their excursions to the sur-
rounding points of interest"—
"Eh, monsieur, but that is true," he
Interrupted. "There was a strange
monsieur from Trouvilla here this
very day."
• 
• * • • • •
1 bad sprained my ankle in n poppy
field and must spend Utile less than a
week of idleness within the contine
of 'Les Trois Pigeons, and, reclining
among Cushions in a wicker long chair
looking out from my pavilion upon the
drowsy garden on a hot noontide, I
did not-tnu S care. -
A heavy step crunched the gravel,
and I hcar.l my name pronounced in a
deep inquiring rumble, the voice of
Professor Keredec, no less. Nor was I
greatly surprised, since our meeting in
ti forest bad led me to expect Some
advabees on his part toward friendli-
ness
T
 e•• at least in the direction of a
better , acquaiii tauce.
."Elere on," I called. "in the pa-
tf you wish to see me."
"Alla. I hear you become an invalid,
mst dear sir!" With that the profess-
oral great bulk loomed in the doorway
against the glare outside.. "I have
come to condole with you, if you allow
It,,,
"To smoke with me, too, I hope." 1
said, not a little pleas
"That I will do," h4 returned and
came in slowly, welkin with percepti-
bk.-lameness. "The By path), I offer
Is geneine. It is not uly from the
heart; it is from the la issinius dorsi,"
he continued, seating iftnself. "I have
choosed this tine weather for rheuma-
tism of the back.'
He took from his pocket a worn
leather case, which he opened, dis-
closing a small, browned clay bowl of
"It is .leicked tor Iiins'af but it
vood tot. t.:x O."
the kind workmen use,
with a red Stem, lie till
dark and sinister toha
poneh. "Always my pip(
said and applied a match
staoke as other men in
smoke of cigarettes. "1.1
It is wicked for the insi
is
mi. fittin!.t it
d it with a
To from a
for me," he
inhaling the
le the light
. it is trtnid:
leg, but it is
god for the soul. When I am alone I
am a chimney with no bebdoniatlary
repose. I smoke forever. It is on ac-
count of-my young friend I am tem-
perate now."
• "He. has never smoked, your young
friend?" I asked, glancing at my vis-
itor rather curiously, I fear.
"Mr. Saffren has no vices." Profess-
Keredee replaced his silver rimmed
spectacles and turned them upon me.
with 'tierene benevolence.! "He is in
good condition, all pure, like little
children, and so if I smoke near him
he chokes and has water at the eyes.
though be does not col plain. Just
now I take a vacation. I is his hour •
for study, but I think h looks more
out of the front window than at his
book—yes, very much sin a. the pass-
ing of that charming yom g lady some
days ago." 
.•
"You say your young ft fend's name
Is Saffren?"
"Oliver, affren." The benevolent
gaze continued to rest Up; n me. but a
shadow like a faint anxie y darkened
ourise. the Homeric brow. Finally he said
e reg'-'• abruptly, "It is about him that I have
tuence;', come to talk to you."
"as it r- "I shall be very glad."
"I la. my ,di art. eir." he rt.i
said. are a emu uf feelleea
"but you
aa the way.
ted and the usual itour Of consults-
had arrived, "Isn't that old lock
the, chest where Mule. Brossard
name of Prefesser Koredec"--
'The name of no he thund.
eti, illtelTllplin7F, protect
Illation \\log' Ile is in uiIit pee pi
from a curtain: lia, my dear sir.
ktolw what set' 'Wad:: lett flee.
"Eh?" Ile became seriouk.
"1 supposed you might be writing
book which you wished to keep in,
the public for a titne'amt that pitssib-
you might imagine that I was a r.
porter."
"So! And that is all," he retorne
with evideet relief. "No, my dear si
1 was the spy ; it is the truth. 1 col
fess my shame. 1 wish very much I
know what kind of a man you ar,
And so 1, have watched you."
"Why?" I asked.
"The explanation is so simple; it w:)
necessary."
"Because of—of Mr. Saffren?" I sal.
slowly and with some trepidaticp.
"Precisely." The professor 'ex-hale
a cloud of smoke. "Because ,i at
sensitive for li:tm and I am his irard
Ian, but I am not his guardian 1 y th•
law."
"I had not supposed that you were.'
I said, "because, though I do not run
derstand his—his case, so to speak. •1
have not for a moment thought him in
sane."
"ILL my dear sir, you are right!" ex
claimed Keredee. "He is as sane II',
anybody in the whole world! Ila, he
is now much more sane, for .his mind is
not yet confused and, becohwebbeil
with the uselessthings you and I put
Into ours. A feiv months more—ha, at
the greatest a Year fr(en now he
will not be different any tenger. He
will be like the rest cf us, only"---the
professor lea nod •forwit rd, . a ml his - bits
fist came down .0:1 .the arm of his
chair—"he shall be better than the rest
of us! But if strange people vere to
see him now." he continued, "it would
not do. There are so many who judge
quickly. If they should see him now
theY might think be is not Jost right
In his brain, and then, as it «m id. hap-
pen go easily, th%e, same pemee might
meet him -again after awhile. 'Ha,'
they would say, 'there wit's a time
when that young man was insane. I
knew •him!' And so he might go
through his life with those clouds over
him.
"Ha! I wish you to know my young
man." Keredec went on. "You will
•like him—no man of feeling could keep
himself from liking him—and he is
your fellow countryman. I hope you
will be his friend. 'He should make
friends, for he needs them. You will
dine with us tonight?" he suggested.
Acquiescing cheerfully. I added,
"You will join me at the table on my
veranda, won't you?" _
Before answering he cast a sidelong
glance at the arrangement of things'
outside the door. The screen of honey-
suckle ran partly across the front of
the little porch, about half of which it
coticealed from the garden and conse-
quently from the road beyond the arch-
way. I saw that he took note of this
before he pointed to that corner of the
veranda most closely screened by, the
. vines and said:
"May the table be placed yonder?"
"Certainly."' -
"Ha, that is good:" be exclaimed.'
Suddenly we heard the rapid hoof
beats of a 'nettled horse. Ile creased
our Alsion and the open archway—a
high stepping -hackney going well,
driVeu by a lady in ft light trap which
was half full of wild flowers. I had
not the least difficulty in recognizing
: her. At the same instant the startled
pigeons fluttered up from the garden
path, betaking themselves to flight, and
"that other -monsieur' came leaping
i across the courtyard and into tbe road.
"Look quickly!" he called. "Who is
that lady?"
Arnadee antoke with a frantic start ,
and launched himself at the archway. '11
"That lady monsieur?" he gasped,
gazing after he trap. "That is Mine.
• 
. 
id'Artuand."
1."Mine. d'Armand." Saffren repeated
the name slowly. "Her name is Mme.
• jd'Arinand?"
• "Yes, mousieur," said Amadee com-
placently. "It is an American lady
who has married a French nobleman."
CHAPTER V.
M
Y ankle had taken its wonted
time to recover. I was on
my feet again and into tie
woods.
July came, and one afternoon I sat
In the mouth of the path just where
I had played the bouading harlequin
for the benefit of the lovely visitor at
Quesnay.
I heard the light snapping of a twig
and a swish of branches from the
direction in which I faced. Evidently
some one was approaching the glade,
though concealed from me for the mo-
ment by the winding of the path. Tak-
ing it for Saffren as a matter of
course—for we had arranged to meet
at that_titne and place—I raised my
voice in what I intended for a merry
yodel of greeting.
I yodeled loud. I yodeled long, and
my best performance Ni'as not unsug-
gestive of calamity in ahe poultry yard.
And when my mouth was at its wid-
est in the production of these shock-
ing Ulla hootings the person approach-
ing came round a turn in the path and
within full sight of nie. To my hor-
ror it was Mine. d'Armand.
1 grew so furiously red that IF bril'n-
eG me. I was plainly a lunatic, whoop-
lug the lonely
 
...11MINarrit
heavy dew, not of the leat,--tynt like
that on the forehead of a man in cru-
cial pain. I made nervous InOte to
seize - the opportunity and said gently,
peace of the woods into almost timidly:
"But if it 'Should distress the 1Py?"
"Yee—then I (amid keep a wity But
I !nest know that."
"I think you might know it ky her
running away—and by her WO." I
said mildly. "i'idn't you?"
"No:" And his eyes 11:Ished.anladded
E'1"!111'.1al 1, s18 .e.
•
‘ e 11," I -said, "lere be )eti our
•
way."
. "I don't believe she was distrtissed."
'he went on. There was soimithing,
but 'it wasn't • trouble. We eoked
straight, at :each. other. I satw lit eyes
plainly, and it • was''—he paused and
sighed, a sudden, brilliant ,smile upon
his lips--"it was very—it was 
-
very
ii r dark eyes tared
ahead.
pandemoniuk, She kept straight on.
Then suddenly, while 1 waited in siz-
zling shame, a clear A•oice rang out
• Iron) a dish flee in an answering yodel
to mine. There was a filial call, clear
and loud as a bugle, and she turned
to the direction whence it came, Then
taliver Saffren came
round the turn of the path.
ped short.
• Her hand pressed against her side.
Ile lifted his hat amid spoke to her,
and I thought she made some quick
reply in a low -voice, (hi nigh I could
not be sure.
She held that startled at a mo-
ment longer, theu turned and crossed
the glade so hurriedly that it was al-
most as if she ran away from him.
She did .not seem to see ute. bier dark
eyes stared widely straight ahead, her
lips were parted, .and she looked white
and frightened.
I stepped out to meet him, indignant
upon several eoutitte 1110.St of all upon
his own:,
"You spoke to that' lady!" And my
voice sounded unexpectedly _harsh and
sharp to my own ears, for 1•had meant
to speak quietly.
"I know—I know. It—it was wrong,"
he stammered. "I- knew 1 shouldn't—
and I couldn't help it."
"You expect me to believe that?"
"It's the truth. I-couldn't!"
I laughed skeptically.. I don't un-
derstand. .1t Ives all beyond me," he
added huskily.
"What was it you said to her?"
"I spoke her name—Wine. d'Ar-
wand.' "
"You said more than that!"
"I asked her if she would let we
see her again."
"What else?"
"Nothing." he answered humbly.
"And then she—hen for a moment it
seemed—for a moment she didn't seem
to be able to speak"—
"I should think not!" I shouted and,
burst out at hint with satirical laugh-
ter. He stood patiently enduring it,
his lowered eyes following the almiesa
movements of his hands, which were
twisting and untwisting his flexible
straw hat. .
"But she did say something to you,
didWt.she?" I asked finally.
"She silid._!••Not now!' That was all."
"I suppose that was all she haa
breath for: It was just the inconse-
quent and meaningless thing a fright-
ened woman would say:"
"Meaningles,s?" he repeated and
looked up wonderingly.
"Did you take it for an a.ppoint-
'tient?" I roared.
"No, no, no! She said only that and
then"—
"Then she turned and ran away from
you!"
"Yes," he said, swallowing painfully.
"That pleased you." I stormed, "to
frighten a woman in the treiods!"
I set about packing my traps, grum-
bling various Sarcasms, the last mut-
terings of a departed storm, for al-
ready I realized that I had taken out
my own mortification upon him, and I
was stricken with remorse.
"I wouldn't have frightened -ker for
the world," he finally said, and his
.voice and his body shook with
strange violence. "I wouldn't have
frlghtened her to lease the angels In
Heaven:"
I stared at him helplessly, mar could
find words to answer or control the
passion that my imbecile scolding had
evoked.
"You think I told a Ile!" he cried.
"You think I lied when I said I could
not help speaking to her!"
"No. no," I said earnestly. "I didn't
mean"—
"Words!" He swept the feeble protest
away, drowned in a whirling vehe-
mence. "And what does it matter?
You can't understand. When you want
to know what to do you look back into
your life ,and it tells you, Old I look'.
back—ah!" He cried out, "uttering a '
half choked. incoherent syllable. "I
look back and it's all—blind! All these
things you can do ,and can't do—all
these infinite little things.: You know,
and Keredec kaOWS. and Glouglou
knows, and every mortal soul on earth
knows, but 1 don't know! Your life
has taught you, and you know, but I
don't know. I haven't had my life.
It's gone!' All I have is words that _
Keredec has said to me. • I would burn
my hand from my are" and my arm
from my body rather than trouble her
or frighten her. but 1 couldn:t help
speaking to her any more than I can
help wanting to see her again."' -
Ito baused. svini11Z from his brow a
.•
- •
I'felt an instant tendency to lau
was that heathenish possessio
old insanity _of the risibles,
makes a man think it a heThorow
that his friend should be discos' 
love,
"But if you were wrong," .1 saki, "If
it did trouble her, -and if it happened
that 'she has already bad, too rtmuch
that ,Waa distressing in her life"14-
"You know soinething about h4!" he
— exclaimed. "You know"— li
"I do not," I 'interrupted in NO. "I
have.only a vague guess. I may be
altogether mistaken." lj
"What is it that yhu.guess?" !ie de-
manded 'abruptly.. "Who madO her
suffer ?I'.
"I think it was ,her husband."
with a lack of discretion for w
was instantly sorry:fearing wit
running lightly
son that I had added a final blIle stop- 1
to the long list of the afternoon
is," 1 added. "if my guess is rigi
,
"Is he alive?" he _cried sharply.
"I don't know!" I returned emphatic-
ally. "Probably I em entirely misliaken
in thinking that I know anything of'
• her whatever. I'd rather not sa., any
more until I do know."
"Very well." he paid quickly. rWill
yon tell me then?" i
"Yes—if you will- 1 t it go at th t."
"Thank you," he s id and, wi h an
impulse which was but too p1ait4 one
of gratitude, offered me his hand. I
took it, and my soul was di Aleted
within . me, for it was no puro' of
mine la; _set inquiries on foot i ' re-
gard to the affairtiof Mine. trAr and.
It was early duak. From the curt7
yard of the inn came the sotn4s of
laughter and chattering voice. ' Be-
fore the entrance stood a co- ple of
open touring 'ears, the chauffe rs en-
gaged in cOuling the rear tirs whh
;
buckets of water brought by a erson-
age ordinarily known as Glouglou,
whose look and manner as be-perforni-
ed this office for • the 'leathern digni-
taries so awed me that 1 wondered I
had everdared address himiwIth any
presumption of intimacy. .
As we turned to enter the toichway
we almost ran into a tall man who
was Coming out, evidently intending
to speak to one of the drivers. -
_ The stranger stepped pack With a
word of apology, and I took note of
and a
8traight
strange?'
There was something •so Oa and
different in his look that, like at fr eth-
er dried up old blunderer in my Vince,
'h. It
thehich
thing
ted in
him ft* a fellow countryman
world] buck of fashion indeed. -
We were passing him when be ut-
tered -am ejaculation of surpri e and
stepped forward again, holding ut'his
hand to my companion and e claim-
ing:
"Where did you come from? -I'd
hardly have known you."
Oliver seemed unconsciouS ef the
proffered hand. He stiffened visibly
and said: •,
"So there is," said the other prompt-
ly. "I have been ,misied by a resem-
blance. - I beg your pardott."
He lifted, his cap slightly, going:on,
and we entered the courtyard to find
a cheerful party of nine or ten Men
and women seated about a couplel. of
tables,.I 
went almost as quickly to my ,pa-
vilion and without lighting my lamp
set about my preparations for dinner.
The party outside, breaking up pres-
ently, could be heard moving toward
the archway with increased noise and
laughter. A girl's voice (a very ht-
tractive voice; called, "Oh, Cressie,
aren't you coming?" and a man's
plied from near my veranda, "Only
itopping to light a cigar,'1 •
A flutter oLsilairts and a patter of
rem oetoaeneo unit tne girl came li-
ning back to join the smoker. "C s-
sie," I heard her say in an eager, lOiv-
ered tone, "who was that devastating
creature in *bite flannels?"
The man chuckled. "Matinee sort
of devastator—what? Monte Crieto
hair, noble profile"—
"You'd better tell me," she Interrupt-
?d earnestly, "if you don't want me to
ask. the waiter."
"But I don't know him."
"I saw you speak to him."
"1 thought it was a man I met three
years • ago out in San Francisco, but I
was mistaketa There was a slight re-
semblance. This fellow might have
been a rattier decent younger brother
of the nituil knew. Ile was the"—
My Strong impression was that if the
speaker had not been interrupted at
this point he would have said sonie-
thing very unfavorable to the charttc-
ter of the man he had met in San
Francisco.
L caught laat word from the girl
as the pair moved away.
"nil come back here with a hap,
tomorrow night and serenade the bealn- 
tiful one."
"Monsieur is served," said Amed
looking in at fey door five minutes
later. •
"You have passed a great hour jur
now. Amedee." •
"It was like the old days. trulvr
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ich 1
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"No, monsieur:- they are 4111 I heir way
to visit the chat an and .stopped here
only be ause the rim from Paris had
Wade ti c tire a t hot." •
"To visit Questely, pin !ne:in?"
"Truly. But ition.:ieur need give him-
self no uneaslues . I die not mentionr
to any eile that lionsieur Is here. His
name w is nut speeen, a lie. Ward re-
turned to the elm menu today," he-add-
ed. "S'Ile has lea n in England." •
"Quesnay will .be gay," I said, com-
ing out to the table. ..
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CAUGHT HE DEVIL
AN TIE HIM T A TREE IN THE
COUNTRY.
Possess d with the hallucinationt
that she h d eaugh the doll' and tied
him to a tree in he country Ora'
Waltes, c lored, wits arersted yester-
day •after oon by thief Rolle. She
was walk g up College street when
the chief aw her.
The wo an was singing loudly and
a large cr wd was following her. Op
the way the lockup she told the
chief that "she had caught the devil
tlaand tied im td a tree on the farm
of Carl D Herdm ," rented by W.
E. Damon where she had been em-
ployed.
She was taken b4ore County Jude•
H.' H. De hardt yesterday afternoon
and was o tiered sent to the:ylum at
Hopkinsvil e. , Patrolman Clifford
Claypool 1 ft wilth her las night on
the • 6:15 tr Bowli Green
News.
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11ARL T. s
fit.„SE L
'Pastor Br oklyn
iaberne ie.
00
Brooklyn Feb. O.-The fourt and
final meet ug for •t he consid ration
of doctrin.1 surrend rs necess ry to
Church F leration was held oday,
Brooklyn's largest auditorium 'the
Academy f Music, being cr wded.
Pastor C. rt. Russell, of the Br oklyn
Taberuacle delivered the addr ss as
follows:-
Having viewed during the pits three
Sundays what the leading denomina-
tions would need to sacrifice in se in-
terest of Federation, we come to ay to
the fatal diScussion of this serie• The
Church Mt itant and Triumpha and
her interest in the F,ederation slove-
n:tent Let us endeavor to to -6 so
broad a vieW of this stabject that there
will be no reom for disagreement to the
part of tri Christians of any (It-, omi-
nation.
linnecessry as it may be to e plain,
to this large and intelligent an ience
the significance of our topic,, The
Church Militant aial The Chum Tri-
umphant. I must th nk beyon the;
thousands present 1P f iw titiiiion who
to-merrow NV111 l'ertfiVC 1.1110104 0 fll:S
0ife n Ourse from that great cha el of
the world'slprogresa. the secular 'resa.
hence 1 exHain that the term C urch
Militant si ttitles the church in 'war-
fare, strug ling with the pow rs of
evil, while the Church Triumpha t sig-
nifies the Church vic orious, gl ylous,
Joined with her Lor , the He; venly
Bridegroom, as his pride and ueeu
in the great Millennial Kingdo soon
tcr bless and uplift the world of man-
kind. 1 should further add that while
14 this discussion we have cons dered
the various denominations of Cli isten-
d m and t eir creeds we must today
ignore all uman, systems and eeds.
, , - .
N e must take ' -the ; broad, 7' neral
ground of the Scriptures and ecsog-
nize only 4e Church.1 .
Nor may we make the mists e of
1,0* ying that the one Churclyis on Sect.
io sect, no denomination, ho ever
great .and influential and nu erous
aid 'rich, either in sordid or h 'torte
tatealth, can be conceded the ri ht to
a propriate the name which our Lord
give to all truly his disciples. urely
none of us is sectarian enough kS dis-
pute this premise. We must le rn to
recognize the Church of Christ from
t e same viewpoint_ as does the Head
6 the Chnrch. We must lea i the
..t4rceof St. Peter's words to Core Oita,
f a truth I perceive that God is no
peeler of persons; but in eve y na-
il n he that feareth him and w rketh
hteousness is accepted with him"
cts x, 34,15). .
Taking % therefore, the Seri tural
view of the Church, we recogi ze it
O the "Body- of Christ" of many mem-
bers, over Which he is the Hen . It
is composed of consecrated toll wers
of Christ irrespective pf all dem 1 Mo-
dena' lines-those who, turning from
sin, accept. Jesus as their Bed mer.
through whom they have forgi euess
of sins and 'reconciliation to the lather
-those wh have become discip es of
Christ, tak' g up their cross to ollow
him and w o have reeeived the 'eget-
ting of tb4 holy Spirit. Who could
d.spute that these are the Chu h of
Christ? W o shalLsay that they must
belong to Oils Communion or tit t, or
lose their relationship to the , ead.
Christ Jesus? The apostles nev r re-
ferred to Baptist Christians. Met odist
C sristians, Catholic Christians, Pres-
b terian Christians, etc., but me ly to
ese whom we have de,scri • • and
• horn they styled saints-"the C urch
o the livi g God, whose namv: are
• itten In heaven" (Hebrews x 1, "3;
I imothy III, 15). Let us keep s rictly
thin the lines of God's Wor and
,
a'old the errors of the past. et us
to say consider this Church a the
Courch Militant and prospective • the
C urch Triumphant.
The Church Militant.
If we aillagree that we have efore
o r minds the real Church, the • urch
o the NeW Testament, let us totice
t at there lis a nominal Churc also
a d that we are not competent ts fully
d .term:ne which are the rea and.
hich are the nominal Christia s ex-
cept by the test which ou- Lo s has
glven-"by their fruits ye shall know
them." While the real Church o fully
censecrated bellevers,, faithful o the
L6rd and his Word and the pri ciples
of_ righteousness, is represented. by a
Sel'y small number, there is a n mina'
Church related theretO as is a s ell t ,
the kernel of a nut. The n minal
Chbreh includes those whose anner
ia - whose at n tendance o worship i plies
a relatioushin to Clira.:ft without laving
g ne the lenath of a full faiths cept-
I cc of hinit in sacrifice. perhaps' with-
a t having fully turned from si even
1 tli,ii hearts, and without a9ngii
ade a full conSl era ion to ser e the
I rd. Thi nominal c ass may I • sub-,
d vicled int believers who are avor-
a ly dispos d tovrarcl Iltrist and right-
usness; otherS who ..-regar the
• hurrh as 'merely a moral el de-
s smed for octal fIr-al moral ben fit or
1 fluete u on the w rld, by co inter--
a ting in4'.nen es: still titers,
b tter nt h arr. sinful and selfls hay.
I g no, faIti w-hatever in Jesus a no
ere IN•hat ver for morality a 1 UR-
0 00#••••••4•.•--••••-•••-•-5-4-•••••-••.•••••••••400
PULPIT...
FDERATION
The Church Militant's Surrender
to the Church.Triunyhant.
. "Say ye not, A Federation, to all them to
whom this people shall say, A Federation;
neither fear ye their fear, nor Le afraid-
Isaiah viii,-12).
60 0•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••-• -• ••••••• •••-0
ing the name of Christ hrpocritiPally.
merely as a garment to deceive, that
they may the better gain their ends.
Thus we find the umulual Church to
consist Of:- -
(1) Hypocrites; (2) Moralists; (3) In-
differents; (1) Seekers after godliness;
(5) The true Church, -the sanctified in
Christ Jesus" (I Corinthians, 1, 2)-
"members of the Body of Chris"-
prospective _members of t e Church
Triumphant.
Fightings Without and Within.
Every member of "the Church of the
first-born" was called "to suffer with
Christ" that he may be also later glori-
fied with him in the Millennial King-
dom.- Only these who will stand the
test of faithfulness under sufferings,
trials, crosses, self-sacrifices, have .the
promise of sharing with Christ the
glories of the Church Triumphant.
"If we ,be dead with him, we shall
also live with him; if we suffer with
WM._ we shall ,also reign with him; if
we deny him, he -also will deny us"(II Timothy II, 11, 12).
But why should the Church fight?
Is she not commeuded to live peace-
ably with all? Are not Christians ex-
hotted' to war net with carnal weapons:
'and to be smitten on both cheeks,
'rather than to return eVil for evil?
Where:then, comes in the fight? Who
are the, foes? Surely none would as-
sail a non-resistant!
We reply that the facts do not bear
out that suggestion. Our Lord and his
apostles were peaceable and non-re-
sistant, obedient to kings and laws,
and yet they suffered violent deaths,
as well as stripes and imprisonment.
They had their names cast out as evil.
'And those who _peraecuted and ma-
ligned them N-erily thought that „they
did God service. All who follow in
the Lord's footsteps must expect simi-
lar treatment, because, as Jesus said.
"The servant is not greater than his
Lord." "Marvel not, if the world hate
you, ye knew that it hated me before
It hated yon. If ye were of the world,
the world would love his own; but be
ye are not of the world, but I
have choffen , you out of the :world,
therefore the world hateth you' (John
xviii, 18, 19). The Master said, "The
darkness hateth !the light," which ex-
plains why the chief religionists of
his time being of wrong condition of
heart, instigated his crucifixion. They
were Of the darkness: living outwardly
holy, while in heart they were far
from consecrated to God. The very
holding up of the torch of Truth was
6ainful to them, reproved them and
excited their animosity. Human na-
ture is the same today. Notwithstand-
ing the fact that heretic-roasting has
become unpopular and intolerable to
the world, there are methods of pri-
vately and symbolically roasting,
slashing, .wounding and killing prac-
tised, by those estranged from God,
though somethnes highly esteemed of
men and wearing vestments only
slightly less glorious than those worn
by Caiaphas and Pilate. '
' !‘1_6Vho Scourgeth Every Son."
The.Scriptures explain that there is
a two-fold .reason why eses and all
of MS followers are requ'red to suffer
for righteousness' sake.
(1). It is requisite to. their own char-
acter-development that they should not
only -profess absolute loyalty to God
and to Truth, but that this loyalty
should be put to the test. Thus we
read of our Lord that though "holy,
harmless, undefiled," he was proved
perfect in his loyalty by the things
which he endured-by his obedience
even unto death, even the ignotniutou.
death of the cross. The same princi-
ple, the Scriptures assure us, operatea
In connection with all whom God is
now calling to be Emmanuel's as:.,-ci-
ates in the Millennial Kingdom. They
must suffer: with him if they would
reign with him. They must walk in
his steps (Galatians v, 11; vi, 12; Il
Thessalonians I, 5; II Timothy i, 12;
II, 9, 12; lii, 12).
(2) These experiences are designed
of God to qualify us to be judges of
the world during the Millennial Age-
that the Christ. Head and Body, may
be merciful and faithful towards the
people of earth. Likewise it is proper
that the world should know that its
Judgeim have thus been tempted and
tried'. and are able to sympathize with
them in their weaknesses and in their
endeavors for righteousness-and more
willing to help them up, up, up to hu-
,
man perfection than to consign them
:o the Second Death.
Although this conflict has lasted for
more than eighteen centuries it has
not been long for any single indlvid-
oat. With the Master himself the
period was only three and a half
years. On the whole: as compare('
with eternity, the 'entire Gospel Age or ,
Sacrifice, as the Master said. is but
"a little while." And as for Ow af- '
tlietlyns: and test mugs themselve.,... St.
'Paul. gives the pr)per thought, saying.
'hat at most they: are "light afflictions
hut for a moment and not worthy to
1te cotoparcl with !the gliwy that shall
be revealed in us," the' overcomers
1-tomans viii, IS).
Church Trionirha.l.
The Church in glory and In poWet
7-111 contain no hypocrites and, no
anareiv nominal Christians-only the
otr-v-rr-tr ,V 1( FN-Ti'efti.""V NEW ERA.
, true, the saintly, the "sanctified in
Christ Jeans" Nevertheless It will lie
e(Jtnposed of two elta4qP`4, iN IMP:It:I I
ad 11,4. the l'rletu: Hod t hi. 1,0‘ pc,: In
Ilu, t.tiff. ill .11,11,1 1•1 v., •,1, th..,,,II
tkitwo Ito, 1.,,, .1 .....! 1.1.!
Itallifitat t !!.. .. ..'S.
- tint pi tr.,) bood ol4tri 1 I . 1,, . i -
Together Ilkese. are st„t nit a t!•
Priesthood iit' a heue:doni of I1,, I
St. Paul tells us that \lel, hiw.edeli. W- ho
V,18 a priest mein his thr, we, merely
typified the Church Triumphant flea I
. a ad Body- The Christ, "A priest flu--
ever after the order of Mel' hizedek"-
a priest upon his throne. • During- the
Millet aial Age that glorious Priest,
Head and Members, will I -less and up-
lift, rule and judge, the world I pf. man-
kind,- with a view to rc-overing as
many as possible, as many as will
obey him. from the rluin of sin and
death. During, the thausand years of
the Melchizedek reign all the families
of the earth will be blessed with op-
portunities of return to human perfec-
tion and to earthly Paradise. The
willing and obedient win be destroyed
in the Second Death. At the close of
the Millennium. Christ's lediatorial
Kingdom will terminate. • . ;
As the Levites were utnicti more nu-
meroug than their brethren. the priests,
so there is another class 111 the Church
corresponding-styled "a great com-
pany, whose number to man know.
et in that they were not Specially
predestinated. These less .earnest less
zealous than the faithful "little flock."
will reach a plane of glory through
tribulation also, but ,with less joy.
These, we are told, will be with the
Bride as her companions. As Levites
they will serve God in his temple, but
not be members of the temple class,
the Priesthood. These will‘ have palm
branches and be before the Throne,
While the Royal Priesthood will have
crowns and be in The throne 38 mem•
berti of the Body of Christ.
The Church Militant's Surrender.
All the s ddiers or the cross, ex.
periencing !141u1 lags without and with.
hi against till' powers of sin and dark-
ness and t iwir Oyum weaknesses, surely
long for the time of their "change" in
the. "First Resurre tion." . They long
for the time when Os mortal, shall
ptirt on imnwtality; , -hen this cor-
ruptible shall have put on incorrup-
tion; when We shall be like our Re-
deemer and see him as he is and share
his- glory. Gladly. therefore, do all
of Cod's consecrated people wait for
the blessed change Promised at our
Lord's Second Coming'. when that
which is sown in weakness shall be
liraised win -power; het that which,,
sown in dishonor slut I be raised in
glory; when that which is sown an
animal body shall be raised 'a spiritual
body '(I Corinthians xv, 42744, 53,
54). Surely such, having 'prayed,. "Thy
Kingdom cone; thy will be done on
earth as in heaven," are waiting for
the King and God's time for estab-
lishing his Kingdom for the blessing
of the world. No wonder the Apostle
wrote of these, "Ourselves also, which
have the first-frgits of the Spirit, even
we ourselves groan within ourselves,
waiting for the adoption, to wit, the
redemption of our Body"-the Body of
Christ, the. Church, through the power
of the "First Resurrection" change,.
This will be our glad surrender to the
Church Triumphant. when we shall
hear , the Master's voice' saying. "Well
done, good end faithful servants:. enter
ye Into the joyS of your Lord. You
have been f::ithful over a few things,
I will 112:1 1 P 3'4)11 ruler ever many
things"-a pa:aLlpants In the Millennisl
Kingdom ;.,1 ry aud its dominion of
earth for the uplifting of mankind
(I Corinthians vi, 2; Revelation it, 261.
Union or Fcclerationa-Which?
I ask you. my heirers. and indirect-
ly I ask the millions of my larger con-
gregation whom I address weekly
through the public prints.-- What ad-
vantage w1:1 necrue to tap Clem, A) .Mil-
itant through - the on-coming Federa-
tion? I reply that great advantaae
will come to the saintly few, not In the
manner expected, but along the lines
of the Divine promise that "All things
shall work to!..7ether for good to them
that love Ged-to the called according
to his purpose." The Church Federa-
tion. which the Seripturea distinctly
show us w:11 be effected, will include
the various ''lasses already indicated:-
(1) Hypocrt-s: t2t Moralists: 131 Fol-
lowers afar. off: (4) Saints. •
But in the Federation the Moralists
and iligh v criti-s will be dominant
forces. The saintly will less t hau ever
be in evidence and appreciated. The
outward and apparent . success of the
Federation will seem wonderful for a
moment, but the resultst will be disas-
trous. ,
The saintly few, guided by God's
Word and holy Spirit, will awaken to
the true situation and become separat-
ed from time nominal mass. Their mis-
guided Iii`noes as respects the bringing
about of a spiritual Kingdom .on earth
will be thoroughly shattered, and, more
than ever, they will look to the Lord
as the source of help and wait for his
Kingdom to Come through be Re-
deemer's advent and the Resurrection
"change."
In a word, God's saintly people need
no outward Federation, even as they
need no credal. fences. So far as these
are concerned, the sooner nil barriers
11P1WP(111 them are leaped and they
- !;10 'to
-ether as members of one
, f' -'. _loitial to the one Heavenly Head
..•, T •111. time better. Let Churchiani-
ty produce its Federation and 'see its
folly and failure, as outlined in our
text. But let the saints of (1;od draw
near to him and to each other in ia
rpliatual l'idon and renhjze to the full
the :meaning of the Apostle's w,aals,
-one faith: one Lord: one haptisui- -
one "Church of the Living field whoze
names are written in - heaven.'"I'l stj
condition cannot he attained throw h
outward or) 141,4. butn  ca l ie :MAMA1
only thPoug i drinking into o.the ne
rpirit obtai 
 
table thr( tt-h tin- proper
.nalcr-tmaling of tic ; 'w,,!•! .4 o;!•!.
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LOOSE tOBACCO SALES
Are Mode Daily on The
Loose floor  Wa'eh I It e
4
Co ne:- 12th and Water Streets,
Hopkinsville, Kentucky,
We have the largest Warehouse in the city,plenty
of room, so there is no waiting to unload. We
give personal attention to Tobacco Sales and set-
tle each day promptly. Bring your Wag9n load-
ed with Tobacco to us and we will get you the
HIOHEST MARKET PRICE
Home Phone: 1203 Office,
1249 Ware house
Cumb. Phone 943.
.1. .1. .1. .1. .1. .1. .1. .L. .1.
HESTER-ARCHEY.
t Brilliant Nuptials Celebrated
at Lafayette.
++++++++++++ +
(From Friday's Daily.)
The marriage of Miss Mildred Hester'
and Mr. Adieus D. Archey, which *as
solemnized at Lafayette last night
was one of the most ,brilliant social
events in that region for a long time.
The ceremony was pronounced in
the Methodist church at 7:30'o'clock,
'ley. NV. if. Archey, father of the
groom, officiating. Invitations -had
been issued and the church was
crowded by the friends and relatives
The auditorium had been beautifully
lecorated With' evergreens, palmeand
chrysanthemums.
•
•
The bride was attired in a white sa-
tin gown of exquisite design and wore
a veil and carried a bouquet of orange
blossoms. The maid of honor, Miss
Bessie Lee Thacker, was radiant in
oink and carried flowers to match.
Nlisses Sarah White and Dorothy Bo-
gard were the flower girls, and Misses
Ailleen Kingins and Willie Archey
were the ribbon bearers. The brides-
maids were 'Mrs Queet White, ilisses
Maud Dawson, of Herndon, Mary
Cheatham, of Hopkinsville, Fannie
Burks, Esther Lee Stone, Laura Pur-
cell, Beatrice Taylor and Catherine
France, of Lafayette. Mr. Reuben
Harris acted as best man and the ush-
ers were Dr. Fraser 'NVillams, Martin
Keatts, Willie Keatta and Robert
Fraser. All the gentlemen wore the
conventional black. The. wedding
march was played by Miss .Vesta Dav-
idson.
The bride is the daughter of Mr. A.
J. Hester and is one of the' Imost
charming and popular young ladies of
this county. The groom is a success-
ful young business man and holds the
responsible position of local manager
of the Cumberland Telephone ex-
change at Lafayette. Mr. and Mrs.
Archey will reside at Lafayette.
++++++++++++++
+
+ CASKY ITEM!. AlA
—We hope Mr. Ground Hog did notl-
get to see his shadow Wednesday. Also
that we.. may have some prettyl
weather now.
—Messrs, John, Charles and Leslie
Jacksen were here Sunday as the]
guests of their parents, Mr. and Mrs.i
C. F. Jackson. ;
—Mr. Joe Jackson and little son, of
Pembroke, were recent visitors here.
—Misses Sadie Rutledge and Mary
Jackson attended the Martin-Schol
field service in Hopkinsville las
Sunday.
7-Mrs. Will Bert received word tha
her sister-in-law, Mrs. Will Duke, ha
died in Thackeray, Ill., last Monday
Mr. and Mrs. Duke were visitors her
last Christmas and her death came as
a shock td her many friends here, an
who wish to extend to Mr. Duke their;
deepeat sympathy.' She leaves a six-;!
months-old baby which makes her,
! death doubly sad.
I —Mr, and Mrs. Chas. Lander were
I guest a of Mr. and Mrs. Huggins last
Sunday.
—Mrs. Robert Bronangh and little
Son, Jack, were guests of Mr. and Mrs
Ernest Jackson in 'Pembroke dile'
week.
—Mr. Willard Green has gone, ta
Earlington for a few ys.
SUi FLOWER.
-I- +4.4..1. .1. .1. +4'
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—C. L. Wadlington, the I. C. agent
at Gracey, who got his leg broke
month ago, is yet unable 'to leave hiS
room. He is slowly imprbving, how-
ever.
—Mrs. T. B. Tuggle and children left
Monday for Hopkinsville,itheir future;
home, arr. Tuggle having gone thl
first of the year. •
—A. J. Hooper and family have
moved from Hopkinsville to Cadir.
Wednesday afternoon a linen show-
and Mr. liooper has taken charge )4
er was given the bride by Miss Vesta It he tobacco factory of Crutchfield &
Davidson at the residence of Mrs.,I Co., in this city. They octupy one of
Queet White. The occasion was most II the Woodruff cottages, near the de,
enjoyable and a large number called.
Many handsome gifts were received.
We Buy
FURS
Hides and
Wool
.#44Feathers, Tallow, Beeswax. -11;;# • s
Golden Seal,(Yellow Otcot 1, !Any
Wiid Ginger. etc. 'We ar •.• :
esta!)Lhed in 1856- -"Over 
1.ouisvillt.--and can do bette.r f ..r • • .!
nt• or Cptillair:09 1CCCiIi. t'•
flank ;n ,
ap.1 i•ir tlgs.
4fx
r Ir'r•ef t>t
et
pot.
—Geo. S. Lawrence who has been
at work in Hopkinsville since' the firstt
of the year, returned to Cadiz Tues-11
day.
—Attorney Jno. C. Puffy. of Hopkins-
vide, was here yesterday looking after
matters in the court.
—Morgan Boyd, of Hopkinsville,
was buying tobacco in Trigg' several
days this week.—Cadiz Record. ,
—Herman Cox, former city marshal
of Cadiz, has sold his hotel in Gracey
to Judge NV. P. Stevenson, and Mr.
Cox has bought 111P ,vottage, residence
of W. R. lianamond where Pat Wad-
lington now lives Mr. R.- H. Wilson
will 
_
to n the hotel and
Mr. Wadlington wil continue to re-
side at the Hammon4 cottage.
—A pool of tobacco owned y a
number of farmers hying in the eigh-
borhood of Oak Grove, south of adiz,
was sold yesterday to 4. W. H4icock,
for the American Snuff Co pans'.
There are about 30,000 pounds n the
pool and fine prices were r lized„
some bringing as high as eig t and •
a half cents. Joe Lee -Ricks,' J. assa-oso"""i
Guier, J. 0. Sumner, Eli Ca ning-
ham and others werr members of the
pool.
—Presiding Elder John W. L41w1s, of
the Methodist church, spent • veral
days iu the county last week )lding
quarterly meeting. He was aI Cam-
ton Friday; Oakland Saturday, and
at C.adii Sunday night He p ached
at each place.
•
-continue
DR. BELL'S ANTI-PAIN
For Internal and External P ins.
Hip Wanted
For that coug . Get u, bottle •f Dr_
Bell's Pine-Ta 1Ioftey.
A cough
Is a danger Signal and shauld
neglected. -Take Dr. Rell's P.
Honey at once It allays inflam
stops the cou h and heal the
branes. '
Dr. Bell's me-Tar-H
For e&hs and Colds.
Notice;
Now is the
your fowls a
cures Cholera
and Limberne
preventative i
healthy but m
Price. 50 ce
Guaranteed b.
& Higgins (i
%dile. Try it
Ask for bookl
try.
i'eultry Raisers.1
ot be
e-Tar
ation
mem-
riey
time of year feed
good tonic. R -11-44
flour, Gapes, anew
k. When fed as a
not only keep them _
kes them lay. 1
ts, no cure, nci pay.
your druggists Cook
corporated) H'kin.-
der the gua antee.
t on diseases o pont-
SUTHERLAND" EAGLE EYE SILYE
Good for fkItthing but the ESes.
-+
RAW FQRS BOO HTrgliogorbsKsvirt   MUSKRATI TRAPPERS
I ATTENTION KINDS. WRITE rftril PalEAIR.
 
OUOTATIONS. ADD ESS,
A. E. BURINARD 11=Vtlan't CincinPat:, 0.
POWDER
and ROUE 1:'
El CO CO 5
"he ainty Freh h Wayt
lnni importel chamois-.e paper and till -grainetv.aible powder se! a leaf,
w awrobt7-4ved, Orem th y,
Eas K 'tor act ,'N.1 Doesn't
e vele over oils.
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velvety bloom and d
if not at yours by mail
the dainty hand-bag I
cream. Sole
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The Ford Automobile
of srmorrrror 404 ss,'", -4"•'
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4 The sliemand for a Superior, Reliable Car, handled and looked after in a business way, has led u, into tEleAutomobile business. We have taken over a year to decide upon a machine that would answqr the rp-
quireipent of the trade here and'have found it in the FORD. Mr. Glover, of Louisville, is herb for this
week to demonstrate the Ford car, a simple machine having arrived Saturday. He will take pleas re in giv-
ing any interested customer a trial run. Telephone No. 17 Cumberland, or 1202 Home.
FORBES MANUFACTURING COMPANY, Incorporated
wit th 1t$r at at *at tiro wet are ft ore at woe mirk At 111 aimb thair,
'UM 
•
-
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COLDI lin nr nihr COMPLETE iD[CT TDna- spacHEids  ur win bun, bumntit SERIOUS CHAEGEJ Ind! In 1HE miticommERIAL CLUB .1:LU
MADE AT 4,14140CIAT4N ,MEETING
DI SPRIWIFI LD.
Mr. Ewing's Home Dim et Has Al-
Most Completely DeSe Organ-
ltatIon.—ROast foil Editor.
(
t
A, despatch to the Nahvil1e Ameri-
can from Springfield, Ten.. says:
"It had beeti announ
,
c d that asso-
ciation speeches would be made in the
circuit court room Monti , and a fairf
sized audience asseinbl . Mr. Gre-
gory, a book-keeper for the associn-
tion at Clarksville; Fel x G. Ewing,
general manager, and 1 n M. Foster
were on hand to addressj the people,1
'14,1r. Ewing did not s eak but read,
'a carefully prepared pa
he Charged that the Rob
Nevis had endeavored
offilal organ of the
having failed, it' then
assOciation for making
Planter the official on
"thomas Faunijeroy.
.and owner of the kews,
idoe4 not know what the
-ger of the paper offered
If the charge referred to bim it is false
and without any foundation.
"Mr. Ewing's paper ruthlessly casti-
gated the articles of Plowboy' which
have repeatedly appeared in the News,
charging that in many Iiatancee they
were false and mislead'
"Ailr. Foster's speech
arralgnment of the Tob
Trade recently organ 17e1
charged that the board
for no other purpose th.
the association.
"Conservative
• /niece men are to.the
estimate
efits
• a..11•1100••••...
PERSONAL so
( From Tuetela 's
ra8•a severe
co Board of
here. He
as organized
I' to disrupt
of old to-
Ct. that Rob-
sip'
. F. 0. Wilson, of trace
city.
Mrs. Sue Cravens is vi
lumbia, Tenn.'
lkiwling Wood left for
last hight.
Sc on W. Nerria, of
spen yesterday in the ci
A. C. Tutt and son. o
Store, Tenn., are spendin
rown on busineea. .
Mr. John Young and d
Gussie Young, left for Na
terday to visit Miss Era
Mesdames S. E. Steve
'Turner, of Earlington. ar
.of M. and Mrs. J. W. 'I'
r in which
rtson County
become the
lation, and
ritic!aed the
the Tobacco_.
resent editor
tatee that he
ormer mana-
do, but that
allyt
, is in the
Ring in Co-
ew Orleans
1 lenderson,
y.
Weaver's
the day in
ghter, Miss
York yes-
Young.
and Susie
the guests
yman.
NIrl. and Mrs. Hugh II rat Rodman
rrived Sunday evening and . will be
with Mrs. F. M. Ilyani, on South Main
street until March 1st, when they will
go to their home in Loliavflle, to
spend a month, but wi :return to
Hopkinsville for the sumxner.
Miss Ophelia Payne hal accepted a
position with Hooser & agada1e, the
:new millinery firm.•
Mre. Virginia Lipscomb has return-
ted frOm a visit to Mrs. W lam Dunn,
in Cadiz.
Mrs. George Howell. is t yesterday
for Richmond, Va. after a 'visit to her
'Parents. Mr. and Mrs. J. Ft McPherson.
Ntitte Mary Graeme Start ig has gone
to Tampa, Fla., to sp d several,
v,•eekts.
Di rict Deputy Ed J. uncan left
-,!mte slay on official visits to the Milks
maytic.i and P:oiti-
S.
TO BE UgED IN VENTILATING
•'SUMMER RESORT. •
.-ciam Fleming Expects to Have Hotel
Erected at Entrance of Cavern
Near City.
San Fleming, owner of Fleming's
Cave, a large cavern near this city,
Is serioutily considering the project of
erecting a large hotel near the en-
trance of the cave, the chief feature of
which will the piping of the cold
and Perfeetly pure air of the cave into
the' hotel, thus giving it the low tem-
perature and germless atmosphere of
the underground world. He believes
that such 'a scheme would solve many
of the ills of present day living for
it would do away with all dust and
bacteria, would make the summer's
hottest days cool and pleasant and
.would be a cure for pulmonany trou-
bles of all kinds. This is no new idea
With Mr. Fleming and he has had his
plans all fully Made out, but an arti-
cle in a current, magazine describing
in detail the resitience of T. C. North-
ma, of Page county, Virginia, whose
house is supplied in a similar manner
with air from the celebrated Luray
cavern, has confirmed him in his de-
termination to carry out the scheme.
Mc. Northcott has fully demonstrat-
ed the,, feasibility of such a scheme,
and as a result of his house being so
supplied with air he and his family are
immune to colds, coughs and such dis-
orders whi:d those afflicted are cured
within a few hours by staying in the
house. The air Is supplied by a sys-
tem of fans which draw In the fresh
air from the cave and expel the con-
taminated air, hut at the Willie time
without causing severe drafts. Even
in 141immer the windows and doors are
itellf closed and all 'dust, heat and
(1,:iillto4 germs are thus kept out. The
air from the cave is the purest known
to licieliCe and is absolutely free from
germs, for the limestone formation in
the cave is certain death to all bac-
teria. It has always been argued that
could consumptives live in such an at-
mosphere and at the Same time get
the benefit of the sunshine they could
be cured by such trei'ment alone. In
Mr. Northcott's house the situation•is
possible, for he has 'generous win-
dows and an airing deck, too, through
which the sunshine can come freely.
Mr. Fleming expects to follow _this,
same plan with his hotel and to make
it especially suitable for the habitation
of consumptives or those affected with
lung troubles, and believes that he can
in this way make it financially profit-
able to himself and of Inestimable,
good to such persons. In addition he
proposes to have all the features of
the usual summer hotel and pleasure
rpsert.
Bays HorseshoeIng Shop.
Walter Faulkner has bought out the
horseshoeing shop of Mack Harper, on
North Main street, and will continue
the business at the same stand. Mr.
Harper has accepted a position in the
blacksmith department of Forbes
Manufacturing company.
fie:WM..5 Kidney and.Bladder Pills
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IN DEMOCRATIC CONGRESSIONAL OF SENATOR WATKINS WILL BE IS .11O1'KI \SV1LLE ASYLUM, SAYS
PRIMARY ELECTION. INVESTIGATED.' HERALD CORRESPONDENT.
Stanley Received l0,35 Votes, Givens Claims Four Legislators Sold Out For Tells In An Interesting Manner of the
3,036 and Clements 2,963.—Chris- *20,000.--LNo Night Session Vet.
tian's Figures. Berry Ill. Committee.
HENDERSON, Ky., Feb. 9.--:The
Democratic executive committee of the
Second Kentucky congressional dis-
trict met here-at noon today and made
the official count Of the votes in the
congressional primary of Feb. 2. The
total vote follows:
A. 0. Stanley 10,355
C. C. Givens  3,036
LaVega Clements  2,963
All the members of the committee
were present, or
Following is the official vote of
Christian county in the congressional
primary election, as certified by. John
B. Chilton and J. E. Moseley, chair-
man and secretary, respectively, of the
Democratic executive committee of•
Christian county:
PrecinCts Stan. Giv. Clem.
Hopkinsville No. 1....45 31 11
Hopkinsville No. 2....13 9 3
Hopkinsville No. 3....71 58 15
Hopkiesville No. 4....43 49 18
Hopkinsville No. 5....47 19 13
Hopkinsville No. 6....29 24 5
Hopkinsville No. 7....14 7 4
Gracey 34 12 1
Newstead 33 3 1
S. Pembroke 78 3 0
N. Pembroke 117 8 2
Gordonn el d 33 1 2
Casio' 14 1
Longview 33 2
Beverly 34 0
I 'Dwell t3 6
Lafayette 61
I I erntInn 41 1
lirent's Shull 26
l'elmyra 64 12
Ranbridtte 3$ • 0
ram:a Shoot I louse----( it
Lantrip's  8 0 1
West Crofton 1C 3 6
East Crofton 24 3 2
Baker's Mill 46 0 1
Bluff Springs ..... 23 2
Dogwood 43 0
Perry's.School house  56 6
Edward's Mill 26 6
Concord 14 4
Total 1185 288 127
 0 
IN MEMORY.
(fled, at her home in the Mount
Zoar vicinity. near Kelly, Ky, Jan. 28,
1910, Mettle Florence East, the belov-
ed and youngest daughter of J. T.
East. Mattie was nineteen years of
age and loved by all who knew her.
She had been ill for some time and
during all her days of illness bore it
patiently and without complaint.
She was possessed of a lovable
Christian character, and was so kind
and affectionate-1ft, manner as to win
the hearts of all who knew her.
In the community in which she liv-
ed, she was a great favorite, and will
be sadly missed by her many friends
and companions.
She leaves a father, five brothers
and three sisters to mourn her ir-
reparable loss.
To the grief-stricken family the
. .
community extends its deepest sym- To be neglected. Sutherland's Eagle
,pathy. May the good Lord who does Eye Salve will, any case of Sore to lighten labor, ad some modern ma-
all things for the •bgst comfort _them ,eyes, •granulated lids, opthalmia 
or chinery of farming on an extensive
In their great bereavement, any 
inflamed condition of the eyes.
Painless and harmless. 25c a tube at! 
scale.
The State has two silos in which its
—A FliTEND. nil dealers.
FRANKFORT, Ky,.., Feb. .9.—In the
senate today, Senator Dowling offered
a resolution for the investigation of
Senator Watkins' charge that four
members of 'the upper house had sold
Out to the whisky interests 'far $20,-
000.
Dowling suggested Senator Combs,
Chipman; Salmon and himself as the
investigating committee, all said to be
opposed to the county unit bill. Lieut.
Gov: Cox was allowed to appoint the
committee. Ile chose Senators Thom-
as, Beard, Newcomb and Burnam, who
will select a fifth member.
Watkins, in his sensational charge,
claimed that his bill had the support
of 22 senators when ,the legislature
opened and only 16 against it. but
that the whisky lobby had got in its
work.
, Despite the report that has • been
sent out from this city that the general
assembly would begin having night
sessions in the near future„ because Of
the session being almost half over and
no bills have been passed by poth
branches of the legislature, the rules
committee does net thing it advisa-
ble to begin having night sessions so
early. It is true that this has been
talked of, but until the rules commit-
'Visit of the Joint Legislative
R. E. Dundon, stab correspo dent of
the Louisville Herald, writes to his
paper as follows of the visit of the
joint legislative committee to the Hop-
kinsville asylum: .
‘The land which the• state owns,
about 546 acres, is easy of culpvation.
Col: Scott says that the out-of-door
employment and total absencl of re-
straint at this asylum is conducive to
More recoveries than otherwi : would
:be possible.
The Western Asylum is the best of
the three in Kentucky, and it seems
.that this employment in the fields and
the exercise taken, winter and sum-
mer, by the patients, keeps the minds
of the inmates from melancholy.
In the manner of restraint, the use
of the straight jacket, a retiolution
has been worked here. • During the
year which ended this week not a sin-
gle hour of restraint or use of the
straight jacket was registered.
In 1907 there were 74,000 hours of re-
straint. This almost inconceivable
betterment of conditions has followed
the inauguration of more humane
methods for control of the piatients,
following Gov. Willson's suggestion,
put to practical test by CIMirman
Scott and the members of the board.
3 tee decides to work over time there This asylum leads the United Stales
1 will be -nothing doing along this line. in respect to humane treaturent of
0 So far, not a single bill has passed patients. What this meant; can ibe im-
1 both branches of the legislature, and agined best by thinking of ,hat a
6 this week Is expected to be the 'first of normal person would do, If clenflned
1 the real 'work days, The minimums even for one hour in a streightltiacket.
2 work of holding long and tetootiN m.o. That It retards recovery film': de-
4 pions has begun and from now on, PO
It IN clalated, there will be many bills
44 0 converted into laws. .
Nearly three hundred bills have been
dumped into. the hopper in the senate,
while between that number .and five
hundred have been introduced in the
house.
0 Considering that the various corn-
14 mittees have their hands full of bills
2 to be reported by them, the house and daily, the visitors saw two of
4 senate will probably -not begin hold- mates at work, under the dire
— ing long sessions until the last part of the baker, taking bread out
this week, and the night session will ovens,
be deferred until later in the session.
Representative Berry Ill.
FRANKFORT, Ky., Feb. 9.—As .a re-
sult of catching a severe cold while
out with the committee on charitable
institutions, which visited the insane
asylum at Hopkinsville last Friday,
Hon. Eli Berry, representative from
the city of Owensboro, is indisposed
Although able to attend the sessions of
the house of representatives Monday,
Mr. Berry is in a bad condition. _ •
And then?
This is the question that overturns
all medical diagnoses. In its ultimate
development pellagra is the jumping-
jack of diseases. Here ate some of
the ways it has developed to the point
where death occurs: Menisatis; insan-
ity; Mania of all forms; utter imbe-
cility. .
Sight Too Valuable.
mentia .is is fact now recognI4d by
physicians. •
Figures prepared by the boa4 tihow
that since the bi-partisan com lesion
took charge and inaugurated kinder
treatment there have been me 're-
coveries. 's
One of the departments inspelted to-
day was the kitchen. In the b4eshop.
where five barrels of flour ar used
e in-
ion of,
f the
The wards throughout are well
lighted, heated and wentilated for such
an old building. The walls are, paint-
ed a restful grayish blue. in the
stables some fine -animals belonging
to the state were seen. ,
The model dairy plant in conjunc-
tion with the asylum was shown to be
one of the best anywhere in the state.
I There a herd of over 100 cow n were
released and' ran out into the field
while the members inspected the
barns. Af these. cows eighty-eight are
giving milk now, supplying the. insti-
tution with all of its milk and butter.
The herd is composed of Holsteins and
Jerseys of selected stook, tuberculen
jinni -7:-
7 . vow- - •
tested. •
This has been 'done since -the bfl-par-
tisan board took charge. .
The farmer, S. A. Pate, a German,
who in season cultivated 400 acrVs. for
the state, with the assistance of but
one hired man and the patients who
are able and willing to do the healthful
out-of-door work, 'showed the visitors
several excellently arranged Ovices
OF V:
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.IRVIEW WILL
RtJARY 1
ET ON FEB-
Addreris Will Be De114red by Er.
Ma or Denny, of Elk n.--Oyster
Supper on the 14th Inst.
n,iFai iew • 'Co mercial Club will
meet i regular session at the school
house Friday night, Feb. 1Sth, at 7
p. m.
It is urgently requested that every
mem' :•1 be present at this meeting,
and al citizens of the town and vi-
cinity ho are Iot menthers are cor-
dially I nvited tb be present, as Mr.
Denny, ex-mayor of Elkton, will
speak e us on that ngh . Some busi-
ness o much i ' portant will be dis-
cussed and re rts of i various com-
mittee will be Leard. ,bny one wish-
ing to join the club wil please give
me yo r name tween now and the
next ii •eting.
On ednesd4, night, Feb. 16, the
club w 11 give an oystei supper at 7
p. m. a the schOol hous . Admission
15c., w tich entities you to supper.
Come : $ d bring your fri nds.
Any citizen who wial es to donate
books o the library wi I please see
'the lib arian, Mrs. Vannie Wade, or
any me ber of the committee on lib-
rary,
Corn" ittee on Library Mrs. R. F. _
Vaughn chairman; Mrs. 4tmanda Har7
ned, M . Vannie Wade, Librarian.
E. H. WADE, et. F. C. C.
emidoy s make all of the ensilage
needed or the farm. Laist summer a
new ba n was built in witich to store
the ha and corn prodced on the
farm.
The Isitora were : itttr .ted by two
rattlarkt 1$1e, hat 
hattaleiii 
lunatiCas
who mi hued up n claiming their at-
tention. •
One o d chap had an ordinary sheet
from .a calendar. Holding the paper
close, h turned o the strangers. and
said: 
-
"It's 11 here, "i140,000. See, I got
It from wensboio."
Begin ing with the lust figure of ,
the mon h, hecounted thean off on fin-
ger, tips until he lhad satisfied himself
and his hearers .s to the actual pos-
session tf the fortune which the craz-
ed brali had created.
Stand ng near the doorway of a dor-
mitory as a venerable patriarch,
whose ead was crowned with long
snow-w' ite hair which grew over into
a beard to remind one of an ancient
Jewish rophet.
"Yes," he said, "I'm 467 years old.
I've liv I here aS long time. Surely
I have ived every day since I was
begotten
He St oked his great beard benig-
nantly pon his auditors That man,
If he ev r could have appeared on the
stage, would have achieVed a name
for himself.
:There re no end to the ,simple little
acts wit h amuse toe Inriates of the
asylum. They take such algenuine joy
at times in the performa ce of what
would b ovoke a laugh f om the un-
feeling t at one Must tilt k that their
lot is 'nit altogether hopt less.
The v :itors at Hopkin ville saw a
man, wh was sharpening a razor on
a strop. That is, he, thought he was,
but the razor" was only a round.
shining 1 stile."
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